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ABSTRACT. 

Incidences of cooperation in agricultural activity are 
widespread phenomena in low-income third world communities. Two 
forms of cooperative labour groupings are identified in Shixini, 
Transkei . These are the work party and the ploughing company. 
It is argued that different organisational principles operate in 
the dif ferent cooperative forms. Work parties are based on 
principles of neighbourhood whi Ie ploughing companies are 
organised around kinship relationships. Factors which determine 
the principle of organisation are social values; the wider South 
African economic system; ecology; reciprocity; the constitution 
and structure of the household; economic differentiat i on; and 
labour demand and supply. 

The dissertation is divided into five chapters. The first is 
an overview of the Shixini social, economic and political 
sy stems. This chapter discusses the influence of the wider South 
African politico-economic system on agricultural productio n ; the 
Shixini!Transkei political context; kinship and its relation to 
social organisation; and the likely effects of an agricultural 
'betterment' scheme on the area. The second chapter is an 
overview of agricultural production in Shixini. It is found that 
the most significant determinants of agricultural production is 
the structure and constitution of the household and the way in 
which stock is distributed in the community. The third and 
fourth chapters describe and analyse Xhosa work parties and 
ploughing companies . Argument is lead as to the reasons for the 
specific organisational principles operating in each case. The 
pe nultimate chapter is an analysis of sacred and secular ritual. 
It is argued that both ritual forms reveal cooperative principles 
of organisation. Secular ritua l dramatises the organisation of 
work parties while sacred ritual dramatises kinship relationships 
and so, the organisation of ploughing compa n ies. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

This dissertation is concerned with describing and analysing 

the logic underlying the organisation of cooperative labour in 

Shixini in the Wi llowvale district, Transkei. The focus is on 

agricultural activity because it is in these arrangements that 

cooperation is most common. In looking at cooperative work I 

focus on two forms of cooperative labour, the work party and the 

ploughing "company". 

Different organisational principles operate in these two forms 

of cooperative labour. In the organisation of work parties the 

organisational principle is neighbourhood and community while 

ploughing companies are organised on the basis of ki nshi p. The 

organisational principles underlying the organisation of these 

cooperative arrangements are not mutually exclusive . Kin work 

for kin in work parties and, i n ploughing companies, kin are 

often neighbours. In both these cooperative arrangements the 

geographic location of participants are influential in their or

ganisation. Ploughing companies are ge nerally limited to fellow 

sub-ward members. 

live too far away 

becomes difficult. 

The logic of this is that if company members 

the logistics of organising company tasks 

My understanding of cooperative work arrangements has been 

governed by the notion that human action takes place within a 
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specific context. In this dissertation I have attempted to de-

scribe the context in which work takes place as broadly as pos

sible. In the first instance I have, influenced by the world 

systems theorists (Wallerstein 1974, 1979; Wolf 1982), argued 

that in order to understand production in Shixini it is e ssential 

that cognisance is taken of the historical and economic context 

in which these activities take place. 

r·ly view of the context extends beyond the perception of in

terlin kages between the wider economy and Shixini to include 

ecology. Here I have been influenced by the work of Sansom 

(1974) and Chambers et al (1981). There is no doubt that the 

ecology of a certain area has a determining influence on 

agricultural production. In my analysis of work parties I 

indicate that a factor influencing the demand for labour is 

rainfall. Rain, because it accelerates the growth of weeds, 

precipitates the need for weeding to be done as Quickly as 

possible. Rainfall also limits the time available for 

ploughing. It is impossible to plough after heavy rain because 

draught oxen ten to s lip and the so iii s not broken up by the 

plough. If the soi I is not broken up by the plough it is 

necessary to re-plough - a considerable waste of time and energy. 

The South African economy and the ecology of the area are the 

two external factors which influence product i on. There are a 

number of internal factors which affect the organisation of 

cooperative labour arrangements . The most important of these is 

economic differentiation. In looking at differentiation my 
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analysis has been influenced by Spiegel's (1979) work on Lesotho. 

In Shixini wealthier households, particularly those better off in 

terms of stock holdings, are able to recruit labour with greater 

ease than poorer households. Through brewing more beer wealthy 

households are able to hold larger and a greater number of work 

parties while poorer households hold fewer, smaller, work 

parties. 

Within the context of differentiation the concept of the 

household and the developmental cycle becomes important. Here I 

have been influenced by the work of Spiegel (1979; 1982) and 

Chayanov (1966). The utility of the developmental cycle is that 

it shows, firstly, that a household's labour resources change 

over time and, secondly, that as the household moves through the 

developmental cycle its production capacities and needs change. 

The final internal factor influencing the organisation of co

operative arrangements is the values of the society. I argue 

that in Shixini there is an ethic of mutual help or, in emic 

terms, ubuntu (humanity) (see Willsworth 1979, on the value of 

ubuntu and how it influences mutual help in a South African 

township). The value of ubuntu, although influenced by a 

specific need for cooperative work arrangements, underlies the 

idea of cooperation. People who do not help other people are 

seen to be lacking in ubuntu. Ubuntu is an ideal which is 

expressed in ritual oratory with people talking about how it is 

important that they help each other and that they work because 

this is the way they are: "We Gcaleka help each other". 
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These factors del ineate the context in which human action 

takes place. ely other theoretical orientat ion is an attempt to 

understand how social institutions such as ploughing companies 

arose. I answer the questions: "Why are there ploughing 

companies and why are there work parties?" in terms of the 

histo r y of the Transkei believing, like Lewis (1968: xviii), that 

"the structure of the present is not fully revealed without 

reference to its deve lopment over time". 

Although I stress the importance of 'context' I do not believe 

that huma n action is determined by the context and instead hold 

the view that the context places limits on human action and 

choice. Within a specific situational context individuals make 

deciSions, fight, work, divorce, marry, engage in ritual, 

participate in local level politics, and die. 

In arguing that people make decisions within specific contexts 

I have been influenced by the work of Barth (1966). Boissevain 

(1974), Holy and Stuchlik (1983) and Riches (1979). In looking 

at ploughing companies I analyse the strategies which individuals 

employ in their attempts to join ploughing companies. I a 1 so 

look at how companies form. how they split and how they organise 

ploughing activities in the ploughing season. 

When first deciding to study cooperative labour arrangements I 

found the l ogic which underlies these phenomena incredibly 

elusive until my own analytic knife was applied. It is therefore 

not unlikely that other researchers. using different analytic 



principles and coming from different 

would interpret and analyse the data 

differently. 

5 

theoretical backgrounds, 

that I have collected 

I divided up the factors \,hich underlie the organisation of 

cooperative labour i nto macro and micro variables. Under macro 

variables fall the following: (i) the wider South African economy 

and to a certain extent the world economic system, (i i) the 

ecology of the area and how climatic changes such as rainfall 

create labour bottlenecks which are solved through cooperative 

work arrangements, (iii) the South African political system 

including the policy of separate development and how dis

criminatory policies which favoured white farmers effectively 

destroyed the agricultural base of black rural areas forcing 

these people to rely on migrant labour, (iv) the Transkeian po

litical system and the way in which it is realised at village 

level especially in terms of the changing autonomy which people 

have to the means of production, (v) finally, the likely impact 

of a 'betterment' scheme on Shixini people which, if it was 

imposed in its present form, would fundamentally change community 

and neighbourhood social and economic relationships. 

Under micro variables I include the following: (i) the organ

isational basis of the sub-ward and how it creates a category of 

potential workers, (ii) the kinship system and the way in which 

it specifies a range of potential cooperators in ploughing, (iii) 

the value system and the way in which it disposes people to help 

each other, (iv) the structure and constitution of the household 
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in terms of which the household is able to engage in cooperative 

work arrangements and needs to engag e in these activities, (v) 

economic differentiation in terms of land and stock holdings and 

how these affect production and the household's role as labour 

giver or receiver. 

Some theoretical problems. 

The dissertation deals with production and the factors affect

ing production and as such can be placed under the rubric of 

'economic anthropology'. This raises the questions of what is 

meant by the term 'economic'? What is an economic action? What 

are economic criteria? 

The debate as to the use of the term 'economy' has been raging 

for a considerable period of time in both anthropological and 

other circles and the indications are that it will continue. 

The most i mportant approaches to the nature of the 'economic' are 

those outlined by formalist, substantivist and Marxist 

anthropologists. 

The formalist economic definition as cited by Robbins (1968: 

88-100) is that "Econom i cs is the science which studies human 

behaviour as a relationship between ends and scarce means which 

have alternative uses" (p.96). Robbins argues that we have 

limited means (money, power, time) in which to achieve unl i mited 

wants (sex, capital accumulation, sleep, hoeing) and thus people 

make a decision to invest time, or some other resource, in the 

completion of an activity at the expense of other activities. 
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This definition has undergone serious attack as it was seen to be 

so broad that' economy' and 'economic' lost thei r mean ing because 

there was no difference between an 'economic' action and any 

other action "any kind of human behaviour falls within the 

scope of economic generalisations." (Robbins 1968: 97). 

Substantivists viewed the subject of economic enquiry as the 

analysis of "the instituted process of interaction between man 

and his environment, which results in a continuous supply of want 

satisfying material" (Burling 1968: 171). Substantivists 

classified economic systems in terms of reciprocal, 

redistributive and market systems of exchange and thus were more 

concerned with the distribution of goods than with their 

production (Prattis 1987: 16). 

The substantivist view of the economy was attacked on many 

fronts. Godelier (1973: 21) attacked this view of the economy as 

being "functionalist empiricism" as it was more concerned with 

the visible manifestations of production, i.e. distribution, than 

with production itself. Godelier argued that in order to 

understand the logic of an economic system it was necessary to 

analyse the production and the circulation of goods (Ibid: 22). 

Structural Marxists, such as Godelier, define the economic as 

"the production, distribution and consumption of goods and 

services" (1978: 55). For Godelier there are actions which are 

economic and those that are not. He therefore skirts the 

formalist problem of seeing all human action as economic and the 
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substantivist problem of seeing economic systems in isolation and 

only i n terms of the distribution of goods and services . 

A problem with Godelier's definition of the economic is its 

materialist bias. Godelier argues that all human activities are 

economic provided "the functioning of which involves the exchange 

and use of material means " (1978: 55, his emphasis) . In 

Godelier's view every transaction has to have a explicit material 

dimension in order to be labelled 'economic '. Burling (1968: 

169) points out th at economists frequently deal with nonmaterial 

aspects of life and therefore an exclusively materialist focus in 

defining 'economics' is inappropriate. It often happens that a 

service, somethin g nonmaterial, is exchange for 

Godelier's definition is therefore problematic 

exchange of nonmaterial goods, such as services, 

economic. 

a servi ce. 

because the 

would not be 

Given that there are specific pr oblems with all three views of 

the meaning of an 'economic' action, how do we solve the impasse? 

I would argue that if an action is concerned with, or results in, 

an economic benefit to either party then that actio n is economic . 

Thus if I, as a member of parliament, vote in a certain manner in 

excha nge for which I am given a farm in the Cape then I am making 

an economic decision wit hin a political context. Thus an 

economic action, or decision, is economic if there is a material 

dimension to the exchange when seen in its totality. Thus, the 

action of watching an opera, Robbin's (1968: 92) favourite 

example, is economic because money, something that is material, 
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is exchanged for something non-material, the beauty of the opera. 

j·ly definition of the economic is not all encompassing and there 

are some actions ,Ihich are not economic in that there is no 

material dimension to the action. The exchange of affection is 

not economic because, hopefully, what is exchanged between both 

parties is pleasure and love - unless of course one partner is 

using affection to gain some material favour. 

Is the act of participating in a work party when one does not 

have one's own garden an economic action? I would argue that 

such an act is economic because, firstly, the receiver of labour 

receives a material benefit - a greater yield. It is obvious 

that the action is economic in terms of the receiver of the 

labour but is it economic in terms of the giver? I would argue 

that the action is economic both in terms of the definition given 

above and also in terms of the giver receiving some benefit at a 

later stage. This benefit might be nonmaterial: he might be 

supported in some argument in the future. How do we understand 

this arrangement as the giver is providing a service, his labour, 

and the receiver likewise is returning a service, political 

support? Two nonmaterial services have been exchanged. The 

action is sti II economic because the holder of the work party 

obtained a material benefit from the volunteer's work. The 

holder of the work party received a material benefit from a 

nonmaterial service. 

It is thus important to see an action in its totality and over 

time in order to define whether it is economic or not. A final 
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problem needs to be ironed out. What is the relationship between 

morality, reciprocity and economic activities/actions? Holding 

to my definition that any action is economic if it is related to 

the exchange and use of material resources, a moral action can be 

seen to be economic if a material advantage or disadvantage 

arises out of that action. In terms of my definition of the 

'economic' reciprocal and moral activities and relationships can 

easily be defined as economic or not. Thus an economic 

transaction differs from a social transaction because a social 

transaction, the exchange of affection, has no material dimension 

attached to it. 

It remains to outline the relationship between morality and 

reciprocity. In this dissertation two types of moral 

relationships are outlined - that between kin and that between 

members of the community. The value of ubuntu is a moral value 

which stresses that members of a community should help each 

other. The negative side of this value is that if people do not 

possess ubuntu they should not be helped. Thus in this case 

there is strict reciprocal relationship between people who 

acknowledge the value of ubuntu and those that do not. The value 

of ubuntu is related to reciprocity in the sense that it provides 

a framework in which mutual help takes place but where, seeing 

that all people should possess ubuntu, help is sometimes not 

reciprocated. 

The morality of kinship, on the other hand, is different. Kin 

are obligated to help each other, and through helping a poor 
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kinsman a person displays ubuntu, and therefore the issue of 

reciprocity is unimportant. The act of he lping a kinsman is a 

moral act arisi ng from obligation. It is not expected that this 

help be reciprocated as through helping a kinsman a moral 

obliga ti on is bei ng discharged. If one has to attach a 

reciprocal label to such an act we can define this type of 

reciprocity as "long-term" as "the expectation of reciprocity is 

indefinite" (S ahl ins 1972: 194). 

The reasons for helping peop le, as expressed by informants, are 

different in each case. In ploughing companies people express 

the reasons for helping someone through the idiom of kinship and 

there is no explici t expectation of return: "I help him because 

one should help one's family". People say that they participate 

in work parties because they expect that help to be returned: "I 

help him so that he can help me ", but the time when this help 

will be returned is not immediate and indeed some people 

partiCipa t e even though they do not have land. People 

partiCipate in these arrangements for a variety of reasons. 

Young people without land partiCipate because they want to make 

an impression on the people who might gi ve them land at a later 

date, or they might need to borrow some sugar, or because they 

are obligated to the person for holding the work party because he 

helped at a ritual that they held. 

Are some actions more moral than others? It is a truism to 

state that in some contexts Questions of morality are more 

important than in others, and that some relationships are more 
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moral than others. The only way in which one can speak about the 

moral nature of an action is to understand the context in which 

the action takes place. The action must be understood in terms 

of the history, kinsh ip links, and type of action itself so as to 

understand the 'moralness' of the relationship. One can obtain 

an idea of the degree of ' moralness' if one notes what is being 

do ne and what i s bei ng reciprocated. If the exchange is clearly 

unbalanced, as is ofte n the case in ploughing companies, then it 

would be fa ir to ar gue that the exchange is dominated by issues 

of mo rality. Where a person helps another and it is clearly not 

to his benefit to do so we can argue that the there is a moral 

motiv at i on behind the action. Where a man helps his kinsmen in 

ploughing and receives no material benefit in exchange, we can 

argue that the relationship is more moral than the case where all 

resource contributions to the company are equal - this, however, 

is seldom the case and it is here that we can understand the 

structure of ploughing companies and the moral ity of kinship. 

I argue that the principles underlying ploughing companies are 

fundamentally different to those which underlie the organisation 

of work parties. Ploughing companies are kinship based and as 

the contributions to the company are widely differentiated the 

organisational principles on which ploughing companies are based 

are predicated upon moral criteria and not each members' 

contr i butions to the companies resources. Work parties are 

different as they have an explicit short term focus and all the 

participants contribute time and labour. 
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The reciprocity which underlies these different cooperative 

arrangements is different in each case. Ploughing companies, 

because they are long-term i n focus and moral in natu re, are 

characterised by long-term reciprocity. Work parties, on the 

other han d , because they are short-term in focus and participants 

all contribute the same amount, are characterised by medium-term 

reciprocity. The reciprocity in this case is medium and not 

shor t-term because one can argue that the people of Nompha form a 

moral community. They all need each other in order to engage in 

agricultural production and there is an expressed ethic of mutual 

help - people help each other be ca use it is necessary to do so 

and because it is right that they do. 

Methodology. 

The r esearch for this dissertation was done under the auspices 

of the Shixini Development Research Pro ject (SDRP) under the 

leadership of Dr Pat McAllister at Rhodes University. This was a 

multi-discipl inary research project the aim of which was the 

development of an alternative to a 'betterment' scheme which was 

being implemented in the area at the time. 

Just over six months of field work was carried out between 

January 1988 and January 1989. Field trips were timed to fit in 

with the agricultural cycle. The activities of weeding and 

hoeing were observed twice in 1988 and 1989. Fieldwork was 

conducted over the following periods: January/February (28 days): 

March/April (30 days): May/June (30 days): July/August (21 days); 



September/October 

January/February 

(four days). 

(24 

( 18 

days); November/December 

days); February (seven days); 

( 31 

and 

14 

days); 

April 

I relied on the traditional method of participant observation 

i n all my time in Shixini and attended and participated in work 

parties, beer drinks, family crisis meetings, rituals, and 

weddings. Tape recordings of speeches made at formal occasions 

were made. In addition the participant observation method was 

supp I emented by forma I open ended i nterv i ews with a number of 

people and ploughing company heads. For each work party and 

ploughing company a list of participants/members was taken. The 

head/organiser of the cooperative group was asked to list the 

members/participants and list these people's clans (and, if 

female, in addition to their own clan, their husband's clan); 

their section; their contribution to the ploughing company; and 

how they were related to the head/organiser. 

Basic socio-economic data was obtained through the application 

of a general household survey. Demographic data such as 

household size, structure and age of members were obtained. In 

addition data such as cattle holdings, number of migrants, number 

of pensioners, ploughing company membership and attitudes to the 

'betterment' scheme were also obtained. 

A further survey, applied to 33% of all households in Nompha 

selected on a random basis, looked at agricultural production. 

Data on maize yields for both fields and gardens, number of times 
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weeded, application of fertiliser and manure, and the use or non

use of fertiliser was obtained. A subsidiary survey which looked 

at area of arable holdings, ploughing company membership, stock 

holdings and the utilisation of work parties was applied after 

the general agricultural survey. 

My results included the following (i) a description of the 

way in which agricultural production is organised; (ii) an 

identification of the important factors which influence 

agricultural production in the area; (iii) the identification of 

principles of cooperation; and (iv) a description of the context 

in which production takes place. 

The major application of the research is that it gives an 

important clue to the structure of indigenous organisational 

structures. This is seen to be important as local development 

institutions can be formed using these pre-existing structures. 

For any development intervention to succeed local cooperatives 

have to be formed. The success of these cooperatives is linked 

to the ease with which they match the pre-exisiting structures 

identified in the research. 

Chapter outline. 

The aim of the first chapter is to provide an overview of the 

social, economic and political context. The first part of the 

chapter is a description of Shixini in the context of the wider 

South African socia-economic context. In this section I outline 

the negative impact of migrant labour on rural agriculture; the 
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opportunities for people to find employment in South Africa; and 

the opportunity costs associated with migrant labour as opposed 

to agricultural production. The second section is an outline of 

the Transkei po litical structure. I start at the level of the 

ho usehold and end with the district authority and magistrate. 

The third section is a brief history of Nompha, the sub-ward in 

lih ich this research took place. The local history of the sub

\;ard is reported as it was seen by Nompha in habitants. The 

structure of the sub-liard and its sections is also described. 

Th e next to last section is a discussion of " Kinship and social 

org anisation". This is an important section because throughout 

this thesis I argue that kinship is an important principle of 

socio-economic life. The final section is a description of 

'betterment' and the likely effects of 'betterment' on the lives 

of Shixini inhabitants. 

The first 

characterise 

part 

the 

of the second chapter 

people of Shixini as 

is an attempt to 

rural proletarians 

displaying peasant characteristics. I outline the conservative 

ideology of 'Red' people and ask if it is a useful concept and 

conclude that it is more useful to view the people of Shixini, 

both Red and School, collectively, because they all stand in a 

Similar position to the wider capitalist economy. The next 

section is a description of the mode of production as it is 

realised in Shixini (displaying pre-capitalist and capitalist 

re lations) in terms of Sahlins' (1972) framework. The following 

section in this chapter is an analysis of the household, the 
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factors governing household production, an analysis of the 

developmental cycle and the utility of the concept. I analyse a 

number of correlations that I draw between a number of variables 

(number of consumers and workers in the household, area of arable 

land, and stock holdings) and the yields that households obtain 

from their agricultural enterprise . It is found that the most 

significant element in contributing to yields is the household's 

access to stock. Leading from the previous section and my 

overview of the effects of migrant labour I include a brief 

analysis of the role of migrant labour in agricultural 

production. 

Chapter three is a description and analysis of work parties . I 

begin by giving a brief overview of cooperative arrangements in 

Africa highlighting the different foci of various researchers. 

Some researchers stress reciprocity as an important principle 

underlying this form of cooperation while others stress kinship 

and rural differentiation. I argue that all of these principles 

are vital for an understanding of cooperative labour. Different 

tasks have different resource requirements and therefore are 

organised differently. Arising from the resource demands of the 

task, different organisational principles will be used in 

different types of economic cooperation. I then outline the 

importance of reciprocity and draw a distinction between long

term, medium-term, and short-term reciprocity . Having discussed 

reciprocity and its importance in understanding cooperative 

labour I argue that part of the context in which cooperation 
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takes place consists of the dominant values of the society. My 

description of the value of mutual help is illustrated by looking 

at what is said in the speeches at formal occasions such as the 

beer drinks that take place after work parties. 

Two types of work parties are then identified. The tasks 

associated with each form and the way in which they are organised 

are analysed. Both these work parties are organised on the basis 

of neighbourhood and community but the size of each arrangement 

differs. A number of cases are described under each type. The 

final section is a discussion of economic differentiation and its 

influence on the organisation of cooperative labour. I conclude 

that an understanding of the way in which resources are 

distributed is vital to our understanding of the organisation of 

work . Differentiation underlies the rationality of cooperative 

labour, creating the need for and the possibility of cooperative 

labour. 

Having focussed on the work parties, or amalima, I turn in the 

next chapter to ploughing companies. This chapter has an 

expl icit historical focus and I see the introduction of the 

plough and the changes which were brought about through its 

adoption as crucial. The historical section is divided into two 

sections a description of the pre-plough economy and a 

description of the post-plough economy. I also give a brief 

history of the plough in Kaffraria and analyse the effect of the 

plough on production, the division of labour and the environment. 
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The ploughing companies are then described. I first look at 

the constitution of Nompha ploughing companies. A brea kdown of 

the relationship of members to the head of the company is given. 

It is found that 70% of all members are agnatically related to 

the head, 16% cognatical ly , 6% affinally and only 8% of all 

members are not related. A description and history of a number 

of ploughing companies is then given. Central to this chapter is 

my argument as to why ploughing companies are kinship based. The 

reasons for this are complex but the two most important elements 

to answering this question relate to the morality of kinship and 

to the association of cattle and kin arising out of marriage and 

the ancestor cult. 

The next section is an analysis of fission in Nompha ploughing 

companies. Two cases of fission are given the first where 

fission is amicable and the second where it is precipitated by 

conf Ii ct. I argue that fission in companies is directly related 

to a company's resources and its work load within the seasonal 

context. The final section of the chapter is an analysis of the 

ways in which people can gain access to a company's resources or 

become members of a company. 

The penultimate chapter is an analysis of ritual. 

this chapter is to show how the two organisational 

(neighbourhood and kinship) are reflected in ritual. 

The aim of 

principles 

Two types 

of ritual are described. 

seating arrangements and 

For each ritual type an analysis of 

the distribution of beer is given. 
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Secular ritual is linked to the organisation of work parties and 

sac red ritual to ploughing companies. 
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CHAPTER 1: SHIXINI: A SOCIAL, POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC OVERVIEW. 

Shixini is located in the Hillowvale district of the Transkei, 

one of the so-called "homelands" in the Republ ic of South Africa 

I'/hich took 'independence' from the South African government on 

October 26, 1976 under the policy of separate development. 

Shixini is inhabited by Xhosa speakers who are historically 

identifiable as members of the Xhosa chiefdom and the people 

identify themselves as Gcaleka. 

The Transkei is independent in name only and relies on the 

South African tax-payer to meet most of its needs. In the 

1987/1988 financial year payments from South Africa to the 

Transkei were R1 037 098 000 (Race Relations Survey 1988: 868). 

Most Transkeians are dependant on South African mines and 

industry for the provision of jobs, and most Transkeian men work 

as migrant labourers in South Africa. The mining industry is the 

largest single employer of Transkeian migrants employing 140 948 

adult men in 1987 (23 792 fewer employees than in 1986). Total 

money earned by Transkeians on the mines and formally remitted 

home was over 19 million rand in 1987. (Ibid: 312,335,338). 

The wider South African context. 

The effect of the wider South African context on the people of 

the Transkei is most visible through the migrant labour system. 

Through working as migrants productive men are withdrawn from 

agricultural production and the burden of agricultural work falls 
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heavily onto the shoulders of women. The absence of men due to 

migrant labour has meant that women are playing an increasingly 

important economic role and one could argue that the maintenance 

of rural society rests firmly in the hands of women. 

The labour shortages resulting from the migrant labour system 

are most acutely felt at particular times of the agricultural 

productive cycle. The demand for labour is highest in the months 

from October (when the people start preparing the ground for 

planting) to the beginning of f'i arch (when people start 

harvesting). Only in the months of December, January and 

February (the peak weeding season) is the demand for labour 

partly met by returning migrants. 

The following graph shows that most migrants return to Shixini 

in the December, January, February period. There are thus acute 

labour shortages at the time when people are supposed to be 

preparing the ground for planting. The problem is partly met 

through the use of ploughing companies but there are still large 

numbers of people who end up planting late in the year because 

the ploughing companies, of which they are members, are too large 

and therefore their land is not ploughed timeously (see Chapter 

4 ) • 
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Graph 1: Months of return of male migrants to Nompha in 1988. 

(Total number of migrants = 66) 
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The effect of mi grant labour on rural agricultural production 

is complex. Some researchers, e . g. Spiegel (1979), have argued 

that agriculture is underwritten by remittances from migrant 

labour. Spiegel (1979: 2) found that there was a positive 

correlation between crop yields and cash inputs deriving from 

migrant labour in Lesotho. Other researchers, e.g. May (1985), 

have argued that migrant labour only indirectly affects 

agricultural production because of its impact on rural 

differentiation and concluded that in the Transkei 

[AI household's participation in the migrant labour 
system no longer simply undermines the SUbsistence 
economy in the supplying region, as was the case in 
the past. Largely, thi s is because the producti ve 
base of these areas has been effectively destroyed. 
However, it is not true to argue that access to a 
wage income significantly improves households ability 
to farm, or its "modernity". Instead . migrant labour 
would appear to perpetuate the dependency of 
peripheral areas '" upon the South African core, for 
daily subsistence. (Ibid 1979: 33). 
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With the destruction of the productive basel in these areas 

greater comparative advantage is to be found in migrant labour 

than agricultural production. liith greater advantage being found 

in migrant labour the attraction of agriculture has been reduced. 

[The] growth of the modern sector, wh ich introduces 
new consumer goods and new employment opportunities, 
tends, under the socio-economic conditions prevailing 
in Africa, to reduce the attraction of and, over 
time, the returns to indigenous farming. (Low 1986: 
26 ) • 

Since the late 1800's maize production per person has declined 

in the Transkei (Bembridge 1987: 69). With decreasing production 

the returns from agriculture have not been able to compete with 

the returns from migrant labour. In this situation the average 

rural Transkeian has little choice than to work for wages in 

South Africa. This has meant that migrant labour has become more 

important for meeting basic subsistence needs than agriculture. 

The long term outlook for people in black rural areas is 

extremely grim. In South Africa, where most Transkeians find 

employment, unemployment is increasing. There is a trend in 

South Africa away from labour intensive to capital intensive 

technology (Race Relations Survey 1987/88: 299). This means that 

there will be an increasing demand for skilled and semi-skilled 

workers. This is particularly evidenced in the mining industry 

where in 1987 JCI (Johannesburg Consol idated Industries) 

1 The 'productive base' refers to the elements which are 
essential for agricultural production to take place. If land, 
labour and capital were no longer available one could argue that 
there is no base on which agricultural production could be built 
and that therefore, the productive base has been destroyed. 
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retrenched 2310 workers (about 10% of their total work force) 

because of mechanisation (Ibid: 335). 

The increasing demand for skilled and semi-skilled workers at 

the expense of unskilled workers because of capitalisation has 

been demonstrated by Cranks haw (1987) who has shown that the most 

dramatic increase in unemployment is amongst people who fall into 

the unskilled occupational category. If this trend continues 

unemployment in the Transkei, because of the lack of training and 

other educational facilities, will increase dramatically. 

People, in order to survive, wi 11 be forced to increase 

agricultural production, but will lack the necessary capital as 

access to wage labour will become increasingly difficult. 

The South African political system has placed people (such as 

the people of Shixini) on the rural periphery of South Africa 

into a situation where they remain in a dependency relationship 

with South African capital. They do not have the means for self 

advancement (specifically capital and access to education and 

technical training) while the South African government is 

subsidising white agriculture and education to the short and long 

term disadvantage of black people in general and rural black 

people in the 'homelands' specifically. 

Lipton (1977: 75-82) argues that the subsidisation of white 

agriculture has given white farmers a competitive advantage over 

peripheral farmers. Peripheral farmers, although spending less 

per kilogram produced, are not able to be price competitive with 
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white farmers whose costs are mostly met by the South African 

government. Related to this is the fact that the South African 

government has invested huge amounts of money into developing 

infrastructure and sophisticated marketing structures for white 

agriculture . The white farmer is better positioned to get his 

produce to market. Black agriculture lacks the necessary 

infrastructure, capital support and marketing channels which 

would make agricultural production, as opposed to migrant labour, 

a worthwhile enterprise. 

The politica l context. 

The Transkei is divided into a number of regions each headed by 

a paramount chief, these regions are, in turn, divided into a 

number of magisterial districts. Each district is divided into a 

number of Tribal Authorities (TA) and these TA's are divided into 

administrative areas. This administrative area is called a ward 

and the central political figure is the ward headman. The ward 

is divided into sub-wards each headed by a sub-headman (isibonda, 

plural izibonda 2 ). These sub-wards are divided into sections 

(usua lly about three secti ons per sub-ward) and the sections 

might, in some cases, be divided into sub-sections. The final 

politico/economic unit of importance is the individual household 

2 In the strict sense of the word isibonda means headman. Hammond-Tooke calls 
sub-headmen (the people who are the principle political figures at the level 
of the sub-ward) ibhodi (1963: 304). Throughout this thesis I call sub
headmen izibonda as this is the term that the people themselves use. 
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in the context of its agnatic cluster and its membership of the 

local lineage 3 segment. 

Each homestead is economically independent and provides for its 

own subsistence. The homestead head (male) is the political 

leader of the homestead and it is in the homestead that disputes 

and economic strategies are settled and discussed. The homestead 

is usually a part of an agnatic cluster and this is also a 

dispute settling body (Hammond-Tooke 1984: 84). The following 

case demonstrates how conf! ict between members of the agnatic 

cluster are solved at family meetings. 

Case: A conf! ict between r,ladlamini of the Dlamini clan and 
Mampinga of the Mpinga clan had now reached crisis point. A 
meeting was held to settle the dispute. Present were all men 
of one of the local Tshawe agnatic clusters in Nompha and one 
man from the Kwemnta clan who is a councillor (amaphakathi 
which McLaren (1963: 122) translates as "a middleman, 
intermediary between chief and people, a councillor, advisor, 
agent; a headman".) to these Tshawes. Matikiti is seen as a 
fami ly member and is present at all fami ly meetings. The 
following incomplete kinship diagram identifies the male 
partiCipants in the meeting. The diagram excludes the two 
protagonists (Mampinga the wife of 5 and Madlamini who is 
Kwemntas' brothers' wife). Kwemnta and other members of the 
local clan who were, for a variety of reasons such as migrant 
labour, not present at the meeting. 

3 I use the term 'lineage' in the same sense as Hammond-Tooke 
(1984: 91) where 

"The Cape Nguni lineage can be considered as a set of people the 
relationships between whom are structured on a genealogy, which 
can be used to solve certain problems to do with agnatic cluster 
solidarity, relationships between these clusters, the acceptance 
of potential members of the cluster and the selection of an elder 
to preside in ritual matters". 
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The two women had been accusing each other of witchcraft and 
attempted murder. The one woman was also accused of aborting 
her male foetus. The two protagonists were brought into the 
hut and each one was interviewed by the senior men (junior 
men observing). The dispute was settled through bringing it 
into the open and allowing the protagonists to say their 
piece. 

The older .Ioman was seen as the trouble maker and she was 
told by her husband's brother's son (who is also the Nompha 
isibonda. number 9 in d iagram): 

You are very old to carryon I ike this. Be a mother 
as you are a mother to your daughters! If somebody 
does something to you call me aside and I will talk 
to the people who made you angry. Next time if you 
don't like what somebody has done to you report it 
immediately to sibonda's house. 

The izibonda. 

The presiding political figure in each sub-ward is the isi

bonda . He is responsible for a number of tasks which include the 

allocation of Jand in conjunction with the men of the section to 

which the person wi II be moving. In the allocation of land the 

section has to agree to the person moving into their area. 
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Izibonda are required to be present at all TA meetings and 

reports back to the people of their sub-wards. They thus work as 

messengers for the TA. They are also responsible for making 

announcements to the people \; i th regard to school fees, other 

levies, and recently notice about where and when people should 

move because of t he 'be tterment,4 scheme. Each isibonda is also 

a mem ber of the local school committee. 

The job is not a popular one and all the izibonda that I have 

spoken to say that if they had a choice they would not like to do 

the job. The rationale behind this is that it is a lot of work, 

which is unpaid. Izibonda being required to attend TA meetings 

at Komkhulu (the place of the chief who is also head of the TA) 

which for some is quite a distance away. 

The job is also difficult because it is often the case that 

izibonda have to make unpopular announcements to the people of 

their areas. It is thus very easy for them to become unpopular. 

This was especially true during the time of 'betterment'. The 

'betterment' scheme is not popular as it requires people to move 

from their old sub-wards into a village situation (see below for 

the problems that people perceive with 'betterment'). The 

izibonda were at the front line of any dissatisfaction arising 

from the 'betterment' scheme and some of them feared for their 

lives. At this time one isibonda in Vulandi sub-ward bought 

4 In the text I place the term 'betterment' in inverted commas 
showing that the term is a misnomer in that is does not benefit 
anybody. 
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himself a firearm for protection. The izibonda were warned that 

they should not go out at night in case they were attacked and 

that they should fence their properties. 

One isibonda said that he didn't like the job and went on to 

say: 

In the old days if you \,ere an isibonda you did not 
travel as much as today. You do not gain anything 
from being isibonda and you are not paid for dOing 
this job. You lose money by going to town because 
you do not get the money you spend on the bus to get 
to Gatyana (Willowvale]. 

Other problems are that if someone exceeds hi s mark 
(boundaries set out for each homestead by the 
'betterment' schemel you must report him to the chief 
so that the chief can take that person to the Tribal 
Authority and you are acting as an informer. Hhen 
someone steals something you must take him to the 
chief. If people come and report a problem at night 
you should go and solve the problem . 

We izibonda are checking that people stick to the 
marks of the trust (the 'betterment' scheme] and if 
one does not stay inside his mark we go to him and 
tell him that this is wrong. That person wants to 
beat you and these people do have weapons and would 
have killed us as they do in the townships (a 
reference to the uprisings in the South African 
townships]. 

Izibonda are theoretically elected by the people of the sub

ward and can be removed if they are perceived to be doing a bad 

job. This is the ideal situation but in practice the chief can, 

and does, appoint or remove izibonda. 

The role of the izibonda can be divided into two areas of re-

sponsibility. Firstly they work independently of the TA and the 

chief in the allocation of land and the settlement of disputes. 

Secondly they work under the auspices of the TA in that they are 
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required to attend meetings and act as messengers for the chief 

and the TA. 

The ch i eftainship. 

In [jre-colonial times the chief was seen as a father-like 

figu r e whose role vias that of an owner and not a controller of 

the means of production (Peires 1981: 32). The chief could 

allocate land as the owner of the means of production but he did 

not have any immutable right to the produce grov/O on the land 

which he had a llo cated. The chief 's power was not fixed and his 

power lay in his ability to meet the needs of his subjects. 

There was a defini te transactional element to the relationship 

between chiefs and commoners and the Xhosa situation was much 

like the Tswana where 

.•. the rights and duties of an incumbent are not 
immutably fixed: the chief and his subjects are 
thought to be involved in a perpetual transactional 
process in which the former discharges obligations 
and. in return. receives the accepted right to in
fluence policy and command people.(J.L.Comaroff 1974: 
41 ) • 

At this time land was available and people could. if they were 

dissatisfied. move away. The chief. therefore, was only a chief 

because of the favour of the people and it was thus expedient for 

the chief to have the wishes of his subjects foremost in his mind 

(Peires 1981: 32). Power. defined as access to resources. was 

decentralised at the level of sub-ward. Disputes were also 

settled at this level. The loci of power lay in the chief's 

power of redistribution. specifically of land and cattle, and not 
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{Sansom 1974: 147-

,\11 this changed vlith the arrival of the colonial government. 

Wh ere previously the chief had power through his relationship 

\;i th the people and hi s counci llors (amaphakath i) he now became 

subject to the whims of the colonial government. The 

transactional relationship between chief's and commoners was 

finally destroyed with the Natives Administration Act where 

commissioners \~ere g iven the power to depos e or appoint chiefs 

(Stadler 1987: 121). The autonomy of the people was finally 

destroyed with Proclamation R400 which made it illegal for people 

to criticise their chiefs. This entrenched the power of the 

chiefs but at the expense of their legitimacy to the people 

(Haines et al 1984 : 7). 

The history of chieftainship in the Transkei paints a picture 

of a gradual erosion of the transactional relationship between 

chiefs and commoners. From pre-colonial times where the chief 

depended on the good will of his people to the present day where 

he is subject to the government for his position. A rift exists 

between the chief and the people and power has been centralised 

at the level of national government. Power was centralised with 

the colonial government through the Natives Administration Act of 

1927. with the South African government through the Bantu 

Authorities Act of 1951. and finally with Proclamation R400 of 

1963 (Streek and Wicksteed 1981: 10-17). 
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Chief t~andlenkosi Dumalisile is the chief of Shixini. He is 

also a cabinet minister in the Transkei's ruling military 

council. The residence of the chief is called Komkhulu ('The 

Great Place'). It is here that meetings which affect Shixini as 

a whole are held. At meetings which I have attended a range of 

issues have been discussed. These include matters relating to 

the 'betterment' scheme; the payment of school levies, taxes and 

fines; and issues relating to the agricultural extension officer. 

These meetings are usually not well attended. Meetings which 

were held at Komkhulu where the idea of the ' betterment' scheme 

was first introduced were only attended by about 101 of all adult 

people in Shixini (i·lcAllister 1988: 2). '·1eetings are not well 

attended for a number of reasons. Firstly it is difficult for 

some people to get to Komkhulu which is quite a distance away 

from the more distant sub-wards. Secondly there is always bad 

news at these meetings and it doesn't really make a difference if 

people attend or not - they will get to hear the news from their 

isibonda. 

The Jingqi Tribal Authority (TA). 

The Tribal Authority 

Proclamation No.180 of 

Hammond-Tooke 1975: 206). 

system was established in terms of 

1956 (Streek and Wickstead 1981: 18; 

The TA is responsible for the col-

lection of taxes, the allocation of funds for the development of 

infrastructure (e.g. roads and schools), the allocation of land 

(it usually rubberstamps recommendations from the izibonda if the 
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individual's taxes are paid up), and also acts as a court and can 

administer fines. 

The Jingqi TA is based at K \~itshi next to Komkhulu and admin-

i sters the areas of Shixini and Ntlahlane. The TA consists of 

the chief and his selected councillors. There are izibonda who 

are members of the TA but this is not necessarily the case. It 

is an enormously powerful body and its decisions impact on every 

facet of an individual's life. 

The District Authority and the Magistrate. 

The heads of the various TAs in the Willowvale district form 

the district authority, and the tribal authorities from the 

Willowvale, Kentani and Idutywa districts form the Gcaleka 

Reg i ona I Author i ty ( Hammond-Tooke 1975: 207). The head of the 

Gcaleka Regional Authority is Paramount Chief Xolilizwe Sigcawu, 

and his Great Place is at Nqadu between Wi llowvale and Idutywa 

(Hammond-Tooke 1956: 51). 

The Regional Authority used to be an administrative and advi

sory body but in 1982 (in terms of the Regional Authorities Court 

Act) it gained jurisdiction in criminal and civil cases and 

therefore has the same power as a magistrates court (Segar 1986: 

57). The Regional Authority must also approve matters which 

affect any of the administrative areas under its jurisdiction 

e.g. in 1979 the Regional Authority had to approve the 

'betterment' scheme for Shixini (McAllister 1988: 3). 
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The magistrate performs much the same function as the Regional 

Authority. The magisterial system and the Regional Authority are 

parallel bodies which hav e both civil and criminal jurisdiction. 

The :nagistrate does have an administrative function and it was 

necessary that he , too, approved th e 'betterment' scheme for 

Shi xini. 

The most important person in the local administrative structure 

i s the chief. The Chief is po\~erful in that he appoints or 

remov es izibonda, in the TA he also appoints members and, 

finally, he is a lso important in terms of his position i n the 

government as a Cabinet i-1inister. It is the chief \·/ho has the 

most power to affect the life of the individual who exists right 

down at the bottom of the political structure. 

A brief history of Nompha sub-ward. 

Most of the research for this dissertation took place in 

Nompha, one of the sub-wards of Shixini. Nompha borders on the 

Shixini river in the north-east, Ngwevu sub-ward in the west and 

Ndlelebanzi sub-ward in the south. 

The sub-wards in Shixini are named after people or after the 

oxen of chiefs. There are many different stories of who Nompha 

was and of how Nompha as a sub-ward came to be. The one story is 

that Nompha was circumcised with Chief Sarhili. his half brother. 

During the 9th Frontier war Sarhili crossed into Bomvanaland and 

settled between the f'Uhatha and Umngazi rivers (Hammond-Tooke 

1956: 44). People say that while Nompha and Sarhili were fleeing 
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from the colonial soldiers Nompha collapsed. Sarhi 1 i sent him 

back and gave hi m the area of land whic h we now know as Nompha. 

tJ ompha is divided into three sections, i(omkhulu, Ngwevu and 

Tembu. These sections vary in size and there is a dominant clan 

associated with each section. Komkh ulu has 39 households (58% of 

all the households). Ngwevu has 19 households (28% of all 

households). Tembu is the smallest section and has 9 households 

(131 of Nompha households). Sections are not limited to specific 

geographic areas. Part of the reason fo r this is that some 

ho useholds have moved from their old sections because of the 

'betterment' scheme but at the same time have held onto their 

identity as members of the section where they were previously 

located. Section membership is partly geographic and partly 

political. Although there is a vague correspondence between 

geographic area and section membership, it is not necessary that 

section members all live in an exclusive geographic area. 

Komkhulu is the area associated with members of the royal 

Tshawe clan (for the story of Tshawe see Peires 1981: 13-19). It 

is here that the isibonda resides and this is where Nompha first 

settled. His grave is still recognised and identified by people 

in the area. 

A male informant told me the story behind Tembu section. While 

collecting wood a group of women came upon strangers hiding in 

the forest. They dropped their wood and ran screaming back to 

the men shouting that there were strange people in the forest. 
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The men collected their weapons and went to investigate. There 

they found people living on berries and roots who were half 

starving . These people were brought back to Komkhulu and given 

food and drink. The strangers I leader said that his clan was 

Tshawe and they had run a\~ay from Tembuland where people were 

fighting and burning their houses. The str an gers were given land 

on which to live and this area came to be called Tembu. 

Ngwevu section came about when members of the Ngwevu clan moved 

from a number of other areas to Nompha. They were given the land 

bordering on Ngwevu sub-ward and the section was called Ngwevu. 

Precisely when the section system developed is unknown. People 

say that the sub-ward was split into sections when people found 

that they were no t getting enough meat and beer at feasts held in 

their area. They then split into three and at feasts held in 

Nompha they are each given their own share. The sections act as 

izithebe (hospitality groups) in Nompha and when people of Nomph a 

attend feasts at another sub-ward all the sections combine to 

form one isithebe group. 

Hammond-Tooke (1963) describes how among the Mpondomise 

izi thebe groups are not based on location section affi I iati on 

(see map Ibid: 303) but on factors such as kinship. In Zingcuka 

location, Tsolo, Transkei there were five sections and 31 

izithebe. In Shixini sections are izithebe and they are 

responsible for the distribution of food and drink at feasts. 
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Kinship and social organisation. 

The question of the utility of kinship as a principle of social 

organisation is exceedingly complex. In some societies, it 

seems, according to Hammond-Tooke (1984: 84) and Kuckertz (1985), 

th at kinship only has utility in ritual and has no bearing on the 

organisation of productive activities . In other cases 

researchers have shown that kinship is an important organising 

principle both in ritual and economic life (Gulliver 1971; Bloch 

1973). In this dissertation I argue that, in Nompha, kinship is 

vital in the organisation of ploughing companies and 

neighbourhood is important in the recrui tment of work parties 

(see Chapter 3,4,5). 

Before we enter the debate it is necessary to describe the 

kinship system as it is found in Shixini. The Xhosa kinship 

system is much like other Southern Nguni people. ~~ arriage is 

patrilocal and, sometimes, polygynous (Hunter 1979: 15). All 

people are members of an exogamous clan (isiduko) defined by 

Viilson (1982: 116) as a number of lineages whose members claimed 

descent from a common ancestor. Clan exogamy is practiced and 

one may not marry a person of the same clan as oneself, or a 

person of the same clan as one's paternal grandmother and 

maternal grandparents. 

Clanship, other than specifying a range of marriage partners 

through the exogamy rule, also specifies appropriate behaviour 

between members of related clans where the exogamy rule applies. 
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Members of the same clan are classificatory kin and are obligated 

to help each other. Clan membership creates a range of reliable 

links with other people because they are seen to be kin. This is 

expressed in sacred ritual (see Chapter 5) where clan identity is 

reinforced. In a marriage ceremony the obligation that a person 

has to his/her clan was made explicit; 

Here you are Kholeka [the name of the bride) at this 
homestead. Now \~e have handed you over to your 
husband. Even here at your marriage home you are 
free to come closer to the home where you were born. 
r'\suthu [the praise name of the bride's clan, Vundle) 
any Vundle who wi II pass here, no matter where he is 
coming from, if that person is a Vundle take him into 
your house. Give him the food that you have as 
usual. 

It is never the case that all members of a specific clan are 

present in the same local area (Hammond-Tooke 1984; 80). Because 

clans are widely dispersed Hammond-Tooke argues that a more 

appropriate unit of study would be the agnatic cluster - a clan 

remnant living in the same neighbourhood (1984; 34). 

There has been much debate as to the importance and even the 

presence of lineages in all societies. Hammond-Tooke (1984) 

concluded that (i) I ineages are never, because they are widely 

dispersed, present in their entirety (p.80); (ii) are not 

corporate groups and are thus not mobilised in productive 

activities (p.82-84); and (iii) there is no vernacular term for a 

'lineage' (p.85); amongst the Southern Nguni. Instead he argues 

that "the only socially relevant group is the often tiny agnatic 

cluster" (p.8?) which consists of a group of agnatically related 

households, usually not extending further than four or five 
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generations , who l ive in the same area and are usually 

neighbours. 

Al though I agree \~ i th Hammond-Tooke' s identification of the 

agnatic cluster as an important social grouping I would also 

argue that the social and ritual importance of the agnatic 

cluster does not exceed its economic importance. Like Gull iver 

(1971) I argue that kinship, because it creates a genealogical 

bl ueprint in th e minds of people (Ham mond-Tooke 1984: 83), is 

important in the or ganisation of some economic activities such as 

ploughing. In Chapter four I show how all ploughing companies in 

Nompha are organised around principle of kinship. In Chapter 

five I show how sacred ritual reinforces the role of kin in 

economic life because of i ts dramatisation of kin relationships 

and the association of cattle. 

There are two other groups of kin, other than agnates, which 

are important. These are cognates and affines. The importance 

of cognates are recognised in ritual . Holbrook (1986) describes 

a ritual in Shixini where a group collectively known as abatshana 

were explicitly recognised in the sharing of beer and meat. He 

defined abatshana as "people who could claim a connection to the 

Cirha clan [the officiating clan of the ritual that he analysed] 

through the matriline" (Ibid: 12). 

Affines are also obligated to help each other . The obligatory 

relat i onship which exists between affines is partly because of 

the transfer of cattle in bridewealth transactions but are un-
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derwritten by the relationship between brothers and sisters. It 

is through the sister's marriage that brothers obtain bridewealth 

cattle enabling t hem to marry. The closeness and mutual 

obligation is not only transactional and one often comes across 

references where brothers express that their married sister 

should come to them for help if she or her husband are ever in 

need. 

i~y sister, she is the only one. There was another 
one called Ntombikayise, the second born after whom I 
was born, who died. I mean to say now Kholeka you 
are our beloved sister. We still wish to do a lot of 
things for you. Tshawe because everything was bad we 
have good wishes for her. Something that our father 
forgot to do we wi 11 do. (Kholeka) if anything 
should happen tomorrow I want you to cross the 
Shixini river and go to my homestead and tell me "I 
have a shortage of this and this t,lakhutsumbela (her 
younger brother)" or you can go to Mwalase (her older 
brother) down there at Kwatentsa and tell him "I have 
a shortage of this an d this" . (Speech made at wedding 
mentioned above). 

Amongst the Tshawe of Nompha there are two agnatic clusters 

(see i~ap 4, overleaf). The first cluster consists of all the 

Tembu Tshawes, ~/ho moved into Nompha from Tembuland (see the 

story of how Tembu section came to be, above). The second 

cluster, mentioned in the previous case, consists of Dilikile 

(no.59)5, his father's brother's children as Dilikile's father's 

brother is now deceased (no.61), Sihonono (no.46), Nonjenane 

(no.56), Hloniphile (no.67), t~anguyana (no.55), Gulayo (no.57), 

Ntohtolo (no . 49), No-Awala (no.54), Mnyeliswa (no.48), Nojoyni 

(no.58) and Myuntsu (no.65). All these people live together (the 

5 Numbers in brackets refer to Map 4, overleaf. 
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map is not drawn to scale) and cooperate in ploughing (see 

Chapter 4). 

Gotyombane (no.14) and t'lshe yeni (no.1), although still taken as 

members of the agnatic cluster, live further away. r'lsheyen i 

moved away from his mother's (site no.58) because of the 

'betterment' scheme. This site is in the old 'betterment' area 

and it was expected that he would have to move. He thus moved 

into the new residential area. Gotyombane moved out of his old 

homestead when his first wife died. 

These people are related to each other according to the fol

lowing kinship diagram (Numbers relate to household numbers on 

1,1 a p 4): 

~---l-------------r---
10 

The agnatic cluster is not a corporate group in the sense of 

owning property but, being potential heirs, they do all have a 

common interest in each other's property. All these relatives 

(male heads of households), and other local clan members are 

called together before one of them holds a ritual. The person 

holding the ritual calls the members together and so that he can 

61 
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announce the ritual and explain its purpose. This is then 

discussed and a day is set for the ritual. All these people are 

supposed to attend the ritual and they are always the first to 

arrive. 

Oi I iki Ie, when he wanted to organise an ukusindela 6 for his 

father's brother's wife's son, called his agnates together. The 

people who attended the meeting were, from the diagram on the 

previous page, No 's 14, 48, 46, 55, and 67. There were few 

speeches and the following conversation took place: 

Oilikile: Matshawe [the clan of the agnatic cluster], 
I would like to tell you this thing. Nonasile 
rDilikile's father's brother's wife] visited me and 
told me that she wants to hold ukusindela for one of 
her children. She told me that she has already got 
an ox from Siswana [a man from another area from whom 
Nonasile bought the OX]. I have told her that we are 
going to meet and set a date for the ukusindela 
because people are planting now, but now I don't know 
what to do because she is not here. I told her that 
we are going to meet and set the date. She told me 
that she is going to see Siswana and tell him that 
the OX is needed because she is going to use it. I 
think she will be back today. 

Gotyombane: [Dilikile's FBS] Tshawe we do hear you 
and now ~Ie are waiting for Nonasile to tell us that 
she has the OX because we can't say anything when she 
is not here. Nonasi Ie thought of a good thing when 
she decided to do ukusindela for one of her children. 
If she has the OX we wi II do that thing on Saturday 
because people are planting during the week. 

These meetings are held more to announce that a ritual will be 

taking place than as a basis for the organisation of these 

6 Ukusindela is a ritual which is held for children. The ritual 
is held for boys and girls and is used to protect them from 
future illness by calling on the help of the ancestors . It is 
also held for children who are sick and who have not had 
ukusindeia done for them before. Sindela means "escape for, be 
safe to" (McLaren 1963: 152). 
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rituals. vlhat is more important is that they reinforce kin 

i dentity and clanship. This identity i s reinforced in the first 

in stance by referrin g to each other by the common clan name (in 

t his i nstance Ts hawe). During the r i tual itself other kin become 

as important and these close kin (geographically and genealogi 

cally) become subsumed under the wider descent set7. 

The individual in Nompha i s part of a wider nehor k of kin 

r e lations. He/sh e is firstly a member of a clan which is dis-

persed over a wide geographic area. Second ly he is a member of 

an agnatic cluster in his own sub- ward. Th i rd 1 y he is a member 

of a household and through his household he is linked to a large 

number of aff i nes. I would thus argue that kinship creates a 

framewor k throug h which socio-economic life is organised. The 

way in which kinship relations are dramatised varies through the 

dif ferent fields of human endeavour . The agnatic cluster, clan, 

and abatshana are explicitly recognised in ritual and where 

cattle are used in productive activities. 

I would thus conclude that kinship as well as specifying the 

obligations and relationships between people also creates a 

cognitive map i n the minds of people which is then utilised in 

the organisation of production. 

7 Descent set is here defined as " • • • a collectivity characterised 
by the possession of a common characteristic, namely, having 
one's name on a specific genealogy." (Hammond-Tooke 1984: 91). 
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'Betterment' in Shixini: A brief history and synopsis. 

In 1980 a 'betterment' scheme was introduced in Shixini. 

' Be tterment' and its pote ntial impact on the people of Shixini 

has bee n well documented (see de Wet & r,lcAllister 1983, 1985; 

l'icAllister 1986, 1988, 1989b) and this section will outline the 

impact of 'betterment' on socio-economic life as perceived by the 

people on which it is being imposed. 

13a s ically 'betterment' planning involves the division of an 

area into residential, arable and grazing land. There is no need 

to outline in any detail the history of 'betterment' or the 

likely effects of 'betterment', as seen by researchers, on 

commun i ties where it ha s been imposed. The topic, it could be 

argued, has been exhausted and there are a number of researchers 

liho have written on the subject e.g . 8einart (1984); de Wet 

(1985: 57-89; 1987,1989); de Het & McAllister (1983,1985); 

j·lcAllister (1986,1988, 1989b); O'Connell (1981); Yawitch (1981); 

amongst others. 

The majority of these writers see 'betterment' as having a 

negative socio-econ,omic effect on the lives of people. 

• 

Throughout the reserves, betterment was rejected 
largely because it was seen as unwarranted inter
fere nce and because it was associated with economic 
hardsh ip and deprivation. Various non -material costs 
of betterment have also been recognised. Stock 
limitation ignored the social and religious 
importa nce of cattle; the move from one kind of 
residential pattern to another caused social dis
ruption; and communities subjected to betterment lost 
political control over important areas of their 
lives. (McAllister 1989b: 34 7) • 



Land use and residential patterns \vere re-arranged, 
but without any lessening of the .human or animal 
pressure on the land. This has led to the people of 
Chatha as well as of cou ntless other simi lar 
settlements having been moved against their will, and 
having experienced social disruption. Although some 
communities have benefitted, many have found 
themselves economically worse off and .Iith parts of 
their environment more ecologically vulnerable than 
before. (de Wet 1989: 345). 
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The Shixini plan involved the division of Shixini into five 

residential areas, nine arable areas and the remaining land was 

given over to grazing. 

As the 'betterment' scheme wi 11 have important negative socio-

economic consequences for the people of Shixini it is an 

inappropriate development intervention. The following problems 

with 'betterment' are perceived by the people. In the general 

household survey the people of Nompha (all 67 households) related 

the following problems with the 'betterment' scheme. 

Table 1 : Nompha peoples' perceptions of the problems 
with 'betterment'. 

VIEWS OF THE BETTERMENT SCHEME NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES 

Number of occurrences 31 
No space for animals 31 
Smaller gardens and fields 26 
Expensive t o move 14 
Leave ancestors graves 10 
Strangers living close 10 
No room for expansion 6 
Leave good existing gardens 3 
Oon't know soil in new areas 2 
So i 1 not good in new areas 2 
Don't know 2 
Leave kin 1 
Unsanitary 1 

TOTAL NUMBER OF REPLI ES 139 
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One can divide the negative affects of 'betterment' into social 

and economic categories. 

(1) Economic effects. 

Sansom (1974) argues that the Nguni settlement pattern is a 

rational adaptation to the environment. 'Betterment' wi 11 de

stroy this pattern of scattered homesteads which wi 11 probably 

mean that some areas in the en vi ronment will be over exploited 

leading to increasing incidents of soil erosion, lower crop 

yields, over grazing, and over exploitation of water and forest 

resources. 

In Shixini a range of soil types are exploited. Certain soil 

is suited to bui Iding and other soi I is suited to farmi ng. 

People choose where to place their huts and gardens in terms of 

the soil types. The 'betterment' scheme will not give people 

this option and one will find gardens established on 

inappropriate soil. Consequently yields will decrease. 

Secondly, and related to these pOints, the economic impact of 

the scheme on the people wi 11 be negative leading to i ncreased 

rates of migrancy which in turn will create lab our shortages, the 

consequence of which will be declining agricultural yields. This 

will in turn necessitate increased migration with a further 

decline in agriculture brought about through increased labour 

shortages. 
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Access to viable arable land will be decreased. Shixini people 

are increasingly relying on the use of gardens as opposed to 

fields because access to gardens is easier and manuring, weeding, 

and fencing is easier. Gardens are situated at the front of 

homesteads and they are easi Iy protected from marauding stock, 

people and monkeys. Fields are showing very low yields and some 

fields have been abandoned. 

At the moment some people have well establ ished gardens and 

these gardens have had large quantities of manure dug into the 

so i I . The yields from the gardens have been better than would 

have been the case if the gardens had not been manured. 

tkAllister (1989b: 362) gives an example where a garden was 

established in 1974 and yielded 5 bags of maize, in 1975 7 bags 

were obtained and in 1976 12 bags. Establishing new gardens is 

thus problematic in that it takes time and an enormous investment 

of labour. The 'betterment' scheme wi 11 move people away from 

their establ ished gardens and into a situation where they might 

not have the resources (both human and animal) to re-establish 

equivalent gardens. 

The size of people's gardens will be reduced because the 

'betterment' scheme has specifically measured out the space 

within which a homestead must be situated (2116m 2 ). Within this 

area a person has to build a garden, huts, and cattle byres. 

This is nonsensical if we note that the viable size of an arable 

allotment in the Transkei should be 4 hectares (Bembridge 1987: 

74) and the 'betterment' scheme will specify that the people have 
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0.2 hectares for a garden as Vlell as for huts and all the other 

necessities which go into building a homestead. 

About 501 of all people in Shixini will have to move from areas 

which are not included in the areas demarcated as residential. 

One 'Ihole sub-ward has to move to one of the new residential 

areas. People wi II have to start b.ui Iding new homesteads. The 

cost of building a hut is about R500.00. The government has said 

that people will be compensated for moving but so far none of the 

people who have moved have been compensated. The move \dll 

require a very large capital outlay, something that most people 

cannot afford. 

(2) Soci o-political effects. 

With 'betterment' existing sub-wards and their sections will 

disappear. The sub-ward and its sections perform a number of 

important functions. They control who will move where and who 

will live where thus asserting their autonomy while at the same 

time having the ability to cut out trouble makers. They will 

lose this function completely with the 'betterment' scheme 

because all residential allocations will be centralised in the 

Tribal Authority. 

Cross (1988) argued the formation of a 'moral 

results from this communal system of land allocation. 

community' 

The fact 

that the community, through its senior representatives, are able 

to reject or accept applications for homestead sites means that 
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they have the power to exclude people who are seen to be 

undesirable. The act of giving land is thus a moral transaction 

as it admits people to the community on moral grounds and thus 

•.• the act of gi vi ng 
The community then 
interlocking structure 

land creates permanent bonds • 
builds itself up as an 

through land. (Ibid: 17). 

The section also performs the vi tal function of opening and 

closing land for grazing. In times of drought grazing is 

strictly controlled by the sub-ward and its sections. When there 

is a drought the largest (Komkhulu) section and the smallest 

(Tembu) section combine and the other section (Ngwevu) is left on 

its own. Each section then opens and closes grazing and this is 

discussed by the men of that section. If people's cattle go into 

a restricted area they are fined and the money is held by the 

oldest member of the section and is used to make beer. 

The sub-ward and its sections have relative autonomy in a range 

of areas. With villagisation this will disappear. The 

centralisation of control over resources wi II mean that these 

resources will be over-exploited. 

Neighbours are very important, and neighbourhood relationships 

are developed over a period of time. With villigisation relative 

strangers wi II be I iving close to each other and the value of 

neighbours in economic and social life will decrease. Networks 

of support will be broken and people \dll find it difficult to 

manage in adverse circumstances. 
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Conclusion. 

In order to und e rstand social and economic processes in Nompha 

it has been necessary to p l ace Nompha in the wider South African 

cont ex t; to emp hasi s e t hat 'betterment' is t a k ing place in 

Shixini and there f ore the picture that I will draw of the 

organ i sation of cooperative labour and production is relevant at 

this time only. To understand 'betterment' it has also been 

necessary to delineate the wider Tr a nskeian political context as 

it is within thes e constraints that 'betterment' was allowed to 

tak e place. 

The likely effects of ' bett e rment' have been described in some 

depth because this shows how tenuous people's control over their 

lives really is. Social change arises from the interaction of 

both internal and external factors. Two such factors were 

identified. Firstly the fact that many companies are investing 

i n capital intensive technology, and secondly the imposition of 

'betterment' on the people of Shixini . 

This chapter has primarily been a setting of the scene. 

Precisely where one draws the line in describing the context in 

which Shixini exists and in which people make decisions about 

their lives is a matter of choice. However the fact remains that 

••• the world of humankind constitutes a manifold, a 
total ity of interconnected processes, and inquiries 
that disassemble this totality into bits and then 
fail to reassemble it, falsify reality. (Wolf 1982: 
3 ) • 
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In looking at the organisation of cooperative labour I have 

attempted to show that in order to understand economic processes 

in Shixini one needs to grasp and describe the interaction 

bet\veen both micro factors (e . g. kinship, local government) and 

macro factors (e.g. migrant labour, ecology). 
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CHAPTER 2 : PEASANTS. THE HOUSEHOLD AND PRODUCTION. 

This chapter describes the mode of production as it exists in 

Shixini and Nompha in particular . Like Spiegel, I argue that the 

pe ripheral areas of South Africa should be regarded as part of 

the wider capitalist mode of productio n (Spiegel 1979: 202). One 

therefore has to define the Shixi ni economy in terms of the wider 

ec ono my. I have shown that the impact of the wider economy is 

most directly seen through the migrant labour system (see Chapter 

1 ) • 

I n de fining the Shixini mode of production I firstly 

investigate the idea of Shixini people being rural proletaria ns 

displaying peasant characteristics. This is important bec ause. 

although the conventional idea of a peasant as a rural cultivator 

producing a surplus for market does not apply to the people of 

Nompha, they still display certain peasant characteristics. 

Secondly, I investigate Sahlins' (1972) notion of the domestic 

mode of production. Although Sahlins is explicitly referring to 

'primitive' economies, his use of the concept still gives us an 

important insight into the factors that one should consider when 

attempting to define and describe a specific mode of production. 

Having defined the Shixini mode of production I look at the 

factors influencing agricultural production i n Nompha. Here I 

use Chayanov (1966) where he looks at factors influencing peasant 

production in Russia. Although not strictly pertinent to the 
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South African case Chayanov identifies the size of the family 

farm and the domestic cycle as especially important for 

understanding productio n. The size of the household in Nompha 

and the associated dependency ratio have an important bearing on 

production in Nompha. These factors firstly delineate the 

productive resources attributable to the household, and secondly, 

the need and ability of the household to involve itself in 

cooperative arrangements. 

It is necessary at this, the early stage of the chapter, to 

define what I mean by 'household'. I define the household in 

terms of the concentration of flo~/s of income and expenditure 

U·1urray 1981; Spiegel 1980). I use 'household' in the socio

economic sense as an aggregation of people (usually kin) who 

combine their resources (capital, labour, implements, and food) 

and act as an economic and social unit. I use 'homestead' as a 

geog raphic aggregation of physical infrastructure. A polygamous 

man might, using these definitions, have two homesteads (one for 

each of his wives) and one household. 

Finally, I calculate a number of correlations associated with 

productive yields. I investigate the relationship between crop 

yield ~nd (i) stock units; (ii) consumer units; (iii) work units; 

and (iv) area of arable holdings. Having analysed the factors 

which influence yield I look at the relationship between the area 

of arable land cultivated by households and (i) stock units; (ii) 

consumer units; and (iii) work units. 
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Shixini people as 'peasants'. 

The people of Shixini can be defined as rural proletarians 

displaying certain peasant characteristics. The classification 

of people as 'peasants' is not unproblematic. Bundy (1988: 4-13) 

outlines a number of definitions of 'peasant' and comes to the 

conclusion, drawing on a wide range of sources, that the African 

peasant \,as: 

... a rural cultivator, enjoying access to a portion 
of land, the fruits of which he could dispose of as 
if he owned the land; he used his own labour and that 
of members of his family in agricultural or pastoral 
pursuits and sought through this to satisfy directly 
the consumption needs of his family; in addition he 
looked to the sale of a portion of what he raised to 
meet the demands (taxes, rents and other fees) that 
arose from his involvement in an economic and 
political system beyond the lJounds of his immediate 
community. Like peasants elsewhere, he had recourse 
to a specific traditional culture; and under 
colonialism, with the sudden introduction of the 
religious, educational and ideological aspects of the 
colonists' culture, the peasant could not but have a 
different cultural identity from his forebears. Like 
peasants elsewhere, he was dominated economically, 
politically and culturally by outsiders in a wider 
society involved in relations of coercion and 
obedience - but under colonialism the extent to which 
the state or its representatives could enforce these 
relations differed sharply from time to time and 
place to place. (Bundy 1988: 9). 

This definition highlights a number of important pOints. The 

first is that of land tenure. The land tenure system in Shixini 

can be defined as a communal land tenure system. In such a 

system every household head is entitled to a homestead site on 

which to establish a homestead and a garden and has the right to 

a field some distance from the homestead. In addition to these 
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r ig hts a man has access to communal resources such as grazing, 

fore sts, thatching gr ass and water (Cokwana 1988 : 305). 

Se condly, Bundy' s pea sant could dispose of his produce in any 

way that he Iv ished. Produce cou ld be sold, given away, swopped 

for som ethin g e lse, etc. The produce of the peasa nt was 

indirectly appro pr iated through taxation and other levies but was 

not forc ed to g i ve a portio n to the chief but rather had the 

opt ion of transferring i t into cash through sell ing it or the 

op tion of usin g migrant r emittan ces to pay the taxe s . 

There have been a number of calculations which estimate the 

maize requirements of a household for a year. Segar (1984: 14) 

cites figures from the Tomlinson commission which estimated that 

the average num be r of bags required for a househ old of 6 was 15 

or 188kg per person. ~l urray (1981: 200) cites the following 

examples: (1) A household of 5 persons requires 20 bags of 

grain/annum (300kg per person); (2) A household of 4.4 persons 

requires 14 bags of grain/annum (239kg per person); (3) A 

household of 4.4 persons requires 7 bags of grain/annum (119kg 

per person). 

In Nompha the average household only stores 59.4kg per person 

per annum and therefore the number of bags stored in Nompha is 

be low even the minimum requirements of 119kg per person cited by 

Murrayl. If we take Lipton's (1977: 73) argument that a third of 

1 Estimates of maize stored are notoriously inaccurate. The 
Nompha figures do not take into consideration the amount of maize 
which is eaten before the harvest. Lipton (1977: 73) estimates 
that a third of all maize produced is eaten as green maize and 
two thirds stored. She also argues that people underestimate the 
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all maize is eaten before harvest the average amount of maize 

produced is 79kg. This is still below the minimum requirements 

estimated by Murray. 

It is important to note that the average number of bags stored 

is not uniform. The number of bag s stored ranges from a minimum 

of zero to a maximum of 13 so there are some homesteads which 

cannot meet their ma ize consumption requirements and are forced 

to rely on cash from pensions, remittances, and informal sector 2 

activit y . Homesteads in Shixini are heavi Iy dependant on cash 

inputs arising from pensions and members' participation in the 

migrant labour system. 

The third part of Gundy's definition identifies the primary 

unit of production as the household. All production activities 

are gea red tow a rd s meet i ng the consumpt i on need s of the 

household. In the production enterprise the household is the 

major supplier of labour with the community labour resource only 

being called upon in situations where the household cannot meet 

its specific labour and other resource requirements. 

amo unt of maize harvested by about 10%. Whatever the status of 
these assumptions and estimates are, it is undoubtedly true that 
ma ize stored is less than maize produced or eaten. 

2 The informal sector is negligible. There are two households 
that sell bottled, commercial, beer, one household which has a 
tractor, one man who owns a light delivery vehicle and which he 
operates as a Taxi. These are the people who do make money out 
of the informal sector. The other activities are basket making, 
mat making, herbalism, and selling cabbages, but the returns on 
these activities are extremely low. This applies particularly to 
the crafts where there are a lot of people who make these baskets 
and the market is therefore split amongst a large number of 
suppliers. 
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Bundy impl ies that the notion of peasant culture is important 

in understanding peasants. Shixini people can be classified as 

Red people (amagaba). Mayer a nd Mayer (1961: Ch 2) show how Red 

people are more traditional and conservative while School people 

are \~ e stern in outloo k . There ar e a number of areas (fields) 

\~here the di fference between Red and School people are 

particularly noticeable. One can classify the various reactions 

to these fields into a set of oppositions (while not denying the 

fact that t here is a continuum between these oppositions) (Mayer 

& I·lay e r 1961: 23). 

I Table 2 : 'Red' and 'School' oppositions. 

FIELD REO SCHOOL 

Dress Traditional Hestern 
Formal school 
education Uneducated Educated 
Religion Ancestor cult Christian 
Architecture Round Square 

Nompha people say that they are Red people although some say 

that they are Red but "noti kakhulu" (not very much). It has 

been argued that the Red ideology was an ideology of resistance 

and the Mayers mention this when they say 

In their eyes the Red way of life, handed down from 
the ancestors, is proper for the tribe, the whole 
tribe and none but the tribe. The tribe has had 
(they might say) the misfortune of being conquered 
and politically dominated by foreigners (Le. White 
people), but as long as it preserves its distinctive 
way of life it preserves its own soul (ibid: 40 
emphasis mine, parenthesis the authors). 

How relevant is this Red/School distinction today? Red and 

School people do mix in economic activities. In the organisation 
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of work one finds ploughing companies which have both Red and 

School members. 

Gesides not being noticeable in practice, one finds many 

households wher e the wife is noticeably School, in terms of her 

dress and membership of the I~ethodist church, her mother-in-la~1 

is noticeably Red and the husband is between the two. The 

11 ayers' (1961) argument that "In the eyes of the Xhosa themselves 

Red and School ar e essential and mutually exclusive reference 

groups. Everyone has to be assigned to one or the other" (p.23) 

and " ..• that i t is wrong to mix too much remains a moral 

principle throughout adult life" (p.22). This does not seem to 

apply to the same extent nowadays as was the case in the 1960 ' s. 

In 1980 Philip Mayer wrote: 

The new 'sophisticated, aware, demanding men' from 
the homelands have shed the total ideologies of their 
parents that provided them with a common property of 
collective representations and values ••• They 
experience processes of individualisation, 
secularisation and rationalisation - manifestations 
of their also being absorbed culturally and 
ideologically, by the capitalist society to which 
economically they have been subservient for a 
century, though they partially continued to practise 
pre-capitalist modes of production at home. When 
these modes of production had I ittle scope left to 
operate successfully, because of worsening poverty, 
landlessness, unemployment, new class 
differentiations and other factors, the ideologies 
associated with the pre-capitalist modes of 
production carried less and less conviction as 
recipes for community living. ( Mayer 1980: 68). 

Today the people of Shixini still hold onto their Red identity 

and one can argue that the rural relations of production are, to 

a large extent, still pre-capitalist in form. Differentiation 
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plays a large part in the organisation of cooperative labour but 

the ideology of mutual help is still strong. Cooperative labour, 

altho ugh necessary in a deprived society, is only possible in the 

context of Red pre-capitalist ideology \'i here tile notion of self 

ga in at the expense of others is foreign. People in Shixini see 

th emselves as being inti mately tied into networks of mutual 

cooperation where helping others is an expressed value. 

The Re d ideolo gy is the same as what Pr at ti s' (1987: 34) 

labelled as 'peasantness', the characteristics of whic h are 

"subsistence production, conservatism, particularism, pluralist 

economic activities, reciprocity, and mutual aid networks". 

Prattis goes on to say that 

peasantness (is J an adaptive response made by 
populations as a protection or hedge against the 
disadvantages that accr ue to them as a consequence of 
the \'iay they are structurally integrated wi th the 
wider economic system. (Ibid: 34). 

The domestic mode of production. 

Sahlins (1972: 79-95) uses six factors to define the domestic 

mode of production in primitive economies. These are: the 

division of labour by sex; technology (where the tool is an 

extension of the person using it); production for domestic use 

and not for exchange; the household although not owning the means 

of production has usufruct; products are pooled by the domestic 

unit; and finally households are dispersed over a wide area. 

I will use the same six factors as a tool for describing the 

mode of production as it is real i sed in Nompha. 
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(1) Division of labour. 

The divi sion of labour in Shi xini is by sex and this division 

of labour is dominant in the socie ty as a whole. The division of 

lab our is further refined by ge neration with the very you ng and 

ol d not contributing significantly t o prod uctive activities. The 

follow in g divisi on of labour was delineated by the people. 

Table 3: The division of labour in Shi xini. 

Male tasks: 

Plou ghing; choppin g wood 

for bu ilding and fencing; 

lo oking after stock; buying 

cattle; mi lkin g; preparing 

I gro und for bric k making; 

plant ing; hiring people to 

build huts; supporting the 

family. 

F ema,l e ta s Ie s : 

Cooking; smearing floor and 

I walls with dung; fetching 
I 
I 

: wood; fetching water; 
I 

I 

: collecting thatch; making 
I 
I 

: mats; making bricks; brewing 
I 

: umgombothi 3 ; making the fire; 
I 

I 

: washing clothes and dishes; 
I 

I 

: washing and looking after 
I 

children; feeding pigs and 

chickens; harvesting; hoeing; 

storing mealies; decobbing 

the maize. 

Hoeing is the only task that is done by both men and women and 

this is a result of the adoption of plough technology4. The 

3 Umgombothi is a beer brewed from maize. 

4 I have observed women ploughing but this is a rare occurrence. 
An informant said women only plough when there are no men to help 
them. One ca~ see the action of women ploughing as resulting 
from the migrant labour system which draws men out of agriculture 
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adoption of the plough meant that male labour, because the plough 

Ivas drawn by draught cattle I,hich are handled by men, was drawn 

into the formerly, almost exclusively, female domain of 

agriculture. Plough technology also meant that a greater area of 

land could be ploughed than was formerly the case and men were 

forced to involve themselves in hoeing to meet the increased 

labour demand. (see Chapter 4). 

(2) Technology. 

The technology used in all productive activities is very simple 

and tools are usually an extension of the human arm (e.g. hoes, 

axes, grinding stones). Animal power is used in ploughing and 

planting. Oxen are harnessed to a plough for ploughing and 

similarly with me chanical planters. Although the planter is not 

simple technology it is an extension of the human in that it is 

the person who controls the pace of the activity. The oxen can 

be seen as extensions of the tools (ploughs and planters) because 

without them the tools have no utility. Even though animals are 

used in production they are sti 11 governed by people. This 

contrasts with the situation on a production line where the pace 

of the machine governs the work rate of the people. 

at the crucial ploughing time (see Graph 1, chapter 1). When 
asked why women do not plough my informant said that because 
ploughing is such hard work the action of ploughing can damage a 
woman's womb. 
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(3) Production for use. 

All production is geared towards meeting the consumption needs 

of the household. In Nompha there are very few households which 

produce a surplus and \~hen they do this is not marketed in the 

cash economy. They might be swopped for other products but there 

are very few instances where surplus products are sold. Maize as 

well as being eaten is turned into beer and distributed to the 

community through beer drinks. These beer drinks can be for work 

parties (a reinvestment of the product in production) or brewing 

for a number of other reasons (see Chapter 5). The aim of 

production is not to produce for exchange. 

It is only in agriculture that one can speak of Shixini people 

as producing for use. Economically people's participation in the 

migrant labour system is much more important. The typical 

Transkei household earns about 90% of its income from non-farm 

activities (Bembridge 1987: 73). Agriculture does not, 

therefore, contribute very much to meeting basic subsistence 

needs. 

The question as to why there has been such a dramatic decline 

in agricultural production in the Transkei is exceedingly complex 

but relates mostly to the position of the Transkei relative to 

the white South African economy. One of the factors which 

contributed to the decrease in agricultural production was the 

support given to white agriculture at the expense of black 

agriculture. 



Compared to the abundant s upport offered by the 
government to wh ite farming from the 1920's and 
1930's black agriculture received virtually no 
subsidies, disaster support or credit facilities, and 
little technical back up ••. (Cross 1988: 11) 
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flhi te farmers were offered drought and other capi ta I rei ief 

\~hi Ie black farmers ~Iere forced to look for capital through 

participating in migra nt labour. Black agriculture ultimately 

depended on the availability of the human resource given its low 

tech nolo gical base and, the refore, labour-intensive nature. 

'Homeland' agriculture never really, therefore, recovered from 

any natural disasters as the necessity of participating in the 

mi gra nt labour system represented a decrease in human resources. 

(4) Property. 

There is communal land tenure in Shixini. The people have 

ri 'ghts to land and the lan d which is distributed to them through 

the chief and his tribal authority. The chief is the symbolic 

owner of the means of production but once land has been 

distri buted the people control it. The household therefore 

"retains the primary relation to productive [agriculturall 

resources" (Sahlins 1972: 93, parentheSiS mine). 

(5) Pooling. 

Ideally the household is the primary production unit and all 

production (cooperative or otherwise) is geared towards meeting 

its own consumption needs. In Nompha it is necessary for 

house holds to pool resources in order to produce as there are 

shortages of oxen, agricultural implements and labour. 
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(6) Dispersion. 

The settlement pattern in Nompha is characteristic of th e 

Ngun i dis persed sett l emen t pattern as described by Sansom (1974). 

Homes t eads are dispersed over a wide area and each household 

co ncen trates its economic activities near the household site. 

Sa nsom (1974: 140 ) arg ue s that t his settlement pattern was an 

adaptat ion to the envir onmen t where all the necessary resources 

\'/ere confi ned to sma II areas and therefore it was not necessary 

fo r people to disperse their i nvestments . The Cape Ng un i area 

was " ... a co untry of small sca le repetitive configurations th at 

contained a variety of natural resources" (Ibid: 140). Sahl ins 

(1972: 95 ) argues that this is a consequence and condition of the 

domestic mode of production because the division of labour 

predicates autonomous domestic gro ups which disperse naturally. 

The r e are significant differences between the domestic mode of 

product ion as outlined by Sahlins (1972) and the Shixini mode of 

produc t i on as described above. Sahlins del i neates a 'primitive' 

economy which is untouched by capitalist relations of production. 

The mode of production as it is realised in Shixini, although not 

strictly capitalist, is part of the wider capitalist system which 

explains the shi ft s and distortions between Sahlin's mode of 

production and the Shixini mode. 

The household in No mpha. 

The productive forces (labour, tools, and cattle) are owned by 

the household and if there is a shortage of these forces it is 
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the household as a unit \;hich enters into complex cooperative 

arrangements with other household units. One can therefore 

argue, as Chayanov (1966) did, that local production capacities 

lie in the structure and constitution of the household. It is in 

terms of its structure and constitution that the household's role 

in cooperative arrangements is determined. 

The average size household (total population of 387 divided by 

the total, 67, house holds) in Nompha is 5.7 people (de facto, or 

actual number of people living in the household which means that 

migrants are excluded from the calculation, is 4.79). The 

average number of children per household (total number of 

children, 202) is 3.0 and the average number of adults (total 

number of adults, 185) is 2.7 (de facto 1.86) . The average 

number of women per household (total number of \;omen, 106) is 

1.58 (de facto 1.52) and the average number of men per household 

(total number of men, 86) is 1.28 (de facto 0.34). There are 67 

migrants in Nompha (4 female and 63 male) and 73.25% of all adult 

males in Nompha are work as migrants in South Africa. 

I have identified five household forms in Nompha . These are 

(i) the nuclear household; (i i) the extended nuclear household; 

(iii) the polygynous household (three and four generational); 

(iv) the extended agnatic household (two and three generational); 

and (v) the complex extended household (two and three 

generat i ona I). 
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The nuclear household consists of a man his wife, children, 

and, in the case of the extended nuclear household, his mother or 

his married sons and their chi ldren. The polygynous household 

consists of a man, his wives (each living in a separate 

homestead), children, grandchildren, and, in the case of four 

generational depth, his mother. The extended agnatic household 

consists of a man, his wife, his chi ldren and his brothers or 

sisters. If one parent is still attached to the household I have 

classified this as an extended agnatic three generational 

household. Another form of this household is a man, his wife, 

married sons and daughters-in-law, other children and 

grandchi ldren. The complex extended household refers to a man, 

his wife, children, other children from deceased relatives and 

affinal kin linked to him through his wife. 

, Table 4: Types of Nompha household forms. 

r FORM TEMBU[NGWEVU KOMKHUlU TOTAL 

Nuclear (2 gen) 5 10 19 34 
Extended nuclear ( 3 gen) 2 1 8 11 
Extended agnatic ( 2 gen) 0 2 7 9 
Extended agnatic ( 3 gen) 2 3 2 7 
Complex extended ( 2 gen) 0 2 0 2 
Complex extended (3 gen) 0 1 1 2 
Polygynous (3 gen) 0 0 1 1 
Polygynous (4 gen) 0 0 1 1 

TOTAL NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS 9 19 39 67 
I 

'Household' is a relative cultural category and the way in 

which the household is defined by people differs from culture to 

culture. In Nompha the household is a social grouping of people 

who affiliate themselves to a household head (usually the 
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husband, father, or son depending on where one is placed in the 

family structure). One finds two or even three homesteads being 

affiliated to one household. This situation is prevalent in the 

three generatio nal extended nuclear family where a man's sons 

mig ht be marr i ed and living close-by in a separate homestead. 

People say that the son's homestead is of their household when 

the son's homestead and the father's homestead do everything 

together and the son's family even eat with the father's 

homestead. This situ ation is not the norm as son's usually move 

al'/ay from the ir father's home stead shortly after ma rriage to 

establish their own independent household. This does not mean 

that there is no eco no mic cooperation between the respective 

households but rather that they each produce for their own use. 

The son is nOI, independent and is using his migrant I,ages to 

build up his Ol,n household and his capital does not go directly 

to his father. 

The situation is more complex in the polygynous households. 

Each wi fe of a polygynist has her own homestead and garden yet 

they are sti 11 taken to be members of the same household. The 

reason for this is both biological and economic. The children of 

a man's respective homesteads are members of his household. The 

household is defined in terms of the father/husband and when he 

dies each of the separate homesteads which constitute one 

household will split into separate households headed by widows . 

Economically each homestead is dependant on the household head 

for ploughing, cattle, and money. The husband is the economic 
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planner for each of his wives' homesteads and is able to calion 

their labour to work at another of his homesteads. The 

respective homesteads can therefore be seen as an economic unit. 

The household and production. 

With reference to the Russia n peasantry in the early part of 

this ce ntury, Chayanov (1966) argued that the household's 

demographic structure and constitution affects its abi I ity to 

engage in productive activities. The need for work is determined 

by the number of cons umers in the household while the ability to 

do the necessary work to meet these requirements is determined by 

the number of worke rs. 

Chayanov's thesis needs to be qualified in the light of the 

South African situation. In both situations the production 

process is characterised by labour intensity. However, whereas 

the Russian peasant household displayed certain autonomy and self 

sufficiency, agriculture in the Transkei is characterised by its 

dependance on migrant labour remittances. Fifteen (68 per cent) 

of the 22 households sampled in Nompha had access to remittances. 

Of these, eleven households had access to the remittances of one 

wage earner, three to two wage earners, and one household to 

four. The absence of male migrants from Nompha has a dual impact 

on agricultural production. On the one hand remittances are used 

to purchase agricultural implements, fertiliser and seed. On the 

other hand migrant labour pulls men out of agricultural 
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production, creating labour shortages at crucial times in the 

agricultural cycle. 

The amount of agricultural 't/ork that the household is able to 

do is a function of the household's labour supply. This supply 

changes through time and therefore 

... every family, depending on its age, is in its 
different phases of development a completely distinct 
labour machine as regards labor force, intensity of 
demand, consumer-worker ratio, and the possibility of 
applying the principles of complex cooperation. 
(Chayanov 1966: 60, his emphasis). 

Such demographic changes in the composi tion of households can 

be conceptualised in terms of the domestic development cycle as 

developed by Fortes (1958) and Chayanov (1966) and applied to the 

Southern African situation by Spiegel (1979). 

The initial phase of the domestic developmental cycle is one of 

expansion where a young married couple leave the nata I home of 

the husband to establish their own independent household. At 

this stage the domestic group is building up the household and 

resources are geared towards establishing homestead 

infrastructure. As they procreate, the dependency ratio (the 

ratio between the total number of consumers and the number of 

workers) increases. Towards the end of the first phase the 

household I S economic posi tion improves as chi ldren are now old 

enough to engage in agricultural production or work as migrants. 

More labour and capital becomes available. 
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The second phase is one of dispersion and is characterised by a 

decline in the economic position of the household. Cattle 

Iloldings diminish through the payment of bridewealth (but this 

depends on the number of sons as opposed to daughters in the 

household). Labour and capital resources decline as children 

move away. the result being that the household cannot expect to 

recei ve ex-members I remittances as they are bei ng used to bui ld 

up other homesteads. 

The final phase is one of replacement. The dependency ratio 

increases as work units move out of the household. The founders 

of the household grow old and are not able to work to the same 

extent as in the past yet they are still consuming as much as 

before. Finally a man and his wife die and the household and its 

resources. are inherited by one of the children. 

The graph below plots the dependency ratio (calculated by 

dividing the number of consumption units by the number of work 

units) against the age of the homestead head. 

The calculations for the graph are based on Donham (1981) where 

people of 14 years and over are calculated as a full consumption 

unit, persons between 7 and 13 years as three quarters of a 

consumption unit (0.75) and persons below the age of seven as one 

half (0.5) (p.523). Migrants are taken to be 1/12th of a 

consumption unit as the average migrant is only at home for one 

month of the year. Hhen it comes to the calculation of work 

units the situation is more complex. I have adapted his figures 
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calculating all people between the age of 18 and 68 as 

representing one work unit, people between the ages of 10 and 18 

as representing on e ha lf of a wor k unit (0.5), and people be low 

the age of ten and abo ve the age of 68 as representing no work 

units (0.0). These fig ures are adapted for the Nompha case where 

most people below the age of 18 attend school on a regular basis 

and therefore only wor k on the weekends, the early morning, the 

earl y eve nin g, and in their vacations. The figures ha ve also 

been ad apted t o take account of specific cases. There is one 

Iw man who is me ntall y retarded, and two women who are crippled. 

Further, peop le who will fit the age and should be calculated as 

a work unit but never work as much as they should to merit such a 

sco re have been calculated as representing 0.5 of a work unit. 

We see that there is a fit with the hypothetical development 

cyc l e when a best fit curve is plotted through the points. 

Graph 2: The Nompha domestic development cycle. 

(As measured through the plotting the num ber of consumers 
divided by the number of workers (the dependency ratio or clw 

ratio) against the age of the head (a rough mea s ure of the age of 
the household). 
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The curve demonstrates that there is a cycle which arises from 

plotting the age of the household head against the 

consumer/worker ratio. The labour resources of a household 

therefore change through time. 

The idea of the developmental cycle is, however, not 

unproblematic. A problem arises with its "organic deterministic" 

focus indicated by Fortes (1958: 2) arguing that "The domestic 

group goes through a cycle of development analogous to the growth 

cycle of a living organism". This implies a mere cyclical 

conceptualisation of change which excludes variations between 

households brought about by individual decision making and 

conflict within the household. It also ignores structural changes 

brought about by events in the wider South African economy5. 

Spiegel (1982: 43) argues that the developmental cycle is 

inadequate unless it is used In combination with a class 

analysis. This is where the notion of economic differentiation 

becomes important. Through looking at the resources which 

indicate degrees of differentiation one is able to look at both 

internally generated resources (such as labour units) and 

externally generated resources (such as pensions and migrant 

remittances). 

5 An example of the possibility of such structural changes occurred on the 
24 May 1989. The fall in the gold price threatened the viability of a number 
of gold mines. The listings of two gold mines (ERPM and Durban Deep) were 
suspended on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange while the board of Rand Mines 
considered their closure. If a number of gold mines were to close drastic 
unemployment would result. This would effect the number of people able to 
find work in South Africa as migrants and therefore the dependency ratios. 
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Factors affectin o maize yi e l ds. 

Maize yields are in f luenced by th e wa y in which land and stock 

are distri buted th rou gh the communit y as well as the household's 

constitution (s i ze , de pendenc y r atio, etc). 

Table 5 : Corr e lation between the in dep endent variables 
(stock units, co nsumer units, work uni t s and area) 
with the dep endant variabl e (yield). 

, 
WITH I LEVEL OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES I CORRELA nON 

I YIELD ~IGNIFICANCE6 
-- t-- ---- ---------

STOCK UNITS r= 0 .48 
I t= 2. 45 I p= 0.025 , I 

I I CONSUMERS r= 0.41 
I t= 2.01 p= 0 . 05 

I WORKERS I r= o . 31 

I t= 1. 46 p= O. 1 0 

I AREA OF ARABLE HOLDINGS I r= 0.48 
t= 2. 45 p= 0.025 

Factor s which influenc e t he size of land holdings are the 

number of stoc k units (a measure of the households ability to 

f ertilise and status in ploughing companies), the number of 

6 A perfect correlation is indicated by r=l or r=-l. No 
correlation is indicated by r=O. p is a measure of the 
sign i ficance of th e relationship between the independent variable 
(e.g. stock units) and the dependant variable (e.g. yield) 
through measuring the probability of the relationship existing by 
chance. Statisticians usually recognise a probability of p= 
0.05 as Significant. If p= 0.05 there is a 5% probab i lity that 
the correlation between the two variables exists by chance. p 
therefore indicates the significance of the correlation in terms of the t 
statistic for a one tailed test as the direction of the correlation has been 
specified . The smaller the probability (p) the stronger is the relationship 
between the variables . If p= 1.00 there is no relationship between two 
variables, but if p= 0.00 there is no possibility that the relationship 
between the two variables exists by chance. Thus ' r' specifies the degree of 
correlation between two variables while 'p' specifies the strength of that 
correlation. 
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consumers, workers and the relative degree of pol i tical influence 

of households. 

Table 6: Correlation between the independent variables 
(stock units, consumer units and work units) and the 
dependant varia ble (area of arable land). 

INDEPENDENT I CORRELA TI ON WITH LEVEL OF 
I I VARIABLES I AREA OF ARABLE LAND SIGNIFICANCE 

I STOCK UNITS 
i 0.37 i r= 
I 

t= 1.77 0.05 

~CONSUMERS I I 

p= 

r= 0.30 
, t= 1. 41 p= O. 10 
I i , 

WORKERS 0.40 

\ i 
r= 
t= 1. 95 p= 0.05 

1) Production and economic differentiation. 

Spiegel (1979) identifies three resources as indices of 

economic differentiation. These are (i) migrant remi ttances, 

(ii) arable land, and (iii) live-stock. To these indices I would 

add the index of pensions - virtually the only predictable source 

of income within Shixini. I wi 11 concentrate on access to land 

and stock because, (i) capital such as pensions and remittances 

are used to fulfill subsistence requirements 7, and (ii) it was 

impossible to obtain expenditure and income figures as most women 

7 Production figures were taken for the 1987 harvest. In 1988 
the SDRP brought seed, fertiliser and fencing wire to the area. 
This was bought by a number of people in Shixini. In 1988 
capital resources were invested in agricultural production. In 
the 1987 season the investment of capital in agricultural 
production was inSignificant. 
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HOUSEHOLD 
NUMBER 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

TOTAL 
MEAN 

DEMOGRAPHIC/HOUSEHOLD VARIABLES 

HOUSEHOLD NUMBER WORKER CONSUMER 
SIZE MIGRANTS UNITS UNITS 

15 2 7.00 9.50 
10 0 4.50 8.00 
11 0 6.50 8.08 
8 1 5.00 6.75 
7 1 5.50 5.33 
8 0 2.50 6.00 
7 1 4.00 6.00 
9 2 7.50 6.67 
9 1 4.50 5.83 
9 0 4.00 7.00 
9 1 4.00 5.33 
5 0 2.00 3.50 
5 1 4.00 3.83 
6 1 4.00 4.58 
2 0 2.00 2. 00 
4 1 3.00 3.08 

11 4 7.00 5.58 
5 1 2.50 3.58 
5 0 1.50 3.50 
5 2 3.50 2.67 
8 1 4.50 5.83 
8 1 7.00 6.58 

166 21 96 . 00 119.25 
7.55 0.96 4.36 5.42 

ECONOMIC VARIABLES 

C/W AGE OF STOCK UNITS AREA OF AREA OF TOTAL YIELD 
RATIO HEAD GARDEN FIELD AREA (KG's) 

1.36 65 32.00 0.74 4.36 5.10 600.00 
1.78 45 23.40 0.75 0.82 1.57 525.00 
1.24 50 22.00 0.87 3.31 4.18 600.00 
1.35 40 19.00 0.88 0.00 0.88 750.00 
0.97 65 14.20 0.56 1.59 2.15 975.00 
2.40 40 12 . 00 1.14 0.00 1.14 675.00 
1.50 50 12.00 0.68 1.87 2.55 900.00 
0.89 65 9.60 1.30 4.47 5.77 900.00 
1.30 65 8. 60 1.43 0.67 2.09 0.00 
1.75 40 6.00 0.65 2.09 2.73 525.00 
1.33 45 6.00 0.56 0.00 0.56 37.50 
1.75 50 6.00 2. 13 2.50 4.63 450.00 
0.96 50 5.20 1. 23 1.02 2.25 300.00 
1.15 70 4.00 0.16 1.01 1.16 37.50 
1.00 35 4.00 0.14 0.58 0.72 150.00 
1.03 55 3.80 0.99 3.06 4.05 600.00 
0.80 55 3.00 0.81 1.46 2.27 300.00 
1.43 70 3.00 0.63 0.67 1.29 150.00 
2. 33 35 3.00 0.28 0.00 0.28 262.50 
0.76 30 1. 20 0.74 4.36 5.10 300.00 
1.30 45 0.40 0. 96 0.80 1.75 600.00 
0.94 65 0.00 0.74 0.00 0.74 225.00 

29.31 1130 198.40 18.35 31.77 50.12 862.50 
1.33 51.36 9.02 0.83 1.44 2. 28 448.30 
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did not know how much money their husbands' earned or even wh at 

they brough t back on their annual leave. 

(a) Stock units and yield. 

The relationship between a household's stock holdings and yield 

is fairly clear (significant at p= 0.025). Stock has important 

implications for productio n. The first benefit that derives from 

stock is that the household is able to manure its land with 

greater ease t han if it did not have stock. The manuring of 

gardens significantly increases yields especially when gardens 

are used on a year ly basis and sometimes on a biannual bas is. 

Fields are also manured but the process of manuring field s is 

more difficult as, unlike gardens, fields are some distance away 

from the homes t ead and its cattle byres. 

The second reason for the strong positive correlation between 

stock and yield is that through the possession of stock 

households have easier access to ploughing companies. Further, 

the possession of draught oxen means that a household's 

bargaining position in a ploughing company is significantly 

increased. If a household possesses a greater number of draught 

oxen than other members 

ploughed timeously and, 

in a company this household's land is 

sometimes, the household is able to 

choose the time of ploughing. It is also usually the case that 

the biggest contributor to a company is also the head of that 

company. 
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(b) Yield and area of arable holdings. 

The area of land planted, in the first instance, creates limits 

on possible maize production - it is only possible to produce so 

much ma i ze from so much I and. 

influenced by the application 

In the second instance, yield is 

of fertiliser, the timing of 

planting, the type of maize seed used, and the labour resources 

available for weeding. Given that area creates limits on 

possible yield it is therefore obvious why there should be a 

significant correlation between area and yield. In a perfect 

system, all things being equal with people producing the possible 

maximum amount of maize, the correlation between yield and area 

would be perfect (r= 1). 

The fact that the correlation between yield and size of arable 

holdings is high (significant at p= 0.025) should not detract 

from the view that agricultural production, in areas where 

production is highly labour - intensive, is not simply a matter of 

ploughing, hoeing and harvesting. Production is influenced by 

timing (a variable that I have not considered here), and access 

to resources (stock, capital, labour). 

Further, in the absence of establ ished markets, production is 

geared towards meeting the household I s consumption requirements 

and this is why the number of consumers in the household is also 

significant (at the p= 0.05 level). Agricultural production in 

these areas cannot be seen simp l y as a factor of access to land 

and stock. Access to stock and land make production possible but 
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production is geared towards satisfying household consumption 

needs. 

The two indices of differentiation are intimately related in 

that the area of land that the household is able to cultivate is 

influenced by the number of stock units. The correlation between 

the number of stock units and area of arable holdings is 

significant at p= 0.05 (i.e. the relationship between stock and 

land only exists by chance in 5% of cases). 

The s i gnificant relationship between stock and area of arable 

holdings is understandable as much the same reasoning which 

applies to the relationship between stock and yield applies to 

this relationship. The possession of stock gives a household 

access to plough i ng compan i es and manure. 

are both essential for production. 

These t\~O resources 

The way in which the resources of stock and land are 

distributed through the community have an important bearing on 

agricultural production. There is a significant correlation 

bet\~een yield and access to stock and area of arable land (both 

at p= 0.025). The area of arable holdings is itself influenced 

by the possess ion of stock in that the greater number of stock 

uni ts a household possesses the larger wi 11 be the area of its 

land holdings. We can therefore conclude that the most 

significant index of differentiation influencing agricultural 

production is the household's access to stock. 
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2) Household factors in production. 

Household factors such as the number of consumers and workers 

in the household are essential to our understanding of 

production. These two variables are important because they form 

the labour component in agricultural production. It is these two 

variables which determine the amount of work needed an d the 

ability of the household to do the work. 

a) Consumption and work units. 

The correlations from these t wo variables are most interesting 

especially when we note that the number of consumers in a 

household has a higher correlation (signif i cant at p = 0 . 05) wit h 

yield than the number of workers (only significant at p = 0.10). 

Thus. maize production increases in parallel with the household's 

consumptio n requirements as measured by the number of consumer 

units. 

The answer to this appa r ent contradiction was identified by 

Chayanov (19 66) when he argued that a peasant family will only 

\york to the extent -that it satisfies its consumption 

requirements. There is a balance between the satisfaction of t he 

families needs and the drudgery of the work which must be 

undertaken to sati sfy those needs. Th e amount of work that a 

ho us ehold is forced to do depends on its consumption 

requireme nts. This is especially true in the absence of ma r ket 

requirements. 
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The presence of markets for agricul tural produce encourages 

surplus production. Lewis (1984) argues that the presence of an 

exceptional market for maize at the turn of the century ~Ias one 

of tile factors Hhich led to the rise of 'homeland' agriculture. 

\jhere this market does not exist households are pushed into 

agricultural production through the need to satisfy the 

subsistence needs of its members and thus we find a significant 

correlation (at p = 0.05 level) between the number of consumers 

and the yield obtained. 

The correlation between the number of work units and yield is 

only si gnificant at p = 0.10. This slight correlation relates to 

the ability of the household to engage in production. The volume 

of activity that the household is forced to do depends on the 

number of consumers but the ability of the household to do this 

Hork depends on the number of workers. One Hould expect that the 

\~orkers in a household where the dependency ratiO is high would 

work longer hours than the household with a low dependency ratio 

and we thus find a lower correlation between workers and yield 

than consumers and yield. 

b) Consumer, worker units and area of arable land. 

The number of workers is more influential in determining the 

area of arable holdings (p= 0.05 at t= 1.95) than the number of 

consumers (p= 0.10 at t= 1.41). The household's arable holdings 

reflect the abi I ity, and not the need, to produce. Arable 

holdings are not fixed and tbere is constant fluctuation in terms 
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of the area which a household actually cultivates. The area of 

gardens fluctuate according to the household's resource holdings 

(cattle, labour and capital). People, who have reduced the size 

of their gardens, say that they have done this because they do 

not have the capital, cattle and human resources to cultivate. 

Households with a large number of workers are better positioned 

to cultivate than those with a low number of workers. So we find 

that area of arable land increases as the number of workers 

increase. Gut, the number of workers does not have a high 

correlation ~Iith yield. This is because individual household 

members from households wi th a large number of consumers wi 11 

work much harder in other spheres of production (for example 

weeding) than if there were fewer consumers. Households ~Iith a 

large number of Vlorkers will plant larger areas of land but will 

not engage in intensive \~eeding so as to glean the greatest 

possible number of bags. One will therefore find that smaller 

gardens which are owned by households with a high number of 

consumer units will produce the same amount of maize as 

households with larger areas of arable land, more workers but 

fewer consumers. 

3) Migrant labour and rural production. 

Unlike Spiegel's (1979) findings, there is no correlation in my 

data between the number of migrants per household and 

agricultural yield. The issue of migrant labour and agricultural 

production in South Africa's peripheral areas is complex. There 
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are a number of ways in which, hypothetically, migrant labour 

should affect subsistence production. 

labour, firstly, pulls productive men out of i'l i grant 

agricultu re. 

capi ta I and 

agriculture. 

Secondly, it create s the opportunity for obtaining 

thus the context for capi ta I investment in 

Hay (1985) did not find, in the Transkei, a positive 

correlation between the number of migrants and productivity and 

therefore concluded that "there is little justification in 

arguments tha t migratory labour, ~ se, positively or negatively 

affects subsistence production, agricultural investment, 

educational investment, or modernity" (Ibid: 32). He concludes 

that access to remittances only affects the fulfillment of 

consumption requirements (Ibid: 32). 

Given the lack of capital investment in agriculture it is thus 

important to look at other factors which affect rural production. 

I have argued that the way in which resources are distributed in 

the community is the most significant factor influencing 

agricultural production. I conclude that the most significant 

resource influencing maize production is the household's 

possession of stock. Mig rant labour, because it influences 

economic differentiation, only indirectly affects agricultural 

production especially in areas like Shixini where no facilities 

exist for the purchase of agricultural inputs to invest in 

production. 
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Conclusion. 

Thi s chapter has been an overview of agricultural production in 

Shixini. I have broadly defined Shixini people as rural 

proletarians displaying peasant characteristics and I argued that 

the peasant, or red, ideology is a reaction to the context in 

which Shixini people live . The red ideology displayed by Shixini 

people must be seen as an adaptive response to the disadvantaged 

situation in which they live. 

Throu gh out thi s chapt er I have emph asi sed that the context in 

which agricultural production takes place is exceedingly complex 

and there are a myriad of variables which influence production. 

As production in this area is highly labour intensive, as 

reasone d in the section on the domestic mode of production, I 

have looked at labour intensive variables which influence 

production. The most significant element in this type of 

production is the household and I have looked at how household 

variables influence production. 

The Significant finding in this analysis is that Shixini 

people, because they are producing for household use, are pushed 

into intensive act i vity through the need to satisfy the needs of 

consumers. This finding backs up Chayanov's (1966) argument that 

peasant households only produce to satisfy consumption 

requ i rements and therefore there is a playoff between the need 

to produce and the drudgery of the work. In the absence of high 

returns from agriculture Shixini people will not work harder than 

is necessary. 
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Although household variables affect yield the most significant 

influence on a household's production is its access to stock. 

The number of stock units has a significant correlation both with 

yield and wi th area of arable holdings. As access to stock is 

highly d ifferentiated the most significant determining variable 

on agricultural production is the way in which resources are 

distributed through the community. This point will be picked up 

in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3: XHOSA WORK-PARTIES. 

Cooperative labour arrang ements i n Africa. 

Cooperati ve wor k ar ran gements, or work parties, are widespread 

phenomena in Africa. In Southern Africa the y have been observed 

amongst the ;·I pondo ( Hunt e r 1979; :< uc kertz 1985), t he 11pondomise 

(Ham mond-Tooke 196 3); t he Xhosa ( i·l cAllister 1979, Heron 1988), 

the Love du ( Kri ge and :< ri ge 19 80 ), t he Tswana (Scha pera 1953; 

J. Comaroff 1985), the 0emba ( Richards 1961) a nd t he Sotho 

(Spiegel 1979; 11urray 1981) amon gst others. The earlier accounts 

of cooperative labour arrangements emphasise reciproci ty as the 

underlying organisational princi p le (e.g Hunte r 1979; Krige and 

I< rige 1980). 

The problem in co-operative situations is to 
harmonise with them the individualism of the peasant; 
the problem of exchange situations is to e liminate 
the idea of a commercial transaction; and in both 
types of s ituation this is done by the stress upon 
reciprocity. ( Krige and Krige 1980: 52, my 
emphasis). 

Later works, whi Ie not rejecting principles of reciprocity, 

emphasise differential access to the means of production as an 

important factor in understanding these arrangements (Spiegel 

1979). 

'·1 a ny of thos e Vlho attended I-fOrk -pa rt i es 
reason nor means to ca 11 for the 
assistance of those on whose fields they 
(Spiegel 1979: 65, my emphasis). 

had neither 
reciprocal 

had worked. 
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Some authors emphasise kinship as the basis on which 

cooperative arrangements are organised (Gulliver 1971) . Others 

emphasise economic individualism (e.g. Kuckertz 1985) but then do 

not really explain I.hy people Ivill ~Iork for another person when 

neither kinship nor reciprocity underlies the relationship. 

The ~Iay in \, hicll resources, specifically land and cattle, are 

distributed through the community, underlies the organisation of 

Ivork parties. Spiegel (1979: 58) argued that a household's 

access to resources, speci fica Ily migrant remittances, affected 

the ability of the household to recruit labour . Related to 

differentiation is the household's position in the domestic 

development cycle. A household's resources change through its 

development and Donham (1981: 533; 1985: 269) showed how a 

household's position in the domestic development cycle influenced 

participation in cooperative labour groupings. In Nompha labour 

flows from households with little or no arable land to those with 

large areas of arable land . In Chapter two I showed ttlat there 

was a high correlation between stock units and yield, and stock 

units and area of arable land. I argued that the Ivay in which 

stock was distributed through the community was the most 

significant determinant of yield. 

Although differentiation significantly affects the organisation 

of cooperative labour, work parties take place in a wider social, 

economic and environmental context. The seasonal context places 

constraints on what work must be done and specifies the time 

period in which that work must be done. Each task places 
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different demands on the human resource and consequently 

di fferent tasks, or similar tasks in di fferent seasonal contexts, 

are or ganised differently. 

Different tasks, because they require different labour 

arrangements, are asso c iated \~ith different forms of reci procity. 

In the first section of the chapter I describe the different 

fo rm s of reciprocit y and argue that, what I call, "long-term" 

reciprocity is a ss ociated with ploughing and is predicated upon 

k in s hip. ",'.j e diu;;J - t e r m" r e c i pro cit y i s ass 0 cia ted wit h w 0 r k 

pa rti es, the arrangement of wh ich is predicated upon 

ne ighbourhood relationships. 

Social values playa large par t in the organisation of work 

parties. In Shixini there is an exp licit norm of mutual help 

wh ich is ex press ed in the speeches which are made at beer drinks 

and other social occasions. The values of ubuntu (humanity or 

humanness) and ubumelwane (neighbourliness) are important because 

they are part of the context i n which cooperation takes place. I 

argue that it is these values which, in the first instance, 

create the possibility of cooperation without these values 

incidences of cooperation would be few. It is often, in the 

short-term, detrimental for some people to partic ip ate in 

cooperative wor k arrangements as they are expending r esources, 

usually time and labour, to help someone who is not able to 

reciprocate. 
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The next section of the paper is concerned with an analysis and 

description of \'lOrk parties as they \,ere observed in tJ ompha. 

Th e r e are two basic forms of work party in Shixini the iSicelo 

a nd the amand\yandwa . These two I,ork parties are described in 

detail and the different contexts in which they are organised are 

ana l ysed. 

The final section is d description of the way in which 

resources dre distrib uted in tJompha. I show how land, capital 

a nd stock are dist ributed, arguing that they all affect the 

ho use ho l d 's ability to recruit cooperative labour groupings. 

Reciprocity in the organisation of work. 

A determining factor in the organisation of work parties is 

seasonality. The season determines what work must be done and 

also the urgency, or time period, in which the work must be done. 

Different tasks have different resource demands and therefore one 

can argue that the form that I'lork parties take is determined by 

seasonality. Labour supply fluctuates thro ugh the seasons and 

\'1o rk parties are held to offset labour shortages which arise at 

specific times in the seasonal cycle. Sansom (1974: 154) argues 

that the greater the urgency with which a task must be completed 

the greater the emphasis on reciprocity. 

Sahlins (1972) identifies three forms of reciprocity. (1) 

"Generalised" reciprocity where the time specified for a 

reCiprocal act to follow is unspecified and implicit. "The 

expectation of reciprocity is indefinite" (Ibid: 194). I wi 11 
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call this long-term reciprocity in that no time is specified and 

it is quite possible that reciprocation will only be given in the 

long-term or not at all. Long-term reciprocity is underlined by 

obli gation and is usually found in kinship relations. 

(2) "Balanced" reciprocity where a reciprocal act is expected 

\dthout delay or \'Iithin a specified time period (Ibid: 194). 

Sahlins argues that this form of reciprocity is "more economic" 

(Ibid: 195) than generalised reciprocity because "the material 

side of the transaction is at least as critical as the social" 

(Ibid: 195). This form of reciprocity. \'Ihich I will label mid-

term reciprocity, is usually found amongst equals who both return 

what they receive. 

i-I u t u a I ass i s tan c e i n 
relatively minor role 
equals prevails is 
cooperation • . . (Painter 

\-Ihich obligation plays a 
and reciprocity among social 

found in non-kin based 
1986: 208). 

(3) "tJegative reciprocity" ~Ihich "is the attempt to get 

something for nothing with impunity" (Ibid: 195). I will call 

this immediate reciprocity and a n example of this \~ould be whe n 

one buys something from a shop. Here the exchange is purely 

economic as there is no social or nonmaterial dimension to the 

exchange - money is exchanged for goods - and the relationship 

only exists as long as the exchange. 

Sahlins goes on to argue that the form of reciproc i ty in an 

exchange relationship correlates with kinship. He equates 

generalised reciprocity with kinship. As the kinship links 

become weaker it changes to balanced reciprocity and. finally, 
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whe n there is no kin link at all he talks about negative 

reciprocity (Ibid: 199). 

Table 8 : Reciprocal types and relationship forms . 

FORM OF RECIPROCITY RELATIONSHIP 
(---- -------------1------------------1 

Long-term reciprocity Close kin 
Mid-term reciprocity Neighbo urs and kin 
Immediate reciprocity Stra ngers 

Oi fferent tasks have different resource demands ( e • g • for 

hoe ing parties the dem and i s for human resources wh i 1 e in 

ploughing there is a demand for human, material and ani m.a I 

resources). In Shixini different forms of reciprocity are 

associated with different tasks Iv i th different labour 

arrangements. Re l ationships in most ploughing companies are 

clearly unbalanced in that the various contributions to the 

company are Ivide l y differentiated (see Chapter 4). Ploughing 

companies therefore emphasise long-term reciprocity and are 

kinship based. The organisation of work parties differs. People 

who participate in work parties all contribute the same resource 

- labou r. Hork parties, although not excluding kinsh ip, are 

neighbourhood-based and emphasise mid-term reciprocity. 

Table 9 : Reciprocal types and task groupings. 

FORM OF RECIPROCITY I TASK GROUPING 
I 

Long-term reciprOCity Ploughing companies 
1'<11 d - te rm reciprocity Hork parties e.g. hoeing 
Immediate reciprocity Hired labour groups 
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Kuc ker tz (1985: 116) argues that reciprocity do es not underlie 

the organisation of ~ pondo work parties because work parties only 

come together after an ex plicit invitation from the orga nising 

he ad. This argument is fa ll acious in that it is logical and 

necessary for a work party to be announced beforehand - how else 

do people know wh ere to go or even if their help is needed? 

Ku ckertz goes on to argue that the organisation of "or k parties 

res t son the "b a sic ten ant 0 f ,.j t h \'/ a soc i a IIi fe, n a mel y t hat a 

person \~ho is in ne ed and asks for assistance should be he lped." 

(Ibid: 122 his em phasis). 

It could be arg ued that it is rational for people to confo rm to 

the nor m of mutual help but this does not give us an 

understanding of the norm and its origin. The only conclusion 

t hat can reached for people conforming to the norm of mut ual help 

is that their work will be reciprocated. In Shixini there is an 

expl icit recognition of the importance of reciprocity. People 

say that they attend work parties so that they can get help when 

they ask for it. There are also negative sanctions which can be 

applied to people who do not help others. According to 

informants, a person who does not help others wi ll, in turn, not 

be helped. These sentiments were expressed by a variety of 

informants in Nompha and elsewhere in Shixin i. It must be 

concluded that reciprocity does underlie people's willingness to 

attend other people's work parties because it is to their 

benefit. However, Kuckertz's identification of that "the 

organisation of such part i es is part of social contexts where 
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re lationship s be tween pe op le ex ist i ndepend entl y of pure ly 

econom ic calculations." (Kucker tz 1985: 234 ) sho u ld not be 

discarded . Coope rati ve work takes place wi thin a spe cific s ocial 

clima t e and therefore soci al values are important. 

Social values. 

Indiv i dua l dec isions and th e way that work is organised are 

influenced by the dominant values of the society. In fl ompha 

there is an eth i c of helpf uln es s which i s formalised and made 

explic it in speeche s made at the end of the work parties. 

rlo,l here we brew umgomboth i for the peop I e \~ho hoed 
Vl i th an ox at Shi xin i [river) last year. fie had 
nothing to give t he m at t hat time but we sti 11 asked 
them to he l p us . As they are people who help each 
other they accepted our request. 

I do n't vlant to talk a l o t of thing s . I only did as 
our father Xhos a did. We must say thank you. We are 
here to he lp each other and to build for each other. 
To mo r row we have to he lp somebody else . We thank yo u 
beca use these days I~ e have no money. It is only 
water [amanzi J that is l e ft and wat e r is alright. I 
can even sa y other th ings. I say thank you to the 
people of this household. 

Ho\'l do \'Ie understand the value of mutual help? Firstly. in 

or de r to survive it is important to partiCipate in coo perative 

work arrangements without which people would not be able to 

produce. Seco ndly. the value of mutual help is r einfo rced by 

reciprocity in that people help each other because th ey k noH that 

they I; ill be helped in turn. Thi rdly. there is no doubt that 

every pe rson i n Nompha can find some distant affinal I ink with 

every ot her pe rson thus increasing the size of the individuals 

real and possible netl4or k . Gulliver (1971) showed that. among 
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the Ndendeuli, kinship links became explicitly formalised when 

people worked together over a period of time . 

As 

used 

\;o rk 

\;ork 

from 

a 

Changes in the acknowledgement of kin ship resul ted 
fro m changes in the practical possibilities of mutual 
assistance and in the configuration of th e network of 
neighbourl y relations. (Ibid: 221). 

resourc e kinship can be manipulated. Precisely how it i s 

varies from person to person, and according to the type of 

being organised. An example of this are the amandwandwa 

pa rties. Am andllandwa l'lork parties are organised by a person 

outside of the organising household. The organiser's 

representative announces the work ~a rty at a formal occasion such 

as a beer drink. One man (of the Tshawe clan) said that he would 

ask a relative on his mother's side to organise the work party 

beca use he is closely related but does not think that he is a 

chief like his other relatives, \;ho are members of tile royal 

Tshawe clan. 

The relationship between close kin, be ing go verned by ra nk, 

status and ob l igation is problematic and there is vast potential 

for confl i ct. The further away the kinship link the less 

problematic it becomes. Distant kin, although recognising a link 

and certain obligations . are more f ri ends than relatives. In the 

close kin situation there is a vast amount of jealousy with both 

men and women saying that this is caused by the wives not wanting 

others to have more tha n their husbands. 

Like other resources, kinsh ip is a resource which changes over 

time. In this way it does not determine the structure of wo r k 
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parties but rather specifies a pool of helpers who can be called 

upon if needed. It is also important in that the obI igations 

which exist between k in are extended into the community and, to a 

certain extent, ex plain the value of mutual Ilelp expressed in 

speeches . 

FORMS OF WORK PARTIES IN SHIXINI. 

Although there a re some tasks which are not organised according 

to the season, e.g . fetching fire~lood, the agricultural cycle 

creates a framework in which other work parties for non-

agricultural work a re organised. It is only in the months of 

June to September, when no agricultural work is done, that other 

work parties are organised. In this period, the ,linter months, 

building activities take place. Only nine percent of the total 

year's rainfall falls \dthin this period. The thatching grass, 

CympoDoqon validus, has reached its maximum height, is dry and 

easily cut; mud bricks are left to dry in the sun; and new ly 

built ho use structures are not damaged by rain . 

I 
T bl 10 Th a e : I e year y lior k cyc e an d th d ' . . e lV1Slon 0 fib a our. 

IMONTH -- I WO RK PARTIE S WORKERS SEX 
, 
IJanuar y - rl arch I Weeding i1ale and female 
Apri I - May I Harvesting MOlOtly female 

iJune - September 
I 

Cutting poles I ~l a I e 
Fetching thatch 

I 
Female 

I 

I Brick making Female 
I 

I 
Building r~ a Ie 

I Thatching r·la Ie 
I I Plastering Female 
10 ctober - December 

I 
Ploughing and planting 1~a Ie 

, 
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There are five basic agricultura l processes in Shixini. The 

first is turning the soil in preparation for ploughing (.october 

and November) the next is ploughing (November a nd Decembe r), 

hoeing or \~eeding (January to i· iarch), harvesting (April and ;iay). 

iiost cooperative labour is organised in the period from :Jovember 

to December \~hen plo ughing companies come to the fore, and the 

pe riod from January to ;·ia rch \~hen people .feed their garde ns. 

\~ork parties are also organised for harvesting, but relative to 

the weed in g season these are small affairs. 

\-l ithin the January to ;,ja rch pe riod the organisation of \'fork 

parties takes di ffer en t forms depe nding on the weather. At the 

beginning of the 1989 season very few work parties were organised 

with most weeding being done by household members. It was an 

extremely dry period and the gro wth of weeds (and maize) ~fas 

retarded g iving households mo re time to weed their gardens using 

their ow n labour. 

There are t\~O basic forms of work parties in Shixini. These 

are the isicelo (defined by NcLaren (1963: 22) as "a request, 

peti tion") type work parties and the amandwandwa work parties. 

rSicelo work parties are organised for a variety of tasks such as 

weedi ng, fetclling thatching grass, cutting fire wood and 

harvesting. Amandwandwa are only associated with hoeing during 

the weeding season 1 . 

1 A third form of work party is isitshongo and is associated with 
cattle. It will be dealt with in the next chapter. 
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1) Isicelo. 

These are s~all work parties and the numbers range from five to 

fifteen people. The amount of beer brewed var ies with the amount 

of people that one \,ants to in vit e to the \vork part y. For 

ISicelo the organiser2 goes from ho usehol d to househo l d asking 

people to work . There is thu s an explicit invitation to spec ific 

people to come and wo rk. Peop le who we re not invited are welcome 

to attend and usually do. 

Isicelo are or ganised ex c l usively on a neighbou rhoo d basis for 

t he sma ller one s and on a sectional ba s is for larger ones (see 

Chapter 1 for u description of t he constitution, st ructure and 

Importance of section s ) . The variation on this pattern is where 

t ea, bread ana samp are served. These isicelo are usua lly 

limited to peop l e \>Iho do not drink beer, and are attend ed by 

young wome n. At wo r k parties organised by members of the Zioni st 

church, beel' is not ser ved and participation is ba se d on church 

member ship. 

There are isicelo where a pig is given to the workers as 

payment. These are not church based. Generally these are 

organ i sed for you ng boys or women. In the case of you ng boys 

wo rkin g, tile isicelo is not organised according to section. In 

the case of you ng women being pa id \v! th a pig , the is icelo is 

organised according to section. 

2 In the organisation of isicelo the organiser is usually the 
household head or a membe r of the household. For indwandwa the 
organiser is appointed by the househol d head to organise th e work 
party and Is not usually a member of the household. 
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Case: I~owa ni org anis ed an isicelo ~/here people \,o uld be paid 
I'/ith a pig. She invited eight people, all of them women, of 
\, hom fi ve arri ved to work on the demarcated day. Four of 
these people we re related to her through her husband and 
,'Jomenija la I,as related to her through being a fellow clan 
l:I ember. Al l of these people I,e re from the same section 
(I<omkhu lu). 

Table 11: Participants in Nowani 's wo r k 
I 

pa rty. I 
iName Clan Husband's 

clan 
Section t'l'ti'"'"" l ! 

tiJ OHANI 
iN oweyitala 
i Nodompa s i 
jNovongane 
INofayini 
: ~ onelisi 
liJ omeni jala 
I Zazi~/e 
INomtse lele 
I 

I-I PONDO 
Dlamini 
Cete 
Cete 
Dl am ini 
Tshezi 
:,lpondo 
Tshal,e 
Tshal,e 

TSHAv/E I 
:Jzoto , 
(un ma rri ed) i 
Tshezi 
Tshawe 
Tsh a\'/e 
;',ip in ga I 
(un marr ie d ) 'I 

Dla mini 
----'--

Ko r,lK H U L U 
Komkhulu 
Komkhulu 
Komkhulu 
:<omkhulu 
Komkhulu 
Komkhulu 
Komkllulu 
Komkh ulu 

i ORGANISER 
I iJ ei ghbour 
I Neighbour 

Ne ighbour 
HFBSII 
HFBSH 
Same clan 
HFBD 
HFFBSD 

Another form of iSicelo is \,he n young girls are the workers. 

At these work part ie s tea, bread and samp is served. The 

organising head's daughter organises the work party which is set 

aside for the weekend so as not to conflict with s chooling. The 

young girl goes from household to household and speaks to the 

mothe r. The mother then gives permission for a daughter to 

attend the work party . 

Case: Dilikile asked his daughter to organise a work party. 
~went from door to door in the sub-ward asking girl's 
mothers if a daughter could work. She said that she asked 
all the young girls of the sub-ward but only eight arrived. 
Of these eight, fi ve I,ere from the same section, two were 
from Ngwe vu section, and one was from Folokwe sub-ward. All 
the girls who were from her section were related to her and 
the one girl from Folokwe sub-ward was also distantly related 
to her. 



l Table 1 __ 2:_~_r_t~ciPants in Dilikile's 

IName ~ Clan Section 

iNolili ! Tshal,e Komkhulu 
q-Jo -eliza I Tshawe Komkh ulu 
INomputhumo i Tshawe Komkhulu 
IYoliswa I Tsha\~e Komk hulu 
Akhona I Tshezi Folokwe slw 
Nomponjose Tshawe Komkhulu 
Nop ink i ! Ngwevu tJg \~evu 
Nopukwehlahla I Ng\"/evu Ngwevu , 

work party .~ 
Relationship 

FBSSSD I 
FBSSD 
FBSSD 
Fi3SSD 
FZDD 
FBSSD 
Neighbour 
Neighbour 
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There are two reasons for the different organisational basis on 

\Ih ic h work parties are organised for chi ldren and young ~/Omen. 

The first r e lates to their position in the community and the way 

in '.-Ihich beer and meat are allocated at feasts. Young married 

wome n are affi I iated to a section through their husba nds and 

therefore organise work parties according to section affiliation. 

This is not the case with children. crli ldren do not attend 

rituals as participants (unless, of course, the ritual is 

expl ici tly he ld for them). Ijhen they are gi yen meat at a ri tua 1 

the meat is given to them as chi ldren and not as members of any 

territorial group. 

The second reason relates to labour supply and demand. The 

sup ply of children's labour is reduced through schooling. Young 

wome n, on the other hand, are always avai lable and therefore 

there is a greater supply of their labour. Children cannot do as 

much work as adults and therefore to weed a garde n more children 

are required. i-,Iore chi ldren, therefore, must be asked to a \"iork 
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party and this is why one does not only invite children from the 

same section. 

At mos t work parties people are given beer during and after the 

work and food when they return to the homestead of the organiser. 

At isicelo the people Ivho are invited are told how much beer is 

go ing to be provided. In all of these work parties people start 

working at about 7 . 30am and end work in the early afternoon . The 

amount of work done depends upon the amount of beer brewed. 

Isicelo are 

below). There 

l e ss formal I·/Ork parties than amandlvandwa (see 

is no injol i I"lho shares the beer and l eads the 

work. The injoli is a person who shares the beer at beer drinks . 

tlcLa ren (1968: 55) defines injoli as "a butler, carver, taster of 

food". There is also an injoli at ~Iork parties who shares the 

bee r and organises the rhythm of the work. It is he Ivho tells 

the people Ivhen they can break for liquid refreshment and when 

the break is over. The injoli is a person who is informally 

appointed to the position. He is respected and trusted by the 

people of his area (each section has its own injol i) and is 

apprenticed by a senior injol i from Ivhom he learns the trade. 

The position is of considerable importance because the way in 

which beer is shared reflects relations between groups, sections, 

sub - Ivards, men and Ivomen, and old and young (see Chapter 5). 

While doing research I came across two occasions Ivllere the beer 

was not shared properly and great dissatisfaction and anger were 

expressed. 
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At isicelo breaks are taken when the workers feel tired and 

there is a Iways a gradua I return to work. The following is a 

des cription of a typical isicelo which was held in mid-February 

1988. 

tJovotile j·lbilana's (clan Tsha\~e, husband's clan :lpondo) I'/ork 
party vias attended by ten people (five women and five men). 
[~ ovotile had brev/ed about five amanxithi3 of jabulani (also 
called mangumba) the ins4tant beer mix which people buy from 
the local trading store. The work started at 7.15am and 
finished at 2.00pm. The rhythm of the work was as follows. 

7.1 5 - start work. 

9 .35 - first break. One beaker of jabulani served. There was 
no separation be tween the sexes in the drin king of this beer. 

9.50 - r e turn to work. 

11.30 - second break. One beaker of jabulani served. Speech 
by injoii: 

To you v/o rkers here. As they asked us to help them 
they brewed amanxithi . \~e have already drun k three 
amanxithi [two beakers had been drunk before I 
arri ved J so I don't \iant you to puni sh yoursel yes la 
statement to the effect that as there is not a lot of 
beer people must not concern themselves with working 
too hard]. If you want to drink you can say that 
anytime. Of this jabula ni there is only one beaker 
so everyone can drink from it. 

12.15 - sporadic return to work. 

1.40 - 3rd break . 

2.05 - return to work. 

3 An inxithi. (plural amanxithi) is a beaker (ibhekile) which has 
a capacity of five litres. 

4 The name 'trading' store' is no longer applicable. Seinart 
(1982) described how at the beginning of this century traders 
used to buy skins and grain from members of the community as well 
as selling them manufactured goods. This is no longer the case 
as all the shop owners in Shixini just sell to the people and do 
not buy anything from them. 
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3.00 - end of work. Workers return to hut to drink the last 
of the jabulani (five beakers drunk in total). 

The Ivork party was not highly regimented and people Here not 

pushed to work. The reference to not "punishing yourself" 

illustrates the relaxed nature of the isicelo. 

2) Amandwandwd. 

An indwandwa is a much larger work party . Peop I e say that 

there are two types of am andwandwa. These are indwandwa yekhaya 

and indwandwa yelali . Indwandwa yekhaya is when a general 

invitation is extended to members of the organiser's section. A 

barrel called nophakathi omncinci (nophakathi omncinci refers to 

the middle child in a family . Thus in the context of beer drinks 

it refers to a mid dle sized barrel) which contains about 12 

amanxithi or sixty litres of beer (always umgombothi and not an 

instant brew) must be brewed. Indlvandwa yela l i is a much larger 

affair and a general invitation to the whole sub-ward (ilali) is 

made. For this indwandlva a barrel called igxibha (a very tall 

man), which contains about 50 amanxithi of beer, is brewed. 

For amandlvandl'la a general invitation is extended to people at 

some formal occasion such as a beer drink. This invitation is 

always done by a person who is not a member of the household. I 

was not able to obta in an explanation for this. 

There are thus a number of contrasts lvith the isicelo. For 

amandwandwa one makes a general invitation saying "on this day so 
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and so will have a hoe in g party at this place", for isicelo one 

goes out and invites people personally. 

The most important contrast is the limitation on size. For an 

indwandw a one can make a general i nvi tation and people will come. 

The question is why, for amandwandwa, is there always enough beer 

to go around? Hunte r (19 61 : 89) says: 

It is known and discussed in the community beforeh and 
how ma ny barrels have bee n prepa red, and so the 
number of people is in some \;ays commensu rate Vlith 
the amount of beer provided, but other considerations 
such as the scarcity of beer at the time", the number 
of festivities on, ~he occupation of peop l e with 
their o\;n lands, and the reputation of the o\; ner of 
the ilima [\vork party) for ge nerosity, or stinginess 
affect the number attending. ( My parentheses). 

The third major contrast is that, for an indwandwa, umgombothi 

is always brewed . For an isicelo one can serve umgombothi or 

mangumba . 

Case: Nothathi Ie (clan Tsha\ve, hu sband's clan Vundle) held 
an-indwand Yla to hoe her field. The field is about 0.75 
hectares in area and the whole field was weeded in the 
mo rnin g (from 8.00am to 1.30pm). The work party was attended 
by 29 people (21 \;omen and eight men). Of these people nine 
people were from the same section of No mpha (Tembu) as 
Nothathi Ie, sixteen people were from Komkhulu section, two 
people Vlere from NgVlevu section and there was one pe rson from 
Ngwe vu s ub- Vlard. The work party was attended by all Tembu 
section househol ds, 24% of Komkhulu households and 10% of 
Ngwevu section households. 



Table 13: Participants in Nothathile's work party. 

_ N_a_me _____ -+_clan I H~Sb~nd'S 
NOTHATHILE TSH AH E ~UNDLE 
Tord Mpin ga (male) 
Spon ono 1·lba mba (male) 
Stofile Mpinga (male) 
Grebe Tsha we (mal e ) 
Kokoko I~ pin g a (nale) 
II 0 P u 1 ani "1 q a d i IfJ P 0 n d 0 
IJoqondile Ng wevu Wpin ga 
Il opasile Mbamba "gwevu 
II 00ian i 5 i Ctlunube Tshawe 
~ owa m bles Gatye ni Tshawe 
Hophathile Kwayi Kh omazi 

cIa n \._-,-5--:e-,-c-,-t_i 0 n 
, TEl,iB U 
I i(omkhulu 

I
, Kom khulu 

Komkhulu 
. Tembu 
I t: omk hu l u 

I 
1 

I 

i 
i 

Do sheni Ngw evu (male) 

Tembu 
Komkhulu 
Ngwevu 
Tembu 
Komk hulu 
Te mbu 
t-J GHE VU 
Tem bu 
Tembu 
Tembu 
Komkhulu 

s/ w 
III 

Nothawuzeni Ngwevu Tshawe 
Nowhebile flbamba Tshawe 
Novotile I Tshawe Mpondo 
Manguyana I Tshawe (male) 
il onc edi Ie I' iJgwevu Tshawe 
Dikaz i nt om bi Kw emnte (unmarried) 
i los i t h i Ie :,' pin gaTs haw e 
Nogwevile Vundle Tshawe 
Nonagaboni Ngwevu (unmarried) 
/j amasili I·lplnga II (unmarried) 
iJomthombo t hi Ilpondomise , (unmarried) 
Nobantwana Ngwevu I (unmarried) 
No-awala Khomazi Tshawe 

Notiyo Dlamini (unmarried) 
Whase Kwemnte Ngwevu 

Tembu 
Komkhulu 
Komkhulu 
Komkhulu 
Ngwevu 
Ngwevu 
Komkhulu 
Komkhulu 
Komkhulu 
Komkhulu 
Komkhulu 
Komkhulu 

i~ lose Ngwevu j (male) 

-------~-------" 
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Strips of the field were hoed and when the strip was finished 
the workers started on another strip. Old people (both men 
and women, although mostly ~Iomen) were given their own area 
to hoe. The young people hoed together, the women on the 
right of the men at the beginning of the work. 

The prob lem wi th the structure of the young people's work 
group lias that the men lyorked faster than the women. I'lhen 
they had finished their section of the strip they waited for 
the women to catch up. As soon as the liomen had caught up 
the men started wor king again. 1·1en were thus able to rest 
between strips while women had no opportunity to rest. At a 
certain stage of the day the injoli told the women that they 
should be mixed up among the men as they were talking more 
than they were working. 

At the breaks umgombothi was served. In the drinking of the 
beer the men and the women were separated. Two beakers were 
gi ven to the men and two beakers to the women. Another 
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beaker called inacanda 5 was given to the people who had just 
corne to watch and drink. At the second break only tl'iO 
beakers were served. One each for the men and the wome n and 
no beaker for the observers, who were called for sips by the 
Harker s. 

The \;orl<ers finished at 1.30pm leaving a small section for 
the owner to hoe for herself. This is a symbolic gest ure and 
relates to the nation of payment. If people were paid for 
their work the owner would be able to demand that the whole 
garden/field be hoed. The beer \,hicll is served at work 
parties is not payment for work but rather is a gift thanking 
the people for working. People assert the fact that they are 
not hired labourers through leaving a small section of the 
garden/field for the owner to work and walk away saying that 
they were "just helping" the person who organised the work 
party. 

After the workers had finished they returned to Nothathile's 
homestead \;here beer and food \'/as served. T~/o beakers of 
bee r were served to the workers after they had eaten boi led 
ma ize and bean s (isophi). The workers remained in the inside 
of the nut while the people who had not worked were called to 
come insi de for sips (rabulisa). 

The first beakers were called inkobe (boiled maize) and a 
speech was nade. 

The first word to you people of Mkhapheni [an 
ancestor of the Tshawes in NOm~ha6J. My sister 
Futhwana [11 0thathi Ie ' s other name J says thank you. 
Each and every year you always help at that field 
where you were working . She cooked these beakers 
that are now in front of you. She says "Do this 

5 An ingcanda is a porcupine. People say that the porcupine is a 
lazy anima! which eats maize without working . The beaker is 
called i ngcanda beca use the people to whom it is given come to 
drink and not to work. 

6 We can understand the reason for the "people of ~Ikhapheni" 
being specifically addressed if we note the history of Nompha 
(see Chapter 1). The area called Nompha was given to the person, 
Nompha, and thus all people who live in Nompha can be seen as 
subjects of his descendants. Nompha's son's name, Mkhapheni, is 
invoked by one of the Nompha Tshawe agnatic clusters on ritual 
and other occasions. The specific reference to "the people of 
Mkhapheni" thus refers to the people who live in the sub-ward 
Nompha. 

7 When a woman marries her husband's kin change her name. At a 
lobola negotiation following the capture of the bride, the grooms 
representative, nzakuzaku, announced that the girl's name had 
changed from Nosithile to Nopasile. 



again tomorrOl·I. Don't get tired". She thanks you 
all . She wo n't go and work because you finished all 
the wo r k as you have worked from the morning to the 
afternoon. He re are your beakers of inkobe. 1·lhen 
you have finished there is also ingc'"ele la type of 
ba rrel that contains fifteen beakers of bee r which in 
this case was not fu ili. It is about six amanxithi. 
Thank you. 
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After the ingclvele had been emptied the people f r om outside 
'.ve re called into the hut . They sat on the wome n 's side of 
the hut thus expressi ng their junior status (see Chapter 5). 
When they arri ved inside the hut another speech was made by 
the injoli vlho had distributed the beer at the field .Ihere 
the hoeing wa s do ne. 

We went to hoe in the field of this household. They 
gave us some umgombothi. From that beer we left this 
beer that you see now. 11 e thought that "hen we got 
ba ck from the field we would be thirsty. He did not 
take it all down to the field becau se .Ie knew we 
I~o uld be hungry after eating this inkobe . Now we 
Iva nt you to see that Ivhen Vie ea t vie eat wi th you . 
This thing (a cast iron cooking pot l that .Ie put 
right here in f ront of us is about six amanxithi. 
That is all I have to say. 

In this inGlvand.la the Ivork routine was strictly regimented. 
People were div id ed according to ge nder and age and when the 
breaks were finished the injoli hastened everyone to go back 
to work. The time regimentation was the following. 

8.20am - First me n start work. 

10.30am - First break (five beakers of umgombothi shared) 

10.45am - End of break. 

11.15am - Young women interspersed with the men. 

12.10pm - Second break (two beakers of umgombothi shared). 

12.40pm - End of break. 

1.25pm - Finish work and people return to household. 

The field was 150m x 50m in area (0.75 hectares). A total of 
29 people worked. If Nothath ile had wee ded the field herself 
she would have had to work for approximately 29 days (taking 
each person as working a day). In the circumstances this is 
not possible. The weather is an important variable. In 
February it rained for a total of 14 days (25 % of 1988's 
total rainfall, 323.9mm, fell in this month). It would have 
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taken Nothathi Ie over a month to \'/eed her \~hole garden by 
herself. 

Given February's rainfall, Nothathile would not have been able 

to weed her whole garden. Most of maize would have been choked 

by the weeds and the yield would have been minimal. He can thus 

see that work parti e s are a rational means through which seasonal 

stress, brought about by rainfall in the case of the \~eeding 

season, can be ameliorated. 

I have been ar guin g that work parties are a means of offsetting 

seasonal la bour shortages. It is sti II necessary to ask the 

question: If there are 29 \'/Orkers vllth 29 gardens, how does it 

help to have \~ork parties? Land is not equally distributed in 

Shixini and therefore not all gardens/fields are the same size. 

The size of gardens in Nompha ranges between 0.14 hectares and 

2.13 hectares. Households with large gardens would not be able 

to weed their gardens using only household labour. The holding 

of work parties is therefore necessary for these households. An 

additional question must sti II be asked: Yihy do people who have 

small gardens and who could quite easily weed their gardens using 

their own labour, work for househo ld s with large gardens. In the 

first instance a person who, at the moment, has a small garden 

might not have a small garden in the future. It will be 

necessary, in the future, to ask people for help. Secondly, 

there is an explicit value of mutual help and people therefore 

help other people as a matte r of course. 
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The hold ing of work parties enables a specific job to be done 

quickly. If vie go back to Nothathile's ~/ork party I calculated 

that it l'lould take her over a month to do the l'lork herself. I 

a lso argued that this \'lOuld be an impossible task taking the 

Ileathe r a nd other variables into consideration. ~i ith a l'lork 

party, 29 days of work (in the case of Nothat hile's work pa rty) 

can be done in one day. Given the urgency with which weeding 

must be done in the viet month of February it is essential that 

\,ork parties a re held. \io rk parties are a means of concentrating 

labour for a specific task within a limited time period. The 

organisation of work parties g ives flexibility to households 

enabling them to complete ur gent tasks in limited periods of 

time. 

As garden size is widely differentiated, wealthier households 

with large gardens are able to recruit labour from poorer 

househo l ds with smaller garde ns. Labou r moves from househo lds 

with smal ler gardens to households with larger gardens . 

The rationality of work parties therefore arises out of the 

interaction of a number of mutually interacting variables. 

Firstly, the ethic of mutual help. Secondly, the expectation of 

reciprocity. Thirdly, the fluctuations and unpredictability of 

the weather. Finally, the fact that resources, both labour and 

land. are widely distributed within the community. It can be 

argued that ultimately it is the way in which resources are 

distributed which creates the need for and the possibility of 

work parties in conjunction with the other factors mentioned. 
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Economic differentiation. 

I/ork partie s are an expen sive depletion of a household's 

resources a nd the refore the decision to hold a work party is not 

an easy one. At j, othattll Ie's "ork party a total of twe nty f i ve 

beakers of beer \'/ere served to the ':Iorkers and the people. In 

addition to these beakers some beer is usually hidden and 

distributed when most of the people have gone home. I \tould 

conservat ively estimate that about five beakers were hidden. The 

night before a bee r drink neighbours are called to taste the 

beer. At oc casions of this type, that I have attended, about 

five beakers are dr unk. I would therefore, conservatively, 

e stimate that a tota I of 35 beakers of beer were brewed for the 

indw andwa. It is difficult to estimate the cost of this brewing 

but at a beer drink where beer was being sold the holders of the 

bee r drink said that it had cost them R20.00 to purchase the 

maize for the beer. They had brewed 42 litres and I would thus 

say that the cost for Nothathile was about R16.66. 

This might not seem like a lot of money but \~e must consider 

that Nothathi Ie is a widow whose income comes from her pension 

and her migrant son. The pension in 1988 was R60.00 per month 

paid bi-monthly. Nothathile therefore invested 28 % of her one 

month's income in the work party. Nothathi Ie's son works as a 

migrant and returns home for one month every year. Her daughter

in-law and two grandch il dren live with her. Investing 28% of her 

predictable monthly income is thus expensive considering that she 

has to support four people \;lth her income and is not able to 
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predict the amount of money that he r son sends her. Further, the 

pe riod i n wh ich hoeing ta ke s place i s usually the lea n period of 

the year as the pre vious se aso ns harvest has usually bee n 

consumed and hous eholds are reliant on cash to purchase food from 

the store. 

This is the dilemm a in holding a Hork party. One invests 

resources in the sho rt term hop ing that t he investment Iqill be 

return ed when it co~es to the har vest. There is no way th at one 

can be certa i n of the return because, as Blo ch (1 973 ) says " ... 

agricu lture is a notoriously unpredictabl e activity II 

The ra in ~ i gh t not come and one's mai ze, which I'las Heeded by a 

wor k par t y, mi ght wither and die, or too muc h rain might fall and 

the maiz e will rot on the cob. In decidi ng to hold a wor k party 

people have to I'le i gh up the be nefits Iqhich Idll accrue through 

holding such an event against the costs of holding the event. 

The dec ision usually goes Idth holding a "Ior k party because if 

one does or does not weed the same risks apply, but if one ho lds 

a work party and the conditions are favourable one will return a 

gr eater yield from one's garde n/fi eld . 

Given that people would prefer, if possible, not to have wor k 

parties the issue of a household's labour resources becomes 

important. If a ho usehold has enough lab our it Id ll not hold a 

work party. 

Case: T~e area of ~l atikiti I s garden is just over a hectare 
TT0086m : 1. 10 hecta res) . He IS one of the vlealthiest 
people in No mpha as he owns 18 oxen, 1 sheep and 15 goats. 
There is no doubt that r'l atiki ti could afford to hold a work 
party, yet in the 1988 weed i ng season he did not do so. When 
I asked him if he had held a wor k party for hoeing he replied 
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that he had not done so because the household had helped 
itself. There are six adults living in r1 atikiti's household 
and the household was able to manage on it s own. Matikiti, 
instead of investing resources in work parties, invested 
resources in ritual tryi ng to gain the fa vour of the 
ancestors. In 1988 he killed an ox for ukukhapha, two goats 
for ukusindela, and an§the r goa t, which I'las accompanied by 
umgombothi, for intambo . 

People make decisions to ho ld, or to attend, work parties in 

terms of the positio n they occupy i n their life cycle, their 

ava i lable resources and the position they occupy in the 

community. Decisions are, therefore, made in terms of the 

househo ld's specific situational framework . 

.•. the intersection of life history with one's 
locati on in the socia l structure, is Simply the 
framework for choice and therefore action that is 
given by the actor's pOSition within any given social 
structure in terms of his access to, and control 
over, resources. This involves a consideration of 
the actor's social location, his motivations and 
prior experiences, and the available means by which 
defined ends could be attained. (Prattis 1987: 19-
20 ) • 

In looking at the I~ ay in which resources are distributed one 

has to consider stock units , number of labour units, the 

dep endency ratio, access to arable land, the number of migrants 

remitting, the number of penSioners, and the position of the 

household in its domestic cycle (see Chapter 2 for an analysis of 

8 Ukukhapha is when an ox is ritually slaughtered to accompany a 
deceased relative. Khapha means to accompany. This is the first 
ritual in the series of rituals which are held for ancestors. 
The second ritual in the series is ukubuyisa which is to bring 
back the ancestor. Ukusindela is also a ritual slaughter and its 
aim is to protect a child from illness. Intambo is a ritual held 
to make medicine and a necklace for a person who is seen to be 
conventionally or socially 'sick'. In the one I observed a young 
woman had not remitted money to her househol d and had left her 
husband and thus was seen to be 'sick' . 
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how the structure and constitution of t he household affects 

agricultural production). Ho useholds manipulate their resources 

to achieve desired object ives. Ma ize can be eaten, given away or 

turned into beer and used to 'pa y' worke rs. 

Spiegel (1979: 30) argues that differentiation is based on a 

household's access to remittances, arable land and stock 

holdings. To gain an idea of the degree of differentiation that 

exists in Nompha a random sample of 22 households was taken (331 

of the total numbe r of households in Nompha). The indices of 

differentiation were the following: access to land; access to 

capital; and access to stock. 

1) Access to land. 

Of the sample, 47.6% had access to both a garden and a field; 

33.3% had access to only a garden; 9.5% had access to a field 

only; and 9.51 did not have access to either. There is a large 

variation with regard to the size of gardens (see Map 5, 

overleaf, which shows variation in garden size). In Nompha 

arable holdings are thus widely differentiated both in terms of 

size and access. 

Graph 3: Distribution of land holdings in Nompha. 
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Fields have become less and 

whole (see Ta l bot 1988: 20-22). 

1 1 7 

less important in Shixini as a 

She argues, through the analysis 

of aerial photographs, that gardens have steadily increased in 

importance at tile expense of fields. In 1942, 25 ;; of the total 

number of huts Ivere associated ,lith gardens and in 1982 this 

figure had risen to 87% of the total (Ibid: 20). This has been 

born out through observation on the ground . The uti I ity of 

fields has decreased for a number of reasons. The most important 

reason is that they are difficult to fertilise and their 

fertility has declined over tir.1e. There are a large number of 

people who have abandoned their fields. 

2) Ac ce ss t o Capital. 

The second index of differentiation is the household's 

potential access to capital. The household's access to capital 

is an important index of differentiation in Shixini. Most 

households do not produce enough maize to meet their subsistence 

requirements for a year and therefore rely on money to buy basi c 

necessities from the local shop. A household's capital resources 

affect its ability to brew beer for work parties. Without 

brewing beer, be it umgombothi or mangumba, a household would not 

be able to organise a work party (indicating the stress on 

medium-term reciprocity). Households have to decide whether they 

Ivill convert their capital resources into beer and organise a 

work party thus hoping that this investment will be returned at 

the harvest or to purchase basic necessities with the money that 

they have. 
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In the sample 33 .n had access to both pensions and 

remittances; 33.3~ had access to remittances only; 9.6% had 

access to pensions only; and 23.8% did not have access to 

pensions or remittances. Further, there was variation with 

regard to how much access to these res ourc es the respective 

households had. It must also be noted that remittances are an 

unreliable sou rc e of income . liebster (1988: 11) found that, in 

Kosi bay, only 11 % of total migrant earnings were remitted home. 

In most ca ses migrants return to Shixini with the money they have 

saved in the past year . Some of this money is spent on alcohol, 

co llect ively known as hambidlani (people translate th is as "that 

\·,h ich is eaten on tile way"). \1hich is drunk at a pa r ty on the 

Lligrants return. Pensions are therefore the only rei iable and 

predictable source of capital. 

3) Access t~ Stock. 

The third and final diffe rentiation indice is access to stock. 

This is a vital indice for a number of reasons. Through stock 

people gain access to ploughing companies and the amount of 

cattle contributed to a ploughing company determines the order of 

ploughing (see Chapter 4). People with a greater number of sto ck 

units wil l return greater yields from their gardens than people 

with less stock because they are better able to plough at the 

optimum time (see Chapter 2 for the correlation betwee n stock 

holdings and yield) . 
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!~e can see from the graph belDl'i that there is considerable 

variation in different ho useholds access to stock. The average 

stock units per ho usehold are 9.02 Ivhile the median is 6. The 

number of stock units range from a high of 32 to a low of zero. 

Graph 4: Rela tive distribution of stock holdings In Nompha. 
(33% random sample). 
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Oi fferentiation as expressed through people I s access to the 

means of production (land, stock, and labour) is thus vital for 

an understanding of work parties. In Ethiopia, Oonharr. (1981: 

535) observed that there was a transfer of labour from the poorer 

to the wealthier households in the organisation of work parties. 

This is also true in Nompha, where it is the wealthier households 

which are able to organise work parties and the poorer people who 

attend them. People attend work parties because of the value of 

mutual help and the expectation of reciprocity. Their help can 
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be reciprocated in a number of ways - maize when the household is 

short, borroyting money, lending of cattle (u kunqo ma ), etc. 

Conclusion. 

r have argued that the lI ay in \"hich land is dist ribu ted , in 

terms of size and availabil ity, is what makes the organisation of 

work pa r ties econom ically rational. Households l'lith large land 

ho l dings need to recruit labour from outside to weed their maize 

whi l e households \-l ith no, or small, land holdings are able to 

transfe r thei r labour to the wealthie r households. 

arises out of the The possibi li ty of Iwrk parties 

nutu a l help and the expecta tion of 

or ganise work parti e s, on the other 

reciprocity. The 

hand, reflects 

value of 

need to 

Shixini's 

relati onshi p to the wider South African socio-economic system in 

the context of its specific ecological niche. 

Ho r k parties are organised to offset seasonal labour shortfalls 

at crucial stages in the agricultural cycle. The mig rant labour 

system has taken male labour out of agriculture and this drain on 

a household's labour resources is met through the organisation of 

work parties. lj ork parties are only organised when absolutely 

necessary and the necessity of holding work parties is determined 

by ecological factors such as rainfall. In periods of high 

rainfall work parties occur with greater frequency than in 

periods of low rainfall. 

Wor k parties therefore reflect seasonal processes because: 



Any agricultural prod uction process is seasonal in 
that it deDends on a climatic sequence \~hich 
activates the biological-chemical processes of plant 
(or livestock) grow th and ge nerates particular 
patterns of labour requirement. (Raikes 1981: 57). 
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The part ici pation in cooperative labour groupings are both 

mo ral and political actions. It is through the organisation of 

wo rk parties that ho useholds "pub licly establish and continually 

re-establish their local and political identities" (Donham 1985: 

27D). Thus 

labor cooperation seems to fuse a variety of 
economic, po litical, and even religious concerns into 
one social form, one social image. (Donham 1985 : 
262). 

An analysis of wor k parties gives us an understanding of 

Silixini society. The patterns of recruitment reflect po li tical 

organisation in terms of section and neighbourhood affi I iation. 

The possibility of cooperative labour leads us to an 

understanding of social principles such as reciprocity. The need 

for cooperation reflects the relationship between core capitalist 

areas and rural peripheral area. Finally, the logic and 

rationality of work parties reflects economic differentiation and 

inequality. 
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CHAPTER 4: XHOSA PLOUGHING COMPANIES. 

Xhosa ploughing companies 1 are a re l atively stable form of 

cooperative labour compared to the work parties discussed in the 

last chapter. They persist over tir.le in that they bring people 

together in a wor king arrangement where it is explicit that they 

should remain together. 

The peop I e sometimes refer to ploughing companies as 

u mfelanda\~onye which means to "die in the same place". In the 

context of the company, this means that company members will live 

for each other and die for each other2. This is an ideal 

because, as I \'Ii 11 show below, companies spl it and the term 

umfelandawon ye thus only expresses the desire that companies will 

not split and that the people will work hard for each other while 

they are together. 

To understand present social formations it is imperative to 

understand how t hey evolved, and what effect their evolution has 

had on society. To understand Xhosa ploughing companies today 

1 Throughout this chapter I call the arrangement which brings 
people together in a cooperative ploughing arrangement a 
ploughing company because the term 'company' implies a long term 
commitment to the cooperative group . It is also useful to 
distinguish between a cooperative ploughing arrangement such as 
isitshongo (described below) and a ploughing company. They are 
both cooperative arrangements but isitshongo only lasts for the 
duration of the specific task while a ploughing company stays 
together from season to season and is also involved in the 
performance of other tasks. Ploughing companies are therefore 
not task specific. 

2 I am grateful to Mr Dumisani Deliwe for his help with this 
translation. 
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one must place them in an historical context. Social 

institutions do not exist independentl y of their past, a nd 

neither can one see them a s not havi ng a bearin g o n the futu re. 

This chapter wi II be div id ed into a nu mbe r of se c tio ns. The 

first section 'd ill be a description of the pre -c ontact and pre

p lo ugh econo my ( eve n aft e r contact with colonists the plough was 

not incorporated). This Vli ll Ilighlight the sexual division of 

labour a nd the or ganisation of labour r esources at that t ime. 

This is i mporta nt because I/ith the introduction of the p lough 

t h i s divis ion of labour Vias considerably altered . The neVi 

technolo gy 

highlighted, 

and its 

as we ll 

i mp licati ons for production Ivill be 

as the lan d use practices at that time, 

including transhumance and its po liti cal imp licat i ons. 

The second section Vii II attempt to trace the origins of the 

plough in the Transkei. This is a di fficult task because there 

is a dearth of literature on the subject. I Ivil l a l so outline 

why t he plough wa s generally a ccepted so late after it was first 

seen in use. There were a number of Xhosa travelling to and f rom 

the colony before annexation in the ea r ly 1800's and they must 

have had knowledge of the plough and its potenti al for increasing 

ag ric ul tur a l production yet did not incorporat e this technology. 

The th i rd section wil l l oo k at the changes brought about by the 

plough . This is again a difficult exercise as there has been no 

systematic analysis of the impact of the plough on Southern, or 

any other, African people. This is re ma rkable considering the 
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production and changi ng 

invariably fol l ol·/ed its 

The final section I-lill describe the ploughing companies in 

:'Jompha: how they are consti tuted and the importance of ki nship; 

the reasons for splitting I'/hich I relate to wo r k demand and 

avai lable resources; and the strategies vlhich people can use to 

~a in ac cess to a ploughing company. 

The pre-Dlouoh economy . 

Alberti gi ves a brief account of the "Domestic life and 

activities connected with it" in 1807. He describes a people 

\'/he re cattle \'/ere the princ ipal means of livelihood and \~he re 

agricul tur e Has a subsidiary activity resting on the shoulders of 

\~omen (1810: 54,56 ). The indications were that dwe llin gs were 

semi-permanent being built of bent saplings covered \~ith clay and 

straw (ibid: 53; Hi lson 1982: 112; Peires 198 1: 3 ). The style of 

abode indicated that people were transhumant. "The Cape Nguni 

frame\~ork, especially that of the Xhos a and Thembu, Vias very 

simple and easily constructed" (Sha~1 1974: 85) and this can be 

related to the system of production. 

The Nguni people practiced a form of slash and burn 

agriculture, bur ning down bush and trees on the edges of forests 

and plantin g their crops in the ash ( Hilson 1982: 110). Sectio ns 

of the forest were cleared and when the yields decreased the 
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people abandoned that Qarden for another. One can therefore look 

at transhumance as a reaction to the decreased fertility of 

gardens as Iyell as a means of moving cattle to better pastures. 

The indications were that the IIg uni I'lere semi-nomadic in the 

sense that they stayed in one place for a number of years and 

when the grazing ~as denuded moved on. 

Ag ricultural technology lias si cple . People used d igging sticks 

and \yooden spades made out of sneeze wood (Alberti 1810: 57; 

Wilson 1982: 03; 3eina rt 1980: 140; aeinart 1982: 25). 

[The spade] is made from one piece in such a way that 
at both ends of a common handle, "hich is hlo inches 
thick and rounded, a spade of about four inches in 
width and ten inches in length, is formed; so that if 
one end has be come blunted, one can use the other. 
(Alberti 1810: 57) 

The tota I length of the implement \yas about two feet and 

cultivation ~/as done from a squatting po sition (Hammond-Tooke 

1956: 74). i'lith this form of technology only small areas of 

ground could be cu ltivated thus reducing the importance of 

cultivation relative to pastoralism in the pre -plough economy. 

There was a strict division of labour \;here ~Iome n cultivated 

and gathered and men looked after cattle and hunted. 

:Ihatever the local or temporary conditions ... herding 
and hunting we re regarded as honourable occupations, 
worthy of a man, whereas cultivation was women's work 
in which men participated only from necessity ••• 
(Wilson 1982: 111). 
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1) The History of the Plough in Kaffraria. 

The earliest mention of a plough being used by a b lack person 

in Southern Africa is in the missionary journa l s of the Rev James 

Laing I/ho mentions that "Old Soga n (the grandfather of J.H. Soga) 

\1aS using a plough and that he be l ieved that "Old Soga" I~as the 

fi rst person to introduce the plough into that part of the 

co untry (Laing 1836: Vol 2) . Beinart (19 82 : 25) mentions that 

p loughs \tere not ge nerall y adopted until the late 1870's (in 

Po ndoland). Th e first full scale use of the plo ugh in the 

Tra nskei can be tr a ced ba c k to 186 5 when the Colonial Government 

~rought the ;·j fen gu ba ck into the Transkei, brin g in g with them 

"the i mp roved agricultural knollledge they had obtained in the 

Co lony, also p l ough s, I>/agons, !l c (CBS 3 c8-1881: 21), and in 1883 

there \'/ere 2730 p loughs in Fingoland and 932 in Idutywa (eBB 

1383: App D 266). 

The plough took thirty years to come into general use, but even 

in 1883 it was me ntioned that in certain d istricts th e plough was 

not in general use "owing to the inability of the people to 

purchase them" (CBS 1883: Ap p D 274 ). 

I-I hy did it take so long? I would argue that the main reason 

for this was the political instability of the period. This was a 

time of war I>/ith the colonists, inter-tribal warfa re brought 

about through shortages of land through the colonists advance, 

a nd refugees from Natal (the i'l fengu) moving into the Transkei. 

3 CBB refers to Cape Blue Books. 
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This instabi I i ty contributed to people not being able to settle 

dow n and invest vast amounts of labour and ti me in agriculture. 

:Ien ,Ie re away at the Frontier wars and they I-Ie r e unable to 

cultivate. The seven frontier \" a r s took place in the ye ars 

betwee n, and including, 1779 (the begin ning of the First Frontier 

',I ar) to 1846, the time of the Seventh Frontier vla r (Peires 1981: 

50, 150). Peires also mentio ns that during the \~ar of 184 7 the 

Xh osa, although in a superior pOSitio n, asked for peace. After 

f 0 u r m 0 nth S 0 f \'1 art h e p e 0 pIe fI ere s tar v i n g . Their cattle had 

been driv en away, and the Colonia l forces had del iberately 

destroyed thei r stores of corn (Ibi d: 152). The inability of 

people to invest their labour in agricultural activity is 

graphically illustrated by the Colonial Secretary saying: 

Their crops are absolutely in our power. "Ie have 
captured some of their cattle and more have perished 
through the fugitiv e life which they have been 
compelled to lead, in a time too of severe drought. 
Thei r hordes of corn have been taken by our 
coloured patrols; and the sowing season has been 
paSSing by unemployed owing to the scouring of the 
country by the troops. Gr eat scarcity among them has 
been the resu It; many of them are much wasted, and 
the women have extremely suffered the horrors of 
famine. - (Ibid: 152). 

Austen and Hendrik (1983: 164) argue that the adaptation of a 

technological system is linked both to the social composition and 

cultural values of a society as well as to the nature of the 

technology itself. To these I \~ould add economic variables. 

There are a number of economic factors which contributed to the 

acceptance of the plo ugh in t he Trans ke i. 
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Firstly, with the introduction of guns the forests were denuded 

of wildlife (Beinart 1982: 26) forcing people to l ook for 

alternatives to fill this gap in consumption. Secondly, the 

Colonial go vernment fixed boundaries (Ibid: 27) reducing the 

flexibility of peop le to mo ve and exploit the environment . 

People \'Iere not able to cui tivate as extensively as before and 

therefore had to look for alternative, intensive, production 

:;]ethods . 

Anoth e r argument is that proposed by Lewis (1984) ~Iho 

identifi ed t\IO economic variables ~Ihich induced people to adopt 

the plough in agriculture. The first factor was the need to look 

for alternative subsistence options after the cattle killings of 

185 6. 

To survive, the households had to increase the output 
from cultivation and this led those that could afford 
it to purchase ploughs and other equipment and to 
participate wherever possible in agricultural ma rkets 
to gain cash for their produce. (Lewis 1984: 8). 

The seco nd factor was that people were forced to involve 

themselves in the market economy to obtain capital to pay for 

taxes. There existed an exceptional ma r ket for maiz e at this 

time \~hich attracted peasant producers to market maize from the 

Trans ke i. The final argument is that old slash and bur n 

production methods, because of land scarcity and their negative 

effects on the environment, were no longer tenable. 

Boserup (1965: 15-16) de line ates five systems of land use. 

Forest-Fallow cultivation, where a garden is used for a period of 
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about one year and then is abandoned and another garden is 

cultivated; bush-fallow, yhere the garden is used for a period of 

HIO to three years and then is abandoned; short-fallo\~, ~Ihere a 

garden is allo \'led to be fallo\,1 for one to blo years; annual 

cropping, where t ile gar den is in a fallo l'l state betl-Ieen seasons, 

as in the case where only summer crops are cultivated; and multi

cropping where both Yinter and summer crops are cultivated. 

Boserup argues that the link 

cultivation system s i s population. 

betl'leen these 

As population 

different 

increases 

societies are forced to innovate so as to produce more to satisfy 

consumption needs. l.Jith population gro\,th one finds an 

evolutionary shift in agricultural systems from forest-fallow 

cultivation to th e most modern form, multi-cropping. 

The population of the Transkei increased naturally and through 

the influx of other people from pr esent day l' atal and from the 

Eastern Cape. Emigration occurred from two directions. Firstly 

the Rharhabe were pushed back into the Transkei through the 

emigration of \,hite colonists to the Eastern Cape: Secondly, 

refugees fror.! Chaka's wars, collectively known as the ilfengu , 

em i grated into present day Transkei from Natal. The increase in 

population throu gh emigration created land shortages . Wi th the 

shortage of land, intensive agricultural production and 

associated technica l innovation \'Iere necessary to satisfy 

consumption needs . 



The post-plough economy. 

[The] role of technology [is] a vital issue for 
understanding all aspects of the African economy, but 
one given little attenti on by other theoretically 
oriented economic anthropologists or histo rians. 
(Austen 1987: 3). 
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Goody (1971: 25) highlights three major changes brought about 

by the introduction of the plough in pre-industrial societies. 

Thes e were, firstly, an increase i n cultivated land with a 

corresponding r ise in pro du ctivity ~Ihich , secondly, stimulated a 

I~ ove to fixed Iloldings. Thirdly, due to tile increase of land 

being used for cultivation, land became more valuable and less 

available. 

The logic of this argument becomes apparent if we note what the 

plough is, what it does, and how it is used. This will also give 

us insights int o other changes brought about by its introduction. 

The ox drawn plough, which is extensively used in the Transkei, 

consists of a cutting edge \~hich cuts into the soi I, and a 

flange, or wing , wh ich pushes the soil up and over. 

humus is brought to the surface, increasing crop yields. 

The rich 

The plough, because of its utilisation of non-human labour, 

me ant that "human resources [were) substantially increased 

thereby, since for the first time men tapped a source of 

mechanical energy greater than that which their own muscles could 

supply" ( t·i cNe il quoted in Goody 1971: 25). If we assume people 

invested the same amount of energy i nto agriculture as before, 
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the adoption of the plou gh greatly increased the amount of land 

under cultivation. 

[Tile] use of ox-dra~ln ploughs and cultivators can 
transfer a large proportion of the I,ork-Ioad to the 
an imals, allowing the human labour force to cultivate 
up to three t i ln es as much land wi th the same effort. 
(Allauddin Chowdhury et al 1981: 63). 

The plough brought cattle into agricultural activity an d me n 

became invol ved in agriculture for the first time, because only 

me n could handle cattle (3einart 1982 : 30). The introduction of 

the plough in the Transkei therefore led to a a radical shift in 

the sexua l diviSion of labour I, ith men ploughing over broadcast 

seed and women weed ing and harvesting. 

The perception tha t the labour of women is reduced by the use 

of plough technology is erroneous. A I th ough I,omen vlere not 

involved in ti llin g, and to a lesser extent, planting, they were 

still actively involved in the weeding of the gardens and fields . 

With greater areas being cultivated there was an increase in the 

amount of weeding that was necessary. 

Ploughs are becoming common now, but doubt whether it 
has lessened the labour of the women, as more land is 
being turned over, and the I'lomen have a larger area 
to keep clean and reap. (Tembuland missionary 
testifying to the Government Commission on Native 
Laws and Customs, CBB: App D 285). 

vJeedi ng is hard work and with greater areas being cultivated 

the ~Iork of women could be seen to increase in the I'leeding 

season, bu t as one magistrate mentions, "it is becoming common 

now fo r men to assist the women to hoe and harvest the crop" 

(Ibid: 297). 



3undy (19G8) quotes two missionaries as saying: 

Ilhen I came to this country, 34 years ago, the wooden 
spade ',las used in agricul ture; nO~1 the hoe and the 
plou gh are used, and the woode n spade has 
d isappeared. Tilen the chief agriculturalists I'/ere 
the "omen , nOlv a gre a t pa rt of the agr i cu 1 tura 1 
labour is performed by the me n. (Surnshill missionary 
e Vloence to the Commission on ;I ative Affairs in 1865. 
Gundy 1988: 55). 

I am not a very old man, yet I remember the time when 
the gardens of the natives were much smaller than 
they nOlv ar~. I can well recollect the time, when 
among the Ka ffirs, all field labour except fencing, 
wa s oerformed by the women. Now , however, t he ma 1 e 
part of the Kaffi r pop ulation, e ither universally or 
very genera lly, take a great share in such Ivo r ks . 
(Pirie missionary testifying to the same commission. 
Quoted in 3undy 1988: 55). 
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lI ith the introduction of the plough, the position of I-/Omen in 

agriculture changed. I-Ihere previously women lVere involved in 

every aspect of the agricultural process they were now not 

involved in the first stage of the process, planting, and to a 

lesser extent in the harvesting of produce. With this there was 

a change in the relations of power and subordination. Previously 

women controlled the domestic sphere of production, and thus had 

a modicum of economic status. This changed Ivith the plough, with 

me n controlling the first and even the final, harvesting, stage 

of production . 

[The] majo rity of the women prefer, I th in k , to 
labour in their own gardens, to which they consider 
they have certain prescriptive ri ght s derived from 
ancie nt usa ge and custom, involving certain cherished 
privileges and claims, of which they l'lould otherwise 
be deprived, if the whole of the garden lands were 
cultivated by the plough solely, and over which as 
women they would have neither the interest or be 
allol'/ed to exercise any control. (Kentani missionary 
testifying to the Government commission on Native 
Laws and Customs in 1883, CBB App D: 274). 
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It is here, l;ith the use of cattle in agr icultural activity, 

th at .fe see the origins of the utY \'fala beenkabi (beer of the 

oxen) ritual. Th is ritual is il eld at tile end of the harvesti ng 

season to tha nk the oxen for their wo rk in the previous season as 

well as to than k the anc estors for the harvest. A vast amount of 

beer is brewed and in the 1988 beer bre~fing season the average 

amount of be er brew ed by househol ds which did this \</as 135 

litres. As this bee r is brewe d by women, the labour of wom en was 

further increased. Tile plough t hus increased the labour of 

women, wh ile at the same ti8e draw in g men into ag ri culture. 

The i mpact of t he plou gh on 'traditional' Xhosa society was 

vast. It created new wealth diffe r entials while at the same time 

reinforcing old on es; altered tile division of labour; increased 

men's pOI'fer over I'to men; changed the eco lo gy of the area because 

of gr eater areas under cultivation; pushed pe ople towards a more 

sedentary way of life; and brought catt le into agriculture. This 

a lso mea nt that tile economic importance of cattle increased. 

They were now essential for use as draught and they were also a 

source of manure - a replacement for ash in the old slash and 

burn system. 

XHOSA PLOUGHING COMPANIES TODAY. 

Given the historical context hO.f do we understand the form of 

cooperative labour associated Ivith ploughing in Shixini? 

Firstly, not all people could afford to purchase a p lough. 

Individuals were forced to combine their resources to purchase 
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these implements. Similarly, 

tecilno logy a I so created a 

coope ration ( \i hite 1972: 107) . 

in Europe the adopti on of plough 

need, and opportunities, for 

We can also understand the need for cooperation in agriculture 

arising out of the declin e in household size. ~ cAllister (1985) 

argues that in the last century households were comprised of ten 

to forty huts and "each household had enough stock and had access 

to enough lan d and labour to make it a relatively self-sufficient 

productive unit and to enable it to reproduce itself"(Ibid: 127). 

The size of the household decreased for a number of reasons (see 

Ibid: pp I28-129) which resulted in a diffusion of resources with 

a consequent necessity for cooperation. "Both the general 

decl ine in umzi size and the reduction in cattle holdings meant 

that eacil individual umzi depended on the labour power and oxen 

of others" (Ibid: 129). When the households started splitting it 

would have been the case that cooperation took place on a kinship 

bas i s as kin had cooperated when they ',;ere members of the same 

umzi. 

1) Constitution of Ploughing Companies. 

~ ost members of Nompha ploughing companies are related, either 

agnatically or cognatically, to the head of the company. In 

terms of geographic location most members come from the same sub

ward with a significant number from the same sub-ward section. 

Table 14 gives a breakdown of membership in Nompha ploughing 

companies. Ploughing companies are male-centered. Therefore 
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women .. hose hu sbands are now deceased have been calculated as 

agnates because it is througfl thei r husbands, ~/hen t hey \~e re 

alive, that the Ilousehold gained access to a ploughin g company. 

In the calculations the head of the company has bee n included in 

the calculation of the categories. 

ITable 14: Breakdown of membe rship of Nompha ploughing ~ompa~~ 

I N~~~DOF iSIZE AGNATES jCOGNATES IAFFINES INOT !SECT IS/W I OS/W I 
I ;·Ia ti k i t i -: 6 -I -5--+, 0 ---1, 0 . 1 r-6+, -5-t-11 

H I on i ph i I e ! 6 5 0 0 1 I 5 5 ' 1 
Si honono i 4 j 2 , 1 1 II 0 I 3 4 I 0 
Dilikil e 1 2 I 2 0 0 0 ' 2 2 I 0 
ilok oloni I 3 I 6 ' 2 0 0 I 4 4 j 4 
Qhoji 5 I 5 I 0 0 0 55 ! 0 
Bho I ani . 4 I 1 I 3 0 0 3 4 0 
fj go t h 0 z a I 4 ' 2 I 0 0 2 I 3 4 0 
I·la dlan ga thi I .f 1 I 2 1 0 0 4 0 
Grebe I 5 4 0 1 0 2 5 I 0 
NOkho lisile ! 2 2 0 0 0 12 1 2 , 0 

TOTAL 150 I 35 8 3 4 ' 35 45 !--5--I 

~; of TOTA~-=-J_:_~~ 16% 5% 8~1~~% ~_~~_~% 
SIZE = number of households who are members of the company; 
NO T = Not relat ed; SECT = From same sub-ward section; S/W = 
f rom the same sub-ward; OS / W = from an adjoining sub-ward 

Giv en th at most people in ploughing companies are related to 

each other (92%) with 70% of these being agnatically related, it 

is necessary to look at kinship. Kinship does not determine who 

will plough wi th whom, bu t rather it specifies a rang e of 

potential partners. This is related to the moral nature of the 

kinship relationship (Bloch 1973). Re lationships between kin are 

more 'moral' than those beh/een non-kin, or even distant kin 

(Ibid: 77). There is an obligation for kin to help each other 
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and " ••• because of mutual obligation kinsmen are the ideal people 

with whom to cooperate" (I bid: 78). Why should this be so? 

In agricultural product ion, because of its unpredictable 

nat ure, it is necessary to control as many variables as possible. 

The weather variable is unpred ictable, but one can contro l 

membership of the company. Kinship, because it is governed by 

morality, is the one way t hrough whi ch the human variable, to a 

certain extent, can be controlled . 

... agriculture itself is a notoriously unpredictable 
activity requiring different s ize labour teams from 
yea r to year as a r esu lt of the ecol ogical variat ions 
whi ch affect the crops. Secondly , people, too, are a 
very uncertain asset, they die, g ro\~ old, fall ill, 
quarrel and so on •.. Fo r long term planning only 
social relationships which are rei iable in the long 
term can be us ed and this reliability comes from 
mora l ity (Cloch 1973: 79) . 

The morality of kinship is closely tied up \~ ith principles of 

reciprocity. Contribution of resources such as oxen, labour and 

implements, are not balanced. In some companies there is only 

one primary contributor of oxen and implements. This implies 

that there must be a principle of long-term reciprocity in action 

to allow the relationship to tolerate imbalances over time. The 

only relationship wh ich tolerates such imbalances is one governed 

by morality and, as Bloch argues, morality is predicated upon 

kin ship. 

:latikiti's company is a good examp le of this system in 
operation. 
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Case: Ilorality and kinship obligations. 

I I Table 15: Constitution of Matikiti's ploughing co mpany. 

tNAME I CLAN I HUSBAND'S 
I , CLAN 

II [,lATIKITI iKWE r.1NTE ( male) (H) HEAD 

I 
N OI~anele , j'Jgwevu I Kwemnte (1) HBW 

I !·Inyel iswa ITshawe II (male) (2) Not related 
I Zentsula IKwemnte (male) (3) FFBS 
I r~ gunyaza K~,emnte l (male) (4) FFBS 
I_ il_a _s e._b_e_n_Z_d_!LK_I'I_e_m n t ~_L~ m a I e )_J __ ( _5 _) _B_r_o_t_h_e_r __ . 

RELATIONSHIP SECTION 

" 

KOi,l KHULU 
Komkhulu 

, Komkhulu 

II Komkhulu 
I Komkhulu J Komkhulu 

Diagram illustrating kinship links in Table 15. 

I 
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Matikiti's company represents the perfect case to justify the 
argument that people help kin because they are obligated to 
help them. t,latikiti (HI is the sole contributor of 
implements and oxen in the company. He also helps Mnyeliswa 
( not represented in diagram No' (21 in table) who is 
unrelated to him, although they are related in the sense that 
members of the local Kwemnte clan are the amaphakathi of one 
of the local Tshal'le agnatic clusters. t'latikiti is seen by 
these people as a fami ly member and is present at fami ly 
meetings, whether they are held to solve a family quarrel, or 
to decide upon a day for a ritual. His main function is as 
the ritual slaughterer for the family. This could explain 
~Ihy he works I'lith i4 nyelis~la. The interesting question is: 
Why doesn't lilnyelis~la plough with his own relatives? The 
ansVier to this question lies in 11nyeliswa's relationships 
with his brothers and older brother ' s sons. 
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~ I nyeliswa's aenealogy, showi ng princiDle protagonists. 

i·I n y eli s w a [E lis H Ion i phi Ie's fat her's [1 I you n g e r b rot her 
and is referred to as tata omncinci (small father) by 
Hloniphile [51. The company'lhat he would most likely be a 
membe r of is Hlo niphile 's (if one could predict these things) 
because the peop le in Hloniphile's company (see 'splitting 
precipitated by conflict' case beloYi) are the closest blood 
relatives that he has. Further, it is usually the case tha t 
full brothers plough together. Gotyombane [21, his older 
brother from the same mother, is in Hloni~hile's company. 

Hov/ever t·Inyeliswa is seen by most Nompha people, including 
his fami Iy, as a lazy "nosy parker". His nicknames are 
Umbonakhute ("binoculars "), because of h is ability to see far 
and know e verything that is going on, and Matanzi ma after the 
ex-president of the Transkei, because he always likes to tell 
people \ihat to do. He is also seen as very lazy and relies 
almost totally on remittances that his sons send him and on 
his pension (danke) . This may be one of the reasons why his 
family do not work for him. Another reason for Nnyeliswa not 
working with Hloniphile's company is that his v/ife has a 
reputation as a particularly argumentative person and was 
also associated, together with Sihonono's [41 wife, with 
Nonj ena ne's [51 (Hloniphile's younger brother from the same 
mother) wife's death. 

Matikiti says that he helps Mnyeliswa because Mnyeliswa asked 
him for help. Matikiti OYins eighteen cattle (of Yihich eight 
are draught oxen), fi fteen goats and a horse. He is able to 
field hlo teams of oxen, and to draw on a large labour pool 
from within h is family. Hatik iti is able to help ~l nyeliswa 
without too much of a problem, and he is Dbligated to do so 
because of the amaphakathi relationship. 

i1 0st people say that they \io uld prefer to plough with unrelated 

people. The reason for this is that it is often the case that 
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some members of companies do not contribute any resource to the 

company. These people are only members of the company because of 

the ob ligation to help kin arising out of the morality of 

kinship. Whe re resource contributions are widely differentiated 

the company is inefficie nt as non-contributing members drain a 

company's resources. 1J0 n-contri butors recei ve the benefi t of a 

company's resources witho ut contributing to these resources. 

,Jhen members of a company all contribute equally to the company 

ploughing activities are organised differently. 

The following case demonstrates how companies operate when 

there ~re eq ual contributions from members. It also demonstrates 

how relations of obligatio n still apply. 

Case: Equal economic relations in a ploughing company, 
Bho lani's company. 

r- oo -, Table 16: Co nsti tution of Bholani's ploughing company. 
I ------- I CLAN- -r 

0 

NAME i RELATIONSHIP SECTION 

BHO LANI I KHOM AZI ( H ) HEAD tJGHEVU I Hpempe Khomazi ( , ) FFBS Tembu 
Zikhethile I Ngwevu ( 2 ) I'IB S Ngwevu 
Skhonkwane I NgI'levu ( 3 ) I,IBS I~g\je vu 

Diaoram illustrating kinship links in Table 16. 

I I 
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This company has two teams of oxen and two ploughs. 
Skhonkwa ne (31 and ,; pempe (11 both contri bu te eq ua I amounts 
to the company. Bholani is dead and wh en I asked Hho the 
head of the company was the repl y was that there was no head, 
they just Hork together. The order of plough in g is organised 
around this I)rlnclple of eq uality. Skhonkl'/ane and i·1p empe 
both take it In turns to plough fi rst. ooth Skhonb/ ane and 
[,jpempe have a field and a garden. In the last plo ughing 
season i·lpempe ' s field I'l as ploughed fi rst, then Skho nkwane' s 
ga rden, then i3hola ni' s 'Iidow's garden, then ,-Ipempe's garde n, 
and finally Skho nkwane's field. In the nex t ploughing season 
the order wi II change. 3ho lanl' s H ldol~ sti II r et ains some 
seniority In the company as i t >l as her husband wh o started 
the company. She does not contribute anything to the company 
yet her garden was ploughed at a time which d id not reflect 
her lac k of contrib utions. Zlkhethl Ie (21, the most junior 
mem be r, had h is ga r den ploughed last and this ~Iill be the 
case at the next ploughing time. 

:lhola ni's company Is a good example of the head as mediator. 
iipempe and the other two members of the company are on Iy 
linked to each other th rou gh Bho lani. In this case the head 
mediates between respective kin group s and this again 
demonstrates tilat kinship determines a range of IJotential 
pa rtners and not actual pa rtners. 

This company has an interesting history. Gholani was an 
illegitimate son of a ma n of the Kh omazi clan . lie grew up in 
t he househol d of his mother ~Iho was of the Ng\,l evu clan. 
Skhonkwane and Zikethi Ie grew up in the same household and 
when their father died Bholani looked after them. 

He I-l as I I ke our father as our father had died when I 
I~a s stili a yo ung boy . It was he who \~as looking 
after us. He had grol;n up in my father's home, even 
the cattle of my father were looked after by him. 
When my father died he looked after my father's 
homestead. We stayed like that unt il today. We have 
not split since then. ,Ie still \'lOrk together as 
before, I'le have not changed it and the company is 
still the same as it was >lhen my father was alive. 

Ploughing companies have a specific long-term focus. I n the 

short-term it might be easier to find an e conomic equal and form 

a company for that season. This I;ould mean that you would be 

able to plough at a opti mum time as there would not be other 

people to consider. Planning I;ould be easier. In the next 
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season you could do the same. Th i sis not a good long-term 

strategy for the following reasons. 

In the first instance one would not have anyone to plough one's 

land Ivhile one was avlay on migrant labour because the working 

arrangement would end when one could not reciprocate. Ploughing 

companies represent security of tillage. Even if a man is away 

at work, being a member of a company, because it has a long-term 

focus, ensures that one's land will be ploughed and planted. 

Further, ploughing companies are specifically constituted to 

minimise risk. The constitution of ploughing companies are 

posited on moral criteria arising out of the ki nship 

relationship. If ploughing companies were based on resource 

contributions one would find membership changing at the same rate 

at which member's resource holdings change. It is quite possible 

that company membership 1'lOuld change every year. As one cannot 

plan in terms of cattle, Ivhich might die, or ploughs, .Ihich are 

easily broken, basing a company on resource contributions 

increases risk. On the other hand, through basing membership on 

other, non-material, criteria, such as the morality of kinship, 

risk is decreased. Kins hip provides, as Gulliver (1971: 218) 

argues 

an established, recognised, and acceptable system 
within which a man could operate wi th reasonable 
confidence, with reliable expectations, and in Ivhich 
his rights and claims, and his obligations and 
involvements, comprised a fairly coherent whole. 
(Ibid: 218, my emphasis). 
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The existence of ploughing companies posits an ideology of 

mutual helpfulness in that people are helped because if they were 

not they "auld not be able to plou gh and this is expressed as 

'you must look after (bonisela) your relatives \~ ho do not have 

anything. Peopl e wi ll say "He is r ich but his family members are 

poor' ". 

Althou gh I ar gue that kinship is the essential factor in 

understandi ng plou ghin g companies, factors such as nei ghbourhood 

are a l so im po r ta nt, and nei ghbour hood t ies do contribute to the 

formation of pl ough in g companies. Of the total number of members 

of ploughin g companies 70 % of households come from the same 

section and 90: com e fro m the same sub-ward. 

Nei ghbourhood ties are being dis placed by the 'betterment' 

scheme in t hat people are movin g from old neighbourhood areas and 

are forced to create new ties. Ngothoza's company demonstrates 

t his process. 

I 

I , 

I 

Case: Neighbourhood ties and 'betterment'. 

Table 17: Constitution of Ngothoza's ploughing company. 

NAME I 
CLAN HU SBAND'S I RELATIONSHIP ISECTION I 

I CLAN I 
I I I , 

-~-----I NGOTHOZA 
, 

~IPONDO (Male) HEAD I KOr~KHULU I 
Thobile 

I 
Ng wevu (Hale) I Not related Ngwevu 

Nogun gqile Ts hawe Mpondo FBSW I Komkhulu 
Gulayo 

! 
Tshawe (Male) I Not related i l< omkhulu 

i 

Ngothoza established his household in the present position 
because of the 'betterment' scheme. He was forced to move 
from his old area in Tembu section of Nompha and established 
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his household in Komkhulu section. Even though he says that 
he is from Komkh ulu section he still sits with the Tembu 
section at beer drinks and rituals. He is also rec ogni sed as 
the njoli (the person who shares the beer and meat at 
rituals, beer drinks, feasts, etc) of Tembu section. 

fiis old household was very close to that of Thobile and they 
vle re originally in a company together. Their respective 
fathers I'l orked together, and thi s arra ngement has continued 
I'lit h the children. \'jhen t·jgothoza is away it is 4Thobile and 
Gulayo IIho act as 'careta kers' (osipatheleni) for the 
household . Hhen one of Ngothoza's cows had been gored it was 
Thobile who came and ministered to it. 

The fact that Gulayo joined the company demo nstrates an 
attempt to fo r m new links in the nel~ neighbourhood. Gulayo 
only joined the compa ny in 1988 after leaving Hloniphi Ie's 
company in 1987. Gu layo was forced to hold an isitshongo in 
the 1987 ploughing seaso n. Since Ngothoza moved to Komkh ulu 
his family have increasingly relied on Gulayo for advice and 
on occasion have borrol'led mo ney from him. NOI~ that he is a 
member of the ploughing company the osipatheleni role is more 
for ma lised because he now shares resources with Ngo thoza. 

Ngotho za is related to members of Nadlangathi's com pany. 

Vukemini and Rhwayiman are Ng othoza's father's brother's sons yet 

they do not pl ough together. They both work and take advice from 

ea ch other , and I'lhen Vukemi n i he Id a ri tua lit was imperati ve 

that Ngothoza attend because he is of the same agnatic cluster 

(on this issue see Hammond-Tooke 1984). 

Case: Bo th Vukemini [11 and Rhwayiman [21 are cognates of 
Had langathi. This shows that cognatic and affinal links, if 
we note Ma ntyini [31 , can be usefully ma nipulated to the same 
extent as agnatic links, and sometimes at the expense of 
agnatic I inks. 

iiadlangathi said that he helped Mantyini 
Mantyini married his daughter he had no cattle 
plough as he had used his cattle for lobola. 

because ~Ihen 
I~ ith which to 

4 Households whose heads are working as migrants have a 
'caretaker' (usipatheleni) to act for them and look after their 
interests wh ile they are away at work (de We t & McAllister 1983: 
41 ) . 
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Table 18 : Constitution of ii adlangathi's ploughing 
company. 

NAME CLAN RELA TI ONSH I P SECTION 

l-iADLANGATHI ;i PI ~J GA ( H ) HtAD KOi,IKH ULU 
Vukemini iipondo ( 1 ) ilB S Tembu 
Rhw ayiman i-ip ondo ( 2 ) .-BS Tembu 
1-1anty i n i rlg\~evu ( 3 ) BDH tJg\~evu 

Diagram illustratin q kinshil2 links in Table 18. 
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',1 hen t'l a d I a n gat h i wen t a \-1 a y t 0 ~I 0 r k he 9 a v e his 0 x e n to 
Vukemini and r,h\~ayiman's father to look after. Hhen their 
father died I ~ adlangathi took over the leadership of the 
compan y. The arrangement that i'ladlangathi had with 
Rhwayiman's and Vukemini's father persists today. 

Iladlangathi's company also sho\;s that co mpa ny membe rship is 
not exclusive to section membership. In this company 
Madlangathi is the only person from Komkhu lu section. 

2) Other Nompha companies. 

There are two companies in Nompha which have not been mentioned 

i n the text but have been used in the calculations for Table 14 • 

These are Grebe's and Nokholisile's companies both of which are 

described below. 
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Grebe's company. 

Table 19: Constitution of Grebe's ploughing company. 

NAME l CLAN IHUSBAND'S RELATIONSHIP SECTION 
I . CLAN 

GREBE ITSHAfiE l Ulale) I ( H ) HEAD I TEi:IBU 
Siculwana ,Tshawe (t'l a Ie) ( 1 ) Brother Ko mkhulu 
Nosebenzile iDlamini I Cete ( 2 ) vIZ Komkhulu 
tlothanuzeni ' t-Jgl'ievu Tshal<e ( 3 ) Bf! Komkhulu 
Nothathile !Tshawe I Vundle ( 4 ) Sister Tembu 

Diag ra m illustrating kinship links in Table 19. 
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Grebe's company is the only company where all local agnates 
plough together. S There are no local agnates with whom Grebe 
does not plough. Although Hosebenzile is not Grebe's agnate 
the obvious company for her to join was that of her sister, 
Grebe's Ylife, her closest relative in Nompha. Her husband 
was the only person of the Cete clan in Nompha and there was 
no family company which she could join. Without the affinal 
link to Grebe she Iwuld have found it difficult to find 
another company to JOIn. In this case Nosebenzile is 
exploiting the affinal link that she has to Grebe. There is 
a common ideal that people must help their affines because 
they are link ed by cattle. 

The last company that vie need to deal with is I'Jokholisile's 
company. Nokholisile is recognised as the person who has the 
best garden in tJompha. Her garden is quite large (1.83 
hectares). She has her own span of oxen, her ovln plough and 
her oym planter, and is seen to be the head of the company. 

S The smallness of the company and the dearth of other agnates 
relates to the fact that these people (the people in Nompha call 
them the Tembu Tshawes) are rec ent immigrants to Nompha. See the 
story of how Tembu section came to be in Chapter 1. 
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Hokholisile ploughs with Qhakalakhe, her husband's brother's 
son. The only other close relative is her husband's brother's 
wife, Ilokheleki Ie, who does not have a garden or a field. 

3) Fission in companies. 

Although company members express the wish that they should 

remain together "until they die", as expressed through calling 

ploughing comoanies umfelanda~lDnye. companies do split. There 

are a number of reasons for this but the major reason for 

splitting is related to the \~ork load of a company and its 

avai lable resources. A company's resources are already under 

pressure if it has five members, in terms of the calculation 

below, and it cannot hope to cope with more than this number if 

all the members have a garde n and a field. If a company has 

adequate resources it is logical for the company to split under 

t\~O lea ders . 

In Shixini a team consisting of fou r oxen and hlo people (one 

ploughing and the other leading the oxen) ploughs at a rate of 

900 m2/hour. The average size field in Nom pha is 14400 sq.m or 

1.44 hectares. The average size garden is 8300 sq.m or 0.83 

hectares. If a ploughing company has five memb ers and each 

member has a field and a garden this \1ill mean that 1135002 , or 

11.35 hectares will have to be ploughed. Most fields and gardens 

are ploughed (turned over) twice so a total area of 22.7 hectares 

needs to be ploughed. Because draught oxen are easily 

ovefl10rked, companies only work a 6 hour day, from 5.00am to 

11.00am. A company, working this amount of time, wi II have to 

work for a total of 42 days to plough all the members' land. 
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Some ploughing companies use a span of six oxen. With six oxen a 

company wi ll plo ugh at a rate of 1350m 2/hou r. In th is case, 

keep i ng all the othe r variables constant. the compa ny lV i 11 have 

to work a tota l of 20 days. 

The r e are a num ber of factors ~I hich reduce the ti me avai lable 

for p loughin g . rio 1V 0rk is done IVhen i t is raining and one day or 

no re of sun is necessary for the soi I to dry. Oxen and the 

I'lor ke rs te nd to s li p in the mud a nd the soil sticks to the 

p loug h , ma king p l ough ing exceptionally heavy 'dark for the oxen, 

if the soil is too we t. If the soil is eve n mildly wet large 

p i eces of soi l are turned over and when it comes to planting they 

are not br oken up and the seed, the r efore . is not bur i ed by the 

lihee ls of the me chanical pl anter. The only ~Iay to so I ve thi s 

problem is to p l ough over the e xposed see d . Ploughing starts in 

October and continues into December. 1,10st people \Iill have 

planted by the end of November. In 1988 it rained on twenty of 

the si xty o ne da ys in October and November, and on fourteen of 

the thirty one days in December . This leaves us with a total of 

forty one days in October, November and De cember. The amount of 

time is further reduced if we note that one doesn't plough after 

heavy rain (over 1Smm) or if it rains consecutively for a number 

of days. Ther e ,Iere fi ve days like th i s s o the amount of time 

was reduced to thirty six days. 
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Table 20: \<ainfal l fi gures (in mm) fo r Octo-be~;- I!Ovembe r I 
and December.(Figures i n bold face indicate Thursdays , 'I 

Saturday s and Sundays.) . 

~DATE ~ _ _ OCTOBER L NOVEMBER --4. __ ._DEC:~.lB~ 

~ I ~ I ~ I g ! 
3 0 I 11.0 0 
4 0 0 0 
5 9 . 0 0 49 . 8 
6 0 0 1.5 
7 0 15.0 0 
8 3.0 0 0 
9 0 13.5 0 
10 6 .0 0 10.4 
11 12 . 5 0 6 . 7 
12 3 . 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 
14 1.5 0 16 .0 
15 I 0 0 2.5 
16 I 0 6.0 52 . 7 

, 17 I 0 0 15.0 
, 18 0 0 0 

19 I 0 0 0 
20 I 15.0 0 7.5 
21 I 0 0 0 
22 i 0 2.0 0 
23 ! 0 4 . 0 0 
24 j 0 5.0 9.5 
25 " 0 12.0 32.5 
26 0 5.0 0 
27 I 0 6.0 0 
28 I 0 13. 6 0 

j6 I ~ I ~ . 9 ~: g 
31 I 4 .0 ~_ 13.0 

TOT AL I 52 . 0mm I 105.0mm 223 .1 mm 
NO ' WORK DAYS Eleven Seven Seven 

I 

Source: Wi llowval e me asu ring station. 
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The time avai 1 abl e for ploughi ng is further reduced because 

pe ople do not work \-Ihen there is a ritual or on a Thursday 

(dipping day), Saturday or a Sunday. If it is pension day people 

do not vlOrk. If the oxen are young one cannot \'Iork them too 

ha rd, they need frequent breaks. With a total of 42 or 28 days, 

depending on the size of the ox span, it is extremely difficult 

for companies to plough all their members' land timeously. 

A company's ability to plough all of its members' land 

ti meo usly is thus extremely difficult when we note that ploughing 

time is limited. The splitting of companies is therefore related 

to a company's ability to plough its members' land, given the 

available resources, within a limited time period. 

Case: Amicable splitting. 

I 
Table 21 : Constitution of Nokoloni's and Qhoji's ploughing 

companies. 

NAME 
I 

CLAN \HUSBAND1S lRELATIONSHIP_ 'SECTION 
CLAN , 

NOKOLONI TSHEZI NGHEVU I(N) HEAD NGrJEVU I Nofundile Ngqosini Ngwevu 1(1) HBW Ngwevu 
Nopasile i·lbamba I,gwevu (2) HBrJ Ngwevu 
"jntubawu l1pondo (~Iale) (3) HMBS Ndlelebanzi 
Nongxamile r·lpondo Ngwevu (4) HFBW Ndlelebanzi 
tJopulamisi Jola Ngwevu (5) HFBH Ndlelebanzi 
Khamanga 11pondomi se (Male) , ( 6) ZS Ngwevu 
Nozolile 

, 
Khumbeni Ngwevu 1(7) HFBW Ndlelebanzi 

QHOJI NG,JEVU (Male) ( Q) HEAD NGHEVU 
Zongezile Ngwevu (Male) ( a ) Brother Ngwevu 
Maxolo Ngwevu (Male) ( b ) FBS Ngwevu 
Bhabhazela Ng wevu ('''ale) ( c ) FFBS Ngwevu 
Nowatyuza Ngwevu (Male) ( d ) FFBS Ngwevu 



Diagram ill ustrating kins hip links i n Table 21. 
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I. okoloni' s [Il l and Qhoji's [QI companies started off 
together. Stanford, Nok oloni's husband, and Qhoji, his 
brother, pr ev iously ploughed I-lith their father. When their 
father died t hey were both left wit h a span of oxen . They 
star t ed off plou gh ing together, usin g tlW spans of oxen in 
one garden. As they accumulated members there was too much 
work for the company to do and they, according to Qhoji, 
amicably sepa rated. Both companies still help one another 
when one company is in trouble . 

Some people say that they are members of Nokoloni's company, 
while others say that they are members of Stanford's company. 
Even thou gh Stanford is deceased the company is still 
identified as his. iJokoloni is more the caretaker of the 
company, and is the head beca use she contributes the most to 
th e company (si x oxen and i mp lements). It is all~ays her 
field which is plou ghed first. The second person to plough 
is Mntubawu [31 who contributes one ox to the company. Th ere 
is a yea rl y rotation between the other non-contributing 
members of t he company. The person ~Iho is th i rd th i s yea r 
wi II be fourth next year, \'Ihile the person whose land was 
ploughed l ast the previous yea r will be third this year. 
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There is thus a clear hierarchy in ploughing and this hierarchy 

i s based on resource contributions. This way of organising 

ploughing varies from company to company. Some companies say 

that they al l tai(e it in turns to be first and la st, other 

cOr.Jpanies say that the people who do the actual \york are the 

peop le vlho will have th eir gardens ploughed first, and another 

company head said that he could choose the time for ploughing. 

In this last ins tanc e i t is the head who can plough at the 

optimum time . First is not always best, but la st is usually 

worst . The head of the com pany is usuall y the per son who 

co ntr ib utes the most , and is t hus in a mo r e flexible po sition to 

chose when she/he wa nts to plough. 

This can be a cause of conflict because the head of the company 

this year mi gh t not have the most resourc es in five years time. 

Even thou gh his/her economic position might deteriorate that 

person might still li ke to retain the old posit ion of dominance. 

This may cause conflict because old relations in the company 

mig ht carryover even though the relative resource contributions 

have changed. 

The split in Nok oloni's and Qhoji's company resembles the split 

in the Indian joint family outlined by Jithoo (1983). Jithoo 

relates the split in the joint family to the dependency ratiO, by 

which she means the ratio between the size of the family and its 

number of labour units. The dependency ratio in the ploughing 

company is th e ratio between the number of members and the 

resources (oxen, ploughs, and labour). The splitting of 
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ploughing companies can therefore be related to the natural 

development of the company through time. Ploughing companies go 

through a development cycle where the company is started, 

accumulates members and, in the last phase, splits. 

The fission can be amicable as in the case of Nokolo ni's and 

Qhoji 's company or can be precipitated by conflict. Hloniphile, 

Sihonono and Dilikile were at one time members of the same 

company. 

alone . 

Today they all have their own companies and plough 

Case: Splitting precipitated through conflict. 

Table 22 : Hloniphile's, Sihonono's and Dilikile's 
ploughing companies. 

f-_N_A--,-~'_E -:-:--:---1 
HLONIPHILE 
Nojoy ni 
Gotyombane 
t·Jsheyen i 

I ,~ yuntsu 6 
Ntongoza 

CLAN 

TSHAHE 
!(\"ay i 
Tshawe 
Tshawe 

~NONO 
ioIanguya na 
No -A\~a I a 
l'l nkomeva 

Tshawe 
Ngwe vu 

-
TSHAHE 
Tshawe 
Khomazi 
Shayi 

I 
! 
I 

I 

------
DILIKILE 
Nogwevile 

TSHM,E 
Vundle 

HUSBAND'S 
CLAN 

( ;·Ja Ie) 
Tshawe 
( l<la Ie) 
(:'Ja l e) 
(['1 a Ie) 
(ilale) 

(t., a Ie) 
(i-Iale) 
Tshawe 
Ngwevu 

--------
(i~a Ie) 
Tshawe 

RELATIONSHIP SECTION 

I ( H ) HEAD KO~IK HUL U 
( 1 ) FFBSW Komkh ulu 
( 2 ) FB Komkh ulu 
( 3 ) FFBSS Komkh ulu 
( 4 ) FFBSSS Komkh ulu 
( 5 ) None ND LELEBANZI 

I 
( S ) HEAD ~KHULU ( a ) Brother Komkhu lu 

I 
( b ) B2ndW Komkhu lu 
( c ) FBDD Ngwevu 

( D ) HEAD KOMKH ULU 
( x ) FBW Komkhulu 

6 Ntongoza was reluctantly seen as a member of the compa ny by 
Hlonip hile. Ntongoza gained access to the company through 
looking after Msheyeni's cattle when Msheyeni was away at work. 
Unfortunately Nto ngoza died in January this year. He was found 
with his head in a stream the morning after a beer drink. Some 
people said that he had been murdered by witches. 

I , 

I 
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These three companies should be dealt \>/ith together as the 
beads are all related to each other (Di I Ikl Ie (OJ Is 
HlonlDhlle's [H J FFFBS and Sihonono [SJ Is Hlonlphlle's 
FF2nd ~I S). The company went through hlo sp J I ts bot h caused 
by arguments and there Is st I II bad fee I I ng between 
lilDniphile's and Sihonono's companies. 

Diagram Illustrating kinship lin ks In Table 22. 

I 
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1----------1-
~=0 ~ 
L,i ___ --.---' 

I 
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6~ 6 
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~ ~ I 0 

1 
c ! 

1 
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The firs t split was when Dilikile spl it from the company. 
The spIlt occurred when Dilikile was working as a migrant In 
South Africa. Hi s wife related the story to me: 

The other Tshawe' s are the people who caused this 
problem because they went and harvested the field of 
l>I anguyana [a J and they did not tell me. When they 
were ha rv esti ng the load became too heavy. They came 
and told me that I must bring the oxen. I said that 
I was not going to bring the oxen because they did 
not tell me when they we re going to harvest. Usually 
when we were going to plough or harvest, we discussed 
that we were going to plough or harvest at that place 
tomorrow so that we could all go there . I said to my 
son that be must not go and help them. That is when 
Vie separated. 
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Sihonono says that he left t he company because Hloniphi Ie's 
father, who was the head of the company at this time, was not 
ploughing properly for him and therefor e Hloniphile's father 
had caused the company to split. Sihonono left the company 
and the people with whom he ploughs today followed him. 

The split be tween Sihonono and Hloniphile's father t ook place 
in 1955. The tlvO companies ploughed alone until 1973. In 
1973 Hloniphi Ie asked Sihonono to come and join hir.1 because 
Sihonon o di d not have enou gh oxen to make a span. In 1980 
Hloniphile's father died and the company split again and they 
remain separate today. There could be three reasons for this 
split. 

Firstly, the fact that Sihonono had to plough four people's 
land and t he two companies with one ox span could not hope to 
do this amount of work. Secondly Sihonono's wife was 
incriminate d with Mnyeliswa's wife in the death of 
I'lonjenane's ( Hloniphile's youn ger brother [nJ) lvife (see case 
" [,I 0 r a lit Y and kin s hip 0 b I i gat ion s" abo v e ) • 

Thirdl y, Sihonono is generationally senior to Hloniphile. 
This mi ght have "een a problem because Hloniphi Ie I'las the 
head of the company when he asked Sihonono to come back and 
join his company. Thus, although Sihonono is senior in terms 
of generati on, in ploughing he was junior. The two status 
positions, the first ascribed and the second achieved, Ivere 
contradictory and thus Hloniphile and Sihonono were 
incompatibl e in the same company. 

The interesting thing about this split is that fission 
occurred between the people of the second wife, or right hand 
wife, of Hloniphile's grandfather, and descendants from 
liloniphile's grandfather's Great wife. The relationship 
behleen people from the Great ~Iife, and the right hand wife 
is historically one of adversity. The classic case of this 
conflict ridden relationship lies in the chieftainship. 
There was allvays confl ict between the son, and heir, of the 
Great wife and the children of the right hand wife. The son 
of the Great house would be the person to succeed his father 
as chief at the expense of the chi Idren of the right hand 
wife. The rivalry and subsequent rift betYleen Gcaleka and 
his brother, Rharhabe was over this issue (see Peires 1981: 
45-63). The relationship Ivas not only antagonistic betlveen 
sons of the respecti ve houses, but al so between the mothers 
of the one house and the sons of the other and it is in this 
sense that I'le can understand No-Awala [bl ploughing I'lith 
Sihonono and not Hloniphile. 

Dilikile formed his own company and until quite recently was 
ploughing with his sister who lived in Folokwe. He said that 
he was helping her in ploughing, but now it is too far away 
to go and plough. He now ploughs with his father's brother's 
wife. Geographically Nogwevile [Xl is the relative who lives 
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closest to him. He prefers to work alone becau se then there 
are no quarrels. 

There is no prob lem if one pl ou ghs alone or helps 
someone [i.e if one is not in a company l'lith ttleml. 
In the old day s everybody I~as having his ow n span. 
If one was not finished then the family would go and 
he l p h i~. Last week I helped Sihonono to plough the 
field of his son. Sihonono has enou gh oxen but they 
are still yo ung. There are only two old oxen. 

Even though companies split this does not stop people from 
ilelping each othe r. Dilikile hel ps Sihonono eve n thou gh they 
are not in the same company anymore. 

4) Strategies for gaining access to ploughing companies. 

Hav i ng descri bed the compan i es, the Ylay they operate and the 

reasons for companies splitting, it remains to desc ri be the 

strategies throu gh which peop le ga in access to a company. 

The first strategy which an individual can pursue is to bre~1 

bee r. A ho usehold can brew beer and call individuals 11ith oxen 

to come and plough his/her ga rden/field or an individual can call 

a number of companies to come and plough his/her garden/field. 

This work group is called isitshongo or umggibelo (Saturday) and 

people say that the ploughing is done on a Saturday. 

In Nompha 'isltshonqo' and 'umggibelo' are used In the same 

ma nner. i;lcAllister (personal communication) said that he found 

that these two terms referred to different forms of cooperative 

labour In Shixini. Umggibelo is when a number of ploughing 

companies plough each other's land on a reciprocal basis and no 

beer is brewed. Isltshongo is when a person asks individuals to 

come and plough with their oxen . In Nompha these two terms were 

both used to refer to the cooperative arrangement where an 
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individual brews bee r and calls indivi duals or companies to come 

and ploug h. 

A pro blem \·, ith hol din g an isit shongo is that the ho us eho ld is 

not alVia ys able to choose the day on \vh ich it t'/a nts its land 

pl oughe d. Com pa ny r.l embers have first option to a company's 

resources. Only when the company's obli gations to its members 

have been fulfill ed will these resource s be ut ilis ed in plou ghing 

for a person who is not a r.lembe r. The pe rson who want s to hold 

an is itshongo i s, the r efo r e, 

resou rces at the idea I t i me . 

not ab l e to ut il ise t he companies 

The isitshongo is set as ide for a 

Saturday tvhen, theoretically, ploughing companies \'lill Ilave the 

day of f. Ploughin g companie s are not ah/ays abl e to do this 

bec aus e i f it r ai ns through the Ivhole \'ieek and is clear and 

sun ny on Saturday the com pa ny will wo rk on that day. This wi ll 

mea n that the isit sho ngo which has bee n planned for th at day Vli ll 

not take place. 

Or ganising an isitshongo r eq uires lo ng term planning and in the 

ploughing time it is not al\o/ays possible to do this. There are 

optimum days for plou gh in g. The season can be contracted because 

of rain, or expanded because of a lack of rain in the ploughing 

months. Thus, the holding of an isitshongo might be incompatible 

with the demands placed on the companies because of the 

unpredictability of the season. 

Given the comp ressed nature of the ploughing season (see 

calculation above) we see that it is difficult to gain access to 
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a ploughing company's resources through holding an isitshongo or 

umggibelo. The only real alternative is to gain access through 

be in g asked to help t he company when it has a shortage of labour. 

Before being asked to help a company a person must first show 

that he is a hard and reliable Iwrker. Young men demonstrate 

their reliability through attending work parties on a consistent 

basis. 

Case: Tord is 32 years old and has three young chi Idren. He 
"iiaS been \'l arking as a migrant for a number of years, but has 
yet to obtain any livestock. Tord is one of the young men in 
ri ompha Hho a l lV ays attends wor k parties. He does not have a 
field of his own but borrows an unused field from a relative. 
In the last ploughing season his mother ' s brother's son, 
1·l pempe, asked him to Iwrk for his company because they were 
short of labour. Tord only contributed labour to the company 
and 'lIas not recogn i sed as a member of the company by its 
head. ~lpempe said that they had asked Tord for help in the 
last ploughing season and the company had ploughed for him in 
return. 

At this stage of working for a company people are not 

recognised as members. Th ey work with the company but the head 

of the company does not reckon them as being members of the 

company. This is particularly evident when the person who is 

,larking with the company is not related to the head of that 

company. People who are not closely related are only regarded as 

members of a company if they contribute resources or have 

contributed in the past. These resources can be labour, and a 

woman can join a company if she has sons that can work. 

Another alternative is to start one's o\~n company but this 

depends on whether one has the available resources. As most 

companies are centered around local agnatic clusters, household's 
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gain membership of a company in terms of the agnatic link. Most 

of the companies in Nompha 

the prese nt oldest membe r 

membe r s of a company and 

company over time. 

CONCLUSION. 

ha ve been in ex i stence since before 

was born. People's fathers were 

they were natura Ily drawn into the 

This chapter has descri bed the factors underlyin g the 

organisation of Nompha ploughing companies. Ploughing companies 

have been placed in an historical context, \dthout \~hich it is 

impossible to understand them. The historical context helps us 

to understand the current division of la bo ur, the r oots of 

coope ration in ploughing, and the constitution of the ploughing 

companies, especially their emphasis on kinship . 

Some people could argue that kinship is not a principle on 

which ploughing companies are organised, but rather that kinship 

serves a legitimising function in companies. In other words if 

one had to ask a person why he ploughs with kin the answer would 

be "because I am obligated to help my relatives". I have argued 

that kinship is an organisational principle for the follol/ing 

reasons. Firstly, ho\~ can we understand that 86% of company 

members are either agnatically (70%) or cognatically (16%) 

related to the head when it would, i n many cases, make more sense 

to plough with unrelated people? There are two reasons for this. 

Firstly, one could then form a company with people who all 

contribute the same amount and thus not have to carry non-
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contributors. Secondly, one could only plough for a limited 

number of people thus reducing the work pre ssure on the company. 

This is recognised by the people themselves \'/he n they say that 

they \/ould pr efer to p lou gh with unrelated people because there 

would be less trouble as kin tend to be jealous of each other and 

their \;ives fight (See "Splitting precipitated through conflict", 

case above) . The on ly conc 1 us i on that one can reach is that 

there are very real moral obligations Hhich exist between kin . 

The moral value of helping kin, as expressed by the people, is 

seen to operate in practice. In this case there is a 

correspondence between what people say and what they actually do. 

Secondly, I have argued that basing p loughing company 

membership on r,lOral criteria, such as kinship , is rational. J.ly 

argument is that mora lity creates reliability and this has been 

backed up by both Gulliver (1971) and Bloch (1973) . The risk of 

agriculture brought about through the unpredictability of natural 

factors, such as the weather, is partly ameliorated though 

controll ing the huma n factor. Kinship, because it establ i shes 

well recognised norms and predictable behaviour, is a means 

through which the human variable is controlled. 

Alth ough the mora l foundation of ploughing companies rests on 

the morality of k inship the morality is subject to real practical 

material constraints. I have shown that kin fight and that most 

i nformants say that conflict in ploughing companies is caused by 

the wives of members. I have also shown that the splitting of 

companies is rooted in the development of the company over time. 
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A company's resourc es, in terms of cattle, implements and labour, 

are limited and thus the work that a company is able to do, 

I" it hin a specific time period, is li mited. llhen the company has 

too many members it be comes impossible to plough all of its 

~embers' land timeously and the company splits. The splitting of 

a company can be amicable, as in the case of Qhoji' sand 

il oko loni's companies, or riven with conflict, as in Hloniphile's, 

Sihonono's and Dilikile's cOr.1panies. 

The spl i tti ng of compan ies does not r.1ea n that. ex-members no 

longer cooperate I" i th one another. \·i hen on e of the companies 

needs help it is able to calion an ex-member's company. In both 

cases where companies spl it, cooperation bet\~een companies has 

occurred. I would argue that even \~hen company r:1embers cannot 

work amicably together and the company splits, the morality of 

kinship still applies. Even though people are not fellow company 

members they are still kin. 

The morality of kinship explains why some people, with nothing 

to offer other than more 1'lOrk for the company, are members of 

ploughing companies. ll ithout some moral principle underlying the 

organisation of ploughing companies, in other words if me mbership 

of a company was based on the individual's ability to contribute 

resources and not on some moral obligation, most people in Nompha 

wo uld not be able to plough. It must be stressed that k inship is 

not the only basis for the constitution of ploughing companies. 

I have illustrated that there are a number of other factors such 

as friendship and pre-existing obligations, which in certain 
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situations become important. Kinship provides a framework within 

wh ich people gain access to a company and through which 

membership is mediated. People say that they will let a non-kin 

i:lem ber joi n the company but stress that the prospective membe r 

will be questioned as to why he/she left his last company and if 

the applicant is not seen to be reliable the application wi ll be 

r e fused. 
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CHAPTER 5: THE ORGANISATION OF WORK AS REFLECTED IN RITUAL. 

This chap ter illustrates ritual reflects \~orking 

arrangements. Alth ough work is primarily an economic activity it 

is also fundamentally social in that it is done by individuals 

and group s of peop le. In Shixini relationships between people 

are reflected in ritual, both sacred (as in ritual slaughtering 

for the ancestors) and secular (as in the beer drinks I'/hich are 

held for a large number of reasons). All secular ritual has a 

sacred e leme nt as the ancestors are a lways present in secular 

ritual. I still ref er to these rituals as secular because the 

ancestors, being always present in everyday life, are not 

explicitly reco gn ised I'/hile in sacred ritual the names of the 

ancestors are explicitly invoked by the participants. 

The way in which the relationships between different groups of 

people are played out is different in each case. In secular 

ritual the importance of neighbourhood and community are the 

fundamental issues which are highlighted through the performance 

of the ritual. In sacred ritual, kinship relationships are 

highlighted at the expense of neighbourhood and community. 

I will argue that both rituals highlight working relationships 

(they reveal relations of production) albeit in different ways. 

This is contrary to Bloch's (1974,1977) assertion that sacred 

ritual 'hides the world' and secular ritual 'reveals the \~orld' 

(Bloch 1977). I will argue that both rituals dramatise relations 

of production. Although these rituals dramatise existing 
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productive relationships they also create and set patterns of 

behaviour which provide an interpretive framework for future 

action. In this sense these rituals are both "models of" and 

"models for" reality (Geertz 1973). 

Secular ritual. 

It is in secular ritual that the relationship betl'leen neigh-

bours and the value of co~~unity1 are highlighted. These rituals 

take the form of bee r drinks. All beer drinks have a simi lar 

structure but the reasons for brewing vary. In looking at these 

rituals I will focus on ho\'/ relationships behleen groups (age 

groups, nei ghbourhood groups, and ~en and women) are reflected in 

seating arrangements and in the distribution of beer. 

Bee r drinks take place in a hut and to understand the way 

seating arrangements reveal the relationships between people we 

first have to un ders tand how the hut is spatially separated and 

the status (high/lolv) which is associated \;l th each part of the 

IlU t. An analysis of the spatial organisation of the hut is 

important because as J.Comaroff (1980: 54) says: 

the 
particularly 
objectifies 
principles 
system. 

symbolically ordered environment, 
"inhabited space" such as the house, 
the classifications and organizing 

underpinning the wider socio-cultural 

1 I use the term "community" in the loosest possible manner in 
the sense that it refers to people who live in a specific 
geog raphic area and recognise themselves as belonging to the same 
area. 
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The first division is in terms of left and rioht (as one stands 

at the back of the hut f ac ing the door). The right ha nd side is 

associated wi th men (called ek unene) and the left hand side is 

associated with I'lOme n (called ikohlo). The right hand (male) 

side is positive and the left hand (female) side is negative 

(i'~cAllister 1989: 2). Thus people ~Iho sit on the left hand side 

are of a junior status to those who sit on the right hand side. 

The hut is further divided up into front and back, and outside 

(aga inst the walls) and inside (near the hearth). The front of 

the hut (called em nyanqo) is a superior position to the back of 

the hut (entia). 

Entia 

Ekunene Ikohlo 

Emnyango 

The following beer drink was held by Tord (Komkhulu section) to 

mark the fact that he was now establishing his own household. 
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The seating arrangements of the men in the hut \~ere the fol-

IOldng: 

1) Komkhulu section. 

2) Tembu section. 

3) Ndlelebanzi sub-ward. 

4) Senior members of the Mpinga clan. 

5) Komkhulu section. 

6) Young men of Komkhulu with 

other young men of Nompha. 

7) Folokwe sub-ward. 

8) flgwevu sub-ward. 

There are a couple of points that need explanation here. The 

Komkhulu people sitting in position (1) were all old (all above 

55 years old) senior men. Next to them sat Tembu section 

(position (2)), the smallest section in Nompha having only nine 

households, \~hich is the closest section to Komkhulu and also 

dominated by members of the Tshawe clan. In position (3) sat 

members of the Mpinga clan, the clan of the man who was holding 

the beer drink. In position (5) were two old men from Komkhulu 

section. The one old man, Dilikile, says that he does not sit on 

that side of the hut (position (1)) because the people who sit 

there are all his children. Dilikile is their grandfather's 

brother's son and thus, although being of similar age, is of 

their father's generation. At all Nompha beer arinks he sits on 

the left side closest to the door. Sitting with him was another 

old man who said that he was not yet old enough to sit with the 

7 
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old men, but that he \'las senior to the young men and therefore 

sat closer to the door. In position (6) sat the young men of 

Komkhulu with other young men from Hgwevu section. This was not 

a large beer drink and ;J gwevu section Vias incorporated into 

Komkhulu section. 

At this ritual the section \~as only emphasised in the distri-

bution of the iimvuko beakers. The rest of the distribution em-

phasised the sub-ward. One beaker \'las given to each of the three 

il ompha groups represented at the beer drink (positions (1), (2), 

(5) togetllerdith (6)) and a beaker >Ias also given to people of 

the i-I pinga clan (the clan of the man I'lho \~as holding the beer 

drink) (position (4)). 

HcAllister (1989: 15) says that these beakers symbolise the 

value of good neighbourliness . 

This beer then symbolises the section as a local, co
operating group and the context in which it is drunk 
reinforces this. It is the very first of the formal 
distributions, announced to and given out in front of 
everyone else at a time when attention is focused 
very sharply on the proceedings, and it goes to men 
and women before even the men of the other sections 
and sub-vlards have been given a share. The effect is 
a povlerful public display of the corporateness and 
exclusiveness of the sub-Vlard section. 

After the iimvuko beakers had been consumed another two beakers 

were distributed. One beaker went to the women who were sitting 

outside and one beaker to Ndlelebanzi sub-Vlard. The second 

beaker is of importance as it symbol ises the close relationship 

between the people of Nompha and Ndlelebanzi. 
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At a another beer drink (beer for the harvest: utywala bomvuno) 

held in ild lelebanzi sub-ward (Komkhulu section) there I'las an 

ar gument because th e fold lelebanzi injol i had g i ven the pe ople of 

Folokwe a larger share than the people of iJo mpha. Tatana (a 

;Id lelebanz i man from Komkh ulu section) stood up and asked I~hy the 

people of Folokl,e received a larger share than the people of 

ilornpha, say ing: "The peop le of Foloble are far al,ay, when there 

a r e robbers Yle vii I I chase them a~lay \, i th the people of :;ompha", 

~ea n ing that Komkhulu se ction has a closer relationship with the 

people of il omoha than with th e people of Folokl,e. 

The problem was that the injali who was sharing the beer comes 

from il eshe section, the ildlel ebanzi section which borders on 

Folokwe sub - Ylard. These men have a closer relationship with the 

people of Fo lo kwe than I,ith t 'he people of tlompha. The injoli was 

therefor e expressing this mutual dependence through giving 

Folok,le a l a r ge r share. However the beer drink 11a s held in 

Komkh ulu section of Ndlelebanzi, the I,d lelebanzi section which 

borders on Mompha. This recognition of Folokwe was thus, in this 

context, inappr op riate because the people of Komkhulu section 

have a closer relationship with the people of Nompha. 

We can see how the distribution of beer expresses relationships 

of co-operation. The degree of co-operation is relative to 

ge ographic distance and this is recognised in the distribution of 

beer at beer drinks. 
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After the iimvuko beer had been drunk the rest of the beer was 

shared. 

1\'10 beakers to the old me n of Komkhulu (position (1)) [9 
people]. 

One beaker to Ndlelebanzi (3) [6 people]. 

One beaker to Komkhulu section (5) [5 people]2 . 

One bea ker to the young men ( 6 ) [5 people). 

One beaker to Fo lo kwe (7) [6 people). 

One beaker to I~gwevu Suo-\'Iard (8 ) [3 people]. 

After these beakers \'Iere consumed ivanya (watery beer from a 

second straining) was distributed to the young men . This is not 

very popular beer and people say that it is I'later (amanzi) and 

only suitable fo r I'/omen. This is \~hy it is d'istributed to the 

young men. McAllister (1987: 266) says that "the fact that there 

is one beaker (of ivanya) \'Ihich starts with juniors rather than 

e lders emphas ises the fact that most beakers start \'lith elders". 

The distribution of second rate beer to juniors rather than 

seniors symbolically highlights the relationship between the two 

gr oups . 

In terms of seating arrangements the young men sit in an in

ferior position on the left hand side of the hut away from the 

wal l. They are gi ven less beer than the old men and in the 

distributio n of beer it is they who do the \~ork of fetching and 

carrying beakers and barrels of beer. 

2 This includes the anth ropolo gist and his field assistant. 
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This beer drinl<, like ma ny others in Shixini, symbolically 

represents relationships bet\~ee n groups and betwee n the sexe s 

through the arra ngeme nt ' of spa ce. 1J0me n s it outside whi Ie me n 

sit inside, jun i ors sit on the left whi l e seniors si t on the 

right, sub- \~ards \'lith vlhom th e 110 st sect ion ha s a special rel a

tionship sit i n a superio r position to a sub - ward wi th whom the 

ho st section has no special r elation shi p. 

The argume nt is that the or gan isati on of spa ce at beer dri nks 

symbolically refl ects the relationship beh/e e n groups of peopl e 

and that this relationship is based on the way in \~hich co-op-

eration is organised. lie can see the arrangement of space ' at 

bee r drink s as being a symbolic map of eco nomic cooperation. 

The first div is ion is that betwe en me n and women. ,'ie n sit 

inside the hut and women sit outside. This reflects I'/ork i ng 

relationships in the following manner. 

At hoei ng pa rties the peop le who do the wo r k are women (old and 

you ng) anq young men. The senior men vlh 0 attend these work 

parties do so as abasarhi 3 and do not do any work. They sit away 

from the workers and duri ng work breaks are gi ven a beaker of 

bee r called ingc a nda (porcupin e ). At \~ork parties there are 

always abasarhi and they are always given a beaker of beer. 

People say that this is customary and that there would be trouble 

if they were not g iven this beaker. 

3 The term abasar hi comes from the word ukusarha 'to go about 
seeking beer or brandy' ( ~lcAllister 198 7: 242). 
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Spatially the beer drink reflects the superior status of men 

over women . This is a l so tr ue at work partie s where the old men 

do not have to work but still rec eive beer (although not in the 

same quantity as the l'/orkers) I'/hile the I'lornen must \'Iork. ,ien are 

allowed not to I'/ork v/hile I'lomen, especially younger \'Iomen, must 

~Iork . 

The second spatia l symbol is the division between old and 

young . The ol d me n sit on the superior side of the hut (ekunene) 

and the young me n sit on the inferior side of the hut (ikohlo). 

This is again reflected in the organisation of work in that it is 

generally the young men who do all the 1·/ork. In p lou ghing it is 

the young men I'I ho p lough and it is the old men who watch and 

supervise. In hoeing it is the young men who do the physical 

labour (in combination Vlith 1'lOmen) and the old men, and some 

o ld er women, who sit and drink. 

Old men are in a position (in terms of their age) where they do 

not have to work but are still able to reap the benefits of other 

peoples work. ;,Iei llasoux (1978: 161) argues that the hierarchy 

derives from the fact that the aged are the suppliers of seed 

derived from the previous productive cycle. The aged are the 

peop le who control the means of subs i stence (seed and land) and 

are therefore in a powerful pos iti on. 

Work party beer drinks. 

The way in which work party beer drin ks are spatially organised 

and the Ivay in I'lhich the beer is controlled and distributed 
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differs from other types of beer drinks. At these beer drinks 

the major division is that between ~Iorkers and non-Vlorkers. It 

is the senior men who have worked who control the beer but it is 

the workers, as a group, who decide on how it is to be 

distributed. il en and 'IIomen both receive the same amount of beer 

and thus there is no discrimination in terms of beer allocation s 

with regard to sex. 

After the work party the Ylorkers return to the house of the 

host Ilhere more beer is distributed. 

the hut (according to the male and 

Here the workers sit inside 

female sides) while the 

abasarhi sit outside . Only \vhen the ylorkers have drunk their 

fill do they call the people from outs i de to come into the hut. 

In the hut the beer is not distributed according to sections and 

sub-\iards, but according to numbers where eq ually sized groups 

are given similar beakers. 

At ~Iork parties the sub-ward sections are not emphasised and 

bee r is given to workers and non-workers. When people are 

recruited for ploughing and oxen are used, beer is served amongst 

the people Ylho have actually done the work and the rest is shared 

to people of the area according to sections and sub-wards. To 

organ ise such a Vlork party a ma n/ woman calls people to come and 

plough his/her land. To do this he/she must brew about two 

inawele (about 30 amanxithi). It sometimes happens that this is 

delayed. The one beer drink of this type that I attended took 

place a couple of months after the work had been done. 



Now, 11orkers, these beakers that we have been gi ven 
are from Gulayo who had nothing at that time. He was 
nearly too late to pla nt because he did not have a 
field. \·Ie started immediately as we thought of his 
children. We didn't even worry him about anything as 
he had not cooked [brewed I something for us. He have 
I-Iaited until today. We didn't even say "today we 
I-I ant that food you have prom ised us". It is he l'lho 
called us to g ive us our foo d . Al l I can say is 
"Thank you" . lie I-Iant hi m to e at f rom our food that 
Thixo [Godl gave us today. 
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The first beakers that were shared out were to the men who had 

~Iorked • Th e r e '.ve r e tl",O senior me n, one young man and a young 

boy. The young boy , not yet being allowed to attend beer drinks, 

had to drink in a separate hut. 

So rr y be fore anyone says anythin g I want to say that 
there is a young ma n who 11as Ivork i ng vi i th us. He 
canno t stay ~ ith us . We have to give him one beaker 
of umgo mboth i outside. Thank you. 

Other than these beakers for the I~ or ke rs the rest of the beer 

~Ia s shared by section and sub-I-lard in much the same pattern as 

outlined above . 

There are thus two types of work party beer drinks which depend 

on the work done. \~hen the work is done by peop I e there is a 

division between Ivorkers and non-workers and the beer is shared 

by numbers. \·/hen the work is done by people and oxen the people 

vlho did the I-Io r k are recognised through being given their own 

beakers and the rest of the beer i s shared by section and sub

Iv a rd. 

How ca n we understand this difference? To answer the question 

we have to look at the role of cattle in Shixini. Cattle are 

both ritually and economically important. Economically they are 
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used for ploughing, their manure is used for fertilising gardens 

and fields, and they are also a store of wealth. 

In rituals they are the beings I'/hich mediate beheen the dead 

and the living. ;'Ihen ca ttle are s I aughtefed for the ancestors 

the bellol~ing of the ox, \ihen it is stabbed, is a sign that the 

ancestors have accepted the gift. Cattle are used by men (the 

living) to communicate with the dead (the ancestors). It is in 

this role that 11e can understand I;hy, when cattle are used in 

work, the beer is distributed to the community. 

In all beer drinks there is a religious element. Only in some 

is it expressed explicitly but people say that the ancestors like 

the smell of beer in a homestead. Ancestors are drawn to the 

homestead by commensality and this commensality is explicitly ev

ident at work parties where cattle are used in work. 

The reason that beer drinks for work in I~hich cattle are used 

are different to beer drinks where they are not used is because 

the role of the ancestors in the life of people is more explicit. 

Cattle are ritual animals and I'/hen they are used in work they 

must be thanked in a ritual manner. Rituals need people and this 

is why a lot of beer is brewed at work parties where cattle are 

used for work. 

This is where the beer drink called utywala beenkabi (beer of 

the oxen) is important. This beer drink takes place after the 

harvest and before the next ploughing time. The beer drink is 

explicitly related to the role of cattle in work. The cattle are 
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thanked for their work and people say that this beer drink is 

also to sooth the 'Heals of the oxen as they were beaten while 

they were ~Iork i ng. In these beer drinks a beaker of beer is 

drawn and is explicitly said to be for a specific ox. People 

draw the beaker and say "This beaker is for so and so, the ox 

that brought the mealies from the field" or a variation of this. 

This ritual through the thanking of the oxen ensures a good 

harvest because it gi ves the oxen strength and at the same time 

thanks the ancestors. "To get a good harvest the only thing that 

you can do is to brew beer f or thanking the oxen". 

This beer drink has a specific religious component in that 

people do this to ensure a better harvest. It is much the same 

as another beer drink held at around about the same time in the 

agricultural cycle called utywala bomvuno (beer of the harvest). 

At the latter beer drink beer is shared by areas and the people 

who actually did the work are recogni sed through the seating 

arrangements and the distribution of beer. People say that this 

beer drink is held to "taste the mealies" and it is also to thank 

the ancestors for the harvest as well as to ask for their help in 

the next season. 

The only other explicit reference to the role of the ancestors 

in agriculture is in the ritual where a goat is slaughtered for a 

nevi plough. 

Before you use a plough that you have bought you must 
first slaughter a goat for it. You take the digested 
grass from the goat that you have slaughtered and 
smear the plough with it. You also cut a small part 



of the skin and tie it on the handles of the plough. 
8y doing this you are protecting the plough and you 
say "I am prote cting you so that you cannot break 
easily and when I have ploughed with you I will ge t a 
good harvest " . 
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We see that secular beer drinks symbolically recognise working 

re l ations hi ps between groups of people, the sexes, and in-

dividuals, through the manipulation of space. At these beer 

drinks it is neighbourhood and community which is emphasised. 

The relationship tha t is emphasised is that of neighbourhood. 

This makes sense because it is neighbours who most often combine 

for \wrk. In sacred ri tua 1 the stress shifts from communi ty to 

kinship. 

Sacred ritual. 

There is a definite ritual cycle with regard to rituals assoc-

iated with the ancestors. After the burial the first ritual in 

the cycle is when an ox is slaughtered to accompany the man as he 

leaves the world of the living and joins the world of the dead. 

The ritual is called ukukhapha (to accompany). Hunter (1979: 

230) describes how among the Mpondo a beast is killed on the day 

of the death of the head of a homestead. This beast is called 

inkomo yokuhlamba (the beast of washing) but is also seen to 

ukukhapha the dead person. The second ritual is when the ances-

tor is brought back to the land of the living. This ritual 

brings back the dead person as an ancestor. Before the ritual he 

was not yet an ancestor being just a dead person. This ritual is 

ca 11 ed ukubuyi sa (to come back). This ritual, also called 

ukubona umzi, is held so that the deceased "may return nicely to 
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his umzi" (Hunter 1979: 23). A similar ritual, called ukugugula 

uba~lo ( 'turning back' or 'conve rt in g' the father) i s also 

des crib ed by PaU I'1 (1976: 53 ) in East London. All t hese rituals 

are of the ukubuyisa type and they function to convert, or bring 

back the dead person as an ancestor. The third ritual i n th e 

cycle is when the dead person (now an ancestor) is gi ven a gift 

(isipho) . It is the last of these rituals that I am going to 

outline be l ol·l. 

T h~ ri tual de scr ibed below took place in Sept embe r 1988 and the 

off iciatin g cl an I'las t'JgI~ev u. Za nelanga r·lbo vane had de cided in 

19 8 1 that he wanted to do isipho for his fa ther. Zanelanga had 

sa ved e nough mone y for the is i pho . He had decided to hold the 

ritual at this t ime as he d id not kn ow if he would have money in 

the future to ho ld such a ritual if it was delayed. He had spent 

about R400.00 on beer, brandy . flour etc but the ox was something 

of I'lh ich he had not calculated the value. The main aim of the 

r i tual vias to gi ve a gi ft to hi s father, (·lpunga, I'lho would then 

look f avourably upon him and protec t him from harm. 

This thing is a help to me because when old pe ople 
are sleeping underground [i n the gravel they a r e your 
helpers. They protect you from evil things that can 
be a serious problem for you. If you can't do th is 
thing it happens that after a long time you could get 
sick, be stabbed by a person or something else that 
can endanger your life, or a car accident. That is 
what makes me do this thing before any of those 
things can happe n t o me . At the moment there is no 
importa nt reason that forced me to do this thing. 

Day one: 

1) AgnatiC kin, their wives, abatshana and close neighbours 
go into a hut. 
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There (with the exception of close neighbours) they dance in 
a circle around a fire which is lit in the middle of the hut 
(the ritual dance is called intlombe). Th e dancing and 
s inging is pe riodically halted so that speeches may be made. 

2 ) Hen leave followed by wome n. The people stop in the 
courtyard (inkundla) and sing songs and speeches are made. 
The refra in (ukuvumisa), camagu ("be appeased" or "pardon" 
(McL aren 1963: 20) ), is shown in brackets. 

Camagu . 
Camagu (Camagu Zulu) [Zulu is the praise name for members of 
the Ngwevu clan] 
Say Camagu Ngwe vu (Camaqu). 
To be here (Camagu). 
That was my annou ncement (Camagu). 
I had remembered my father (~amagu). 
I wanted to cook something for him (Camagu). 
A gift of the red ox called Dyambothi ( Camaqu). 
I was not to ld by the diviner (Camagu) . . 
Only that I have reme mbe red him (Camaqu). 
~e cause I always knew that I ha ve to do something for him 
(Camagu). 
I have decided that this must happen (Camagu). 
I did not get s ic k, I have not dreamed about this (Camagu). 
The idea came into my hear t (Camagu). 

3) The cattle are brought into the kraal Ivhile the men wait 
in the inkundla. After the cattle have entered the kraal the 
men enter . 

Camagu, Camagu (Camaqu) 
Here is the an nounce ment from Zanelanga (Camagu). 
We are here for the announcement of Zanelanga (Camagu). 
He is givi ng a gift to his father Hp un ga (Cama gu ). 
He is gi ving this red ox called Dyambothi (Camagu) with its 
water [beer] (Camagu). 
There was no sickness, he did not have pain in his body 
(Camaqu). 
He was not sick 
He has not come 
It is only that 

(Camagu). 
from the diviners 
he remembered his 

(Camagu). 
father (Camagu) . 

4 ) The selected ox is caught, placed on the ground and then 
stabbed by the inkulu "th e senior representative of a group 
of men who can all t race their relationship to an apical 
ancestor" (Hammond-Tooke 1984: 85 ). 

5) (,hi Ie Ivai ting for the ox to die speeches are made by 
senior members of the off iciatin g clan. 



We met here before and discussed this day. Yesterday 
\,e a 1 so met and thought about th i s day. Here he 
[Zanelangal did not tell us what he wanted to do. It 
is the custo~ not to tell people at the time. People 
should be told only on the day that it happens. 
Everyone is like that. Zanelanga [name of man 
holding the rituall is giving a gift to his father 
:: punga. i,ipunga is the son of i; bovane the younger 
brother of i'lose. He is giving this red ox. He has 
not gone to the diviners . There \,as nothing "rang . 
:Jow he has thought and seen that as he has these few 
days he must come here to do th i s th i ng. Everybody 
\,ho is here in the kraa 1 must 1 i sten to what I say . 
People must know about it. It has its beaker in the 
hut. He d i d not say "No it I'lill be brel'/ed later". 
The beaker is in the hut. They said I have to stop. 
That is all that was in my throat. 
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6) The ox is butchered and a piece of meat from above the 
right foreleg (intsonyama) is ritually eaten (ukushwama) with 
a beaker of beer by members of the clan in the kraal. 

7) Raw meat is then distributed to members of the clan and 
the area. At this time the meat \'laS roasted over an open 
fire . 

8) Seer is then distributed in the same way as the meat. 

9) At night there is singing and dancing inside one of the 
huts of the host's homestead. 

This is a brief overview of the first day of the rit ual. The 

relations which are stressed are those of the clan. Only at the 

end of the last day are members of the sub-ward and other areas 

recognised in the distribution of meat and beer . Even at this 

stage the clan members of the host group were segregated from the 

rest of the people. They sit on the right hand side of the kraal 

from the perspective of looking in4 . 

4 This is the inverse of the situation inside the hut. In the 
hut the left hand side is negative while the right hand side is 
positive. In the kraal the opposite is true. This could be 
because in the land of the sacred. the land of the ancestors. the 
reverse situation is true. This is reminiscent of Soyinka ' s book 
The Palm Wine Drinkard where in the land of the dead the dead do 
the inverse of what the people do i n, the real world. In the land 
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Day two: 

1) People return to the homestead where they are given meat. 

2) ;·tember of the host c I an go into the hut for the ri tua I 
dance (intlombe ). The dancing and singing is again 
interspersed with speeches. 

Stop . Stop ~ama. Ho ld on my sisters. 
Hold on my father's sister. Say Camagu Ng wevu! (Camagu). 
Say Camagu Ngwevu (Camagu). 
Say Camagu because Camagu is accepted (Camagu). 
Here is an announcement for you (Camagu). 
Zanelanga (Camagu) asked you to meet here today (Camagu) 
To be witnesses (Camagu) and also to come and wash [drink] 
from 'this beaker that I I'/dsh [drink) from today (Camagu). 
In the name of my father (Camagu) ;; punga who has been given a 
gift of the red ox, Dyamboth i, from his son (Camagu). 
It has its water [beer1 (Cama u). 
!Ie have go t everyth i ng ( Sam aqu • 
There is nothing that we need (Camaqu). 
Say Camaqu fJ gwevu (Camagu). 
I was not told by the divine rs about him (Ca magu) my father 
(Camagu) . 
I knew that I have to do this for him today (Camagu). 
After he gave birth to me , his son, and died he left me as a 
man who is circumcised (Cam-agu). 
This is what came to ~ind, I have not dreamt about it. I was 
not sick (Camagu). 
I was aware that I must give hi m this thing [the gift 1 today 
(Camagu). 
I have tried to do all that I can so that he can hold my 
right hand (Camagu) so that I can do better work. 
So that I can manage to buy my own cattle (Camagu). 
I thank you . 

3) After the intlombe the people leave the hut (men first) 
and stop in the inkundla where speeches are made. 

Camagu. Say Camagu Ngwevu. (Camagu). 
Here is an announcement from Zanelanga (Camaqu) who is giving 
a gift to his father Mp unga. (Camagu). 
He is giving the gift of this red ox, Dyambothi (camagu) with 
i ts \~ate r [beer) (Camagu). 
Everything was as it is supposed to be (cama)u). 
We cannot say that anything i s short (Camagu . 
There is nothing more that he should do. Everything is here 
today (Camagu). 
It was not a diviner who told him to do this thing (Camagu). 

of the dead people walk backwards to go forward (that is if 
forward is not backward). 
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He did not dream of hi s father asking for meat (Ca magu). 
It was only Zanelanga's heart that said "Your father is dead, 
you must do this for hi m" (Camagu). 
I stop Ngwevu (Camagu, ca maa u Zulu, camaou). 

4) Me at shared to the host clan and by area in the kraal. 
5) Hen leave the kraal and sit by area next to the kraal. 

5 ) Beer is shared. The firs t beakers go to the people of the 
hos t's sub-ward. These be akers are called umcakulo and peo
ple say that these beakers are the first beakers consumed by 
the host area to show that there is no po ison. 

7) The rest of the beer is shared to the people by area. 

3 ) After the beer is consumed representatives from each area 
stand up and nake speeches. 

Here is something Zanelanga. I t61~ for the peopl e 
of UOr.Jpha [sub- ~Iard]. I have kno,1n Zanel anga from 
vlhen he \<las born. He must rer.lember his fa ther \~ho 
died. His father died when he " as still a young 
baby. His tata omncinci [fathers younger brother] 
looked after him. You are now the head of this 
homestead. You are no'll the one ~I ho looks after this 
homestead. Zanelanga my son, 'tie want you to build 
this homestead. Bring maize. \,e want cows at this 
homestead. Look after your father. Look after him 
l'lith great care. Thank you my son. Darkness can go 
and the light appear. 

9) Singing and dancing in the hut at night. 

On this the second day the local community is drawn into the 

ritual to a greater extent than on the first day. They are given 

a share of beer before all the other areas and there are not so 

many exclusively clan activities, other than the intlombe, as 

there I~ere on the first day. There is also a specific share of 

meat I~hich is given to the people of the host's sub-ward. This 

is the right hind leg of t he ox (called umlenze) and is something 

which has to be given to the men of the area. At another ritual 

which I attended the people of the area demanded this share, and 
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after some argument about if it was the right time for its 

distribution, were g iven it. 

This is important because it is only on the second day of the, 

ritual that the peop le who are not related can dema nd their 

ri ghts . On the fi rst day they are just necessary observers of 

the ritual. On the second day they become participants and can 

~ake demands on the host clan. 

Day three: 

1) Eating of meat in the kraal. Sh ares by area . 

2) Afte r eat in q the me at in the kra al beer was shared by area 
outs ide the kraa l. 

3) Th e 
kraa l. 
anima ls 

next step \~as the burn i ng of the 
This is something that is common to 
are slaughtered for the ancestors . 

bones inside the 
all rituals where 

4 ) The end of the ritual concludes wi th the eating of the 
remaining mea t inside the hut by the kin group . 

The third d ay of the ritual seems to be the least significant 

of the days. Most of the beer and meat has already been consumed 

and the beer that is left is usually sour. People still attend 

the ri tual but on this day the number of people who attend is 

much lower than on the previous two days . 

In this ritual, and others like it, there is a shift in em-

phasis from day to day and within the day. On the first day the 

emphasis is on the clan and other cognatic kin (e.g. abatshana). 

At the end of this day the neighbourhood and other areas are 

recognised. On the second day neighbourhood is emphasised and 

this shifts back to the kin group in the early afternoon. The 
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emphasis then shi fts back to neighbourhood and communi ty unti 1 

the end of the day. On the third day neighbourhood and community 

are again emphasised and at the culmination of the ritual it is 

aga in the local agnatic cluster and other clan members. 

Table 23: 

DAY 

One 

Three 

Shifts in the relationships stressed 
by the ritual. 

DOMINANT EMPHASIS. 
I 

l 
Co gnatic k in --l 
~eighbo urhood and community 

tl eighbourhood and community and Ji 
then the local agnatic cluster 

L _______ --' __ ._d_n_d_ o_t_h_e_r __ c_l_a_n __ m_e_m_b_e_r_s_. ______ ._ 

Hhat does this ritual, and other rituals of a similar type, 

tell us about the world of social practice. It has been argued 

that ritual 'hides' the reality of social practice (Bloch 1974, 

1977; McA llister 1989 ). 

Bloch (1974) argues that the language used in ritual is 

characterised by formality. The formality of ritual language 

changes the ordinary forms of linguistic communication and 

therefore ritual language is "impoverished" because "the choice 

of form, of style, of words and of syntax is less than in 

ordinary language" (Bloch 1974: 56, 59). Language, in ritual, 

because of its restricted nature cannot be used to comment on, or 

explain reality. Ritual, because of the communication mode, is 

thus disconnected from reality and therefore 

An attempt to link the context of ritual to the world 
of society does not ./o rk because in secular terms 
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religious rituals are mis-statements of reality. 
(Ibid: 77). 

In a later article Bloch (1977), drawing on Geertz ' s (1973) 

\-Io rk on the Sal inese, finds that conceptions of non-l inear, or 

cyclical, time are evidenced in for mal occasions such as ritual. 

On the other hand the concept of linear, durational time is used 

in everyday practice such as agricultural production. He 

concludes from this that the wor ld of ritual, through its use of 

non- linear time, 'hides' the \'/O rld of everyday practice. Time, 

as used and conceptualised, in ritual is a cultural specific 

convention wh il e time, as i t is used in everyday practice, is 

universal. In ritual communication society is the source - of 

cognition the concept of non-durational time \-,hile in 

everyday practice the world beyond society, as a subject of human 

activity, is the source of co gn ition - the concept of linear 

durational time (Ibid: 285). 

The second part of his argument relates to the notion of social 

structure as conceptualised by structural functionalists such as 

Radc Ii ffe-Brown (1979). Bloch argues that Radcliffe-Brown's 

descriptions of social structure suffer from a serious 

methodological inadequacy in that "Social structure is only 

extracted from ritual communication" (1977: 286). As ritual 

communication 'hides' reality through its use of non-durational 

time, the social structure as revealed by ritual has no bearing 

on the world of everyday practice. 

Social 
to be 
linked 

structure, far from being society. turns out 
a system of classification of human beings 
to other ritual cognitive systems, such as the 



ritual notion of time. Like ritual time it has 
phenomenological expression only at certain moments 
of the long conversation (of social life], and 
interestingly it too (sic] also seems to be different 
from the cognitive social system of other Plom ents of 
discourse. (Ibid: 286). 
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In light of the Shixini data how does Bloch's statement that 

"lYe continually find that such grou pings as agricu I tural 

cooperative grouos have no place in the classification system 

expressed in ritual ll (1977: 287) stand. Does the holding of 

isipho 'hide' or 'reveal ' the \'Iorld of social practice? 

:;cAllister ( 1989) descr i bes how at beer drinks the dist ribution 

of beer and the allocation of seating places are always 

negotiated and decisions are reached through consensus. In 

sacred ritual, on the other hand, there is no negotiation. In 

the first instance we see a lack of formal language and the 

presence of negotiation. In the second instance we see the 

presence of formal langua ge and the absence of ne gotiation. 

McAllister then argues that because neighbours are essential to 

economic life in Shixi ni and because the importance of neighbours 

are explicitly recognised at beer drinks, beer drinks 'reveal' 

the world of everyday practice. Sacred rituals through 

emphasising kin 'hide' the world because kin do not do anyt hing 

together as a group other than the holding of rituals. 

In the isipho described above agn atic, cognatic and, to a 

lesser extent, affinal links are emphasised. Neighbours , 

although having an important rol e to play, are i n a sense 

devalued. This does not reflect the reality of the importance of 
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neighbours in eve ry day lif e. I would thus agree wit h HcA llister 

that the se ritua ls 'hi de ' the I'JOrid of soc i al practice. But it 

is still important to note \~ hat is 'revea l ed' by these ritua ls. 

I< in, especially agnatic and cognatic, play an im porta nt role in 

agricultural production. 

Coop era tive l abo ur gro upings in the ploughing time are 

organised around kinship . In p lo ughing companies 70:;; of peop le 

are agnatical ly related to the head of t he company, 16 % 

cognatica ll y and 6% affinally. Only 8% of people in plough ing 

companies are not related to the head of the company. I wo uld 

ar gue that the r eason for this revolves around the use of catt le 

in ploughing acti vities. 

We can thus argue that these rituals ' reveal' the importance of 

k inship in the organisation of work. At the sa me time one has to 

ackno~lledge that at certain times kinship is em phasised at the 

expense of neighbourhood and community and as such these rituals 

only 'reveal' the ro le of kin in e conomic cooperat i on whe n tha t 

coope ration is centered around cattle. These rituals do not 

'reveal ' the importance of neighbours in other types of ec onomic 

cooperation. 

The sec ular and sacred rituals that I have described in this 

cha pter are of a fundamentally di ffe rent so rt. I have argued 

that they are both, in different senses, models of r ea lity. 

Gee rtz (1973: 93) says that a "model" has a mode l of and a mo del 

for co mp onent. \·Ihe n one speaks of a "mod el of" reality one is 
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spea king of a symbolic system , event, etc, which patterns itself 

on external reality. On the other hand a "mode] for" reality 

brings the ou tsi de I'lorid in ] ine Id th t he model as expressed by 

the symbolic system, event, etc. It is in terms of the model of 

and for concepts that I'le can understand the different 11ays in 

I,hich secular and sacred ritual 'reveal' the world of everyday 

practice. 

All rituals have both a ";;] odel of" and a "model for" component. 

Secular rituals through their manipu lation of space and time 

repl icate the I,orld of social practice \, hich exists outside of 

the ritual and thus emphas i se real >lork in g arrangements and the 

importance of ne i ghbours. Sacred r i tua I, on the other hand, 

through its manip ulation of space , ti me and kinsh ip relations 

(the evocatio n of the clan name) emphasise the importance of kin . 

The argument that secu la r ritual can be linke d to the worl d of 

social practice is not highly contentious and does not need 

explanation as it self evi de nt. The lin k between sacred ritual 

and social practice needs argument as the relationship between 

the ritual and everyday reality is not self evident. 

There are iIo/O arguments as to ~/hy sacred ritual can be ] inked 

to social practice. The first lies in the nature of the mode of 

communication and the second lies in the role of cattle. Bloch 

(1974) argues that ritual communication has no propositional 

force - it cannot "corner reality by adapting communication to 

past perception and connecting this with future perception" 
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(p.67) but that it does have illocutionary or performative 

force - the abi I i ty to influence people and not to report facts 

(p. 67). Sacred ritual can be lin ked to social practice as it, 

l i ke secular ritual, dramatises relationsllips between people thus 

creat in g a co gn iti ve model which provides an interpret ive 

fra mewor k for fu ture action. Thus sacred ritual is linked to the 

,lOrld of social pr actice because it influences people to act 

within a specific organisational framework which has been 

~rescribeu or indicated through the symbolic unification of 

cattle and kin . 

Cattle, through ritual, are associated with the c l an, and more 

spec ificall y vlith the agnatic cluster. The beast is ritually 

slaughtered by the senior agnatic cluster member and not the 

senior urni . 5 memDer These rituals create and maintain agnatic 

cluster and clan identity, and it is through the sacrifice of 

cattle for the ancestors that this is carried out. Thus cattle 

can be seen to be agnatic cluster and c lan 'property' (in the 

symbolic sense of the term) because they are the means through 

which the good fortune of the cluster and clan is maintained. 

The sacri ficin g of an ox means that the ancestors wi II look 

favourably on the household that has sacrificed the beast as well 

as on the cluster and, to a lesser extent, the clan. It is 

therefore understandable that kin, and more speCifically, members 

5 In rituals it is not the senior member of the household who 
slaughters the oxen but rather the senior member of the agnatic 
cluster. This pe rson might be a member of the household but all 
that is necessary that the person who actually does the stabbing 
is the senior agnate in the cluster (see Hammond-Tooke 1984). 
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of the agnatic cluster plough together. The ritual utility of 

cattle overlaps with economic cooperation. 

Cattle can be s e en as multivocal symbols as they symbolise 

different things in different contexts. In the ritual context 

they are s ymbolic of the relationship betwe en the living and the 

dead, and of the k in bond; in marriage they are symbolic of the 

reI at ion s hip bet wee n \" i f e g i v e r san d 1'Ii f eta k e r s; the y are a Iso 

symbolic of status a nd economic wealth. I I·/ould argue that, 

given the nultivocality of cattle as a symbol, one cannot 

separate their ritual fro m their economic utility. 

One can therefore see sacred ritual as being linked to social 

practice. As the ritual utility of cattle, and all the 

associations of k in solidarity and the ancestors, cannot be 

cognitively separated from their economic utility it is logical 

and necessary that kin plough together. The illocutionary power 

o f sacred ritual is dramatically indicated by the fact that most 

people said that they would prefer to plough with people who were 

unrelated ("from a different clan"), but yet, they do plough Ivith 

local kin. 

Ritual, through its manipulation of symbols, both reflects and 

reinforces organisational principles underlying cooperative work 

in Shixini. Principles of neighbourhood and community and their 

importance in the organisation of work parties are reflected and 

reinforced in secular ritual Ivhile the principle of kinship and 

its role in ploughing companies are seen in sacred ritual. 



CONCLUSION. 

lie may say that work is' about' the phys i ca I and 
p syc hi c ene rgy a ;vorker put sin to produc i n g. 
~ai ntaining or converting economic resources; but the 
choices, decisions and rewards of the worker are 
constrained by the logiC of the system in which he 
works. (IJallman 1979: 2, my emphasis). 
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The logic of agric ultural production in Shixini is only 

accessible to the researcher if cognisance is taken of (i) the 

wider South African economy; (i i) the effect of seasonal ity of 

the ag ricultural cycle; (iii) the values of the society; (iv) 

social 'rules' such as reciprocity and kinsh ip; (v) the 

pro ductive resources of the household; and (vi) the way in which 

resources, specifically stock and land, are distributed within 

the community. 

The logic of cooperative labour gro upings can therefore only be 

extracted through an analysis of these factors. Cooperative 

I abour arrangements are, in the first instance, necessary given 

(i) a shortage of labour arising from the migrant labour system; 

(i i) the seasonal cycle Vlhich creates labour bottle-necks at 

particular times in the agricultural cycle; and (v) the number of 

consumers and workers in the household which effect the need to 

participate in cooperative work. In the second instance 

cooperative labour is only possible given (i) the value of mutual 

help \'Ihich exists in Shixini; (ii) the morality of kinship and 

its lin ks with d ifferent reCiprocal forms; and (iii) the fact 
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that some households have more resources and are thus able to 

help other, less well off, households. 

The two forms of cooperative labour described are work parties 

(amalima) (Chapter 3) and plo ughing companies (umfelada1i/onye) 

(Chapter 4 ). Work parties are organised throu gh recruiting 

section members and neighbours (the organisational principle 

depe nding on the size of the wo r k party) and are used for a wide 

range of activities. Ploughing companies are formed through the 

recr uitment of kin (mostly agnates) and involve the use of 

cattle. 

I argued (Chapter 4) that there are a number of reasons for 

kinship being the organisational principle on which ploughing 

companies are based. Kinship is the principle underlying the 

structure of ploughing companies be cause relations betVleen kin 

are based on long- te rm principles of reciprocity, morality (see 

Chap ter 3). 

The second reason for kinship operating as the organisational 

principle is that ploughing involves the use of cattle. Cattle 

are both economic and ritual animals. In ritual they are used to 

communicate Vii th the ancestors and thus are important to all 

members of the agnatic cluster. Rituals which involve the 

sacrifice of cattle to the ancestors bring together the agnatic 

cluster as well as members of the clan from far afield. Although 

these rituals are explicitly held for a specific ancestor the 

clan as a whole is recognised and strengthened. As such one can 
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see a sacrifice to a specific ancestor as celebrating the unity 

of the clan and therefore cattle are, symbolically, the property 

of t.he agnatic c luster and the clan. It is through these 

sacrific es that t he clan is strengthened through bringing members 

t og ether an d by s ivin g a gift to the ancestors and thus creating 

good will or removing bad luck. 

If cattle are, in this sense, the property of the clan and the 

agnatic cluster it makes sense that \,hen they are used, in the 

economic context, t hey are used by kin. The economic utility of 

cattle, cattle bein g multivocal symbols, cannot be separated from 

their ritual utility. 

Work parties do not involve the use of cattle and therefore kin 

are not essential to their constitution. Work parties are 

organ i sed on an ad hoc bas i s and ~Ihen the spec i fi c task is 

completed members of the work party disperse. The organisational 

principle underlying the organisation of work parties is 

neighbourhood and section membership. 

Other analysts have argued that reciprocity is not important to 

the organisation of work parties and Kuckertz (1983) said that: 

It should be noted that this cooperation is generated 
by economic necessity, not any philosophy of 
cooperativeness and togetherness based on kinship or 
other forms of social arrangement [i.e. reciprocity). 
(Kuckertz 1983: 199, parentheses mine). 

I am i n fundamental disagreement with Kuckertz's denial that 

reciprocity is not a factor of any importance in work parties. 

Reciprocity, in the context of work parties, has a long-term 
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focus in that people expect that their Ile lp Vii II be returned to 

th em at a later da t e. Kuckertz (1985) arg ues that vlo rk parties 

are only to the economi c be nefit of the or ga nisin g homestead and 

th is is true if one takes an atemporal vieVi of these activities. 

I n the lon g-term, participating in Vlork parties a lso benefits the 

re cruited and not only the recruiter. 

If we t ak e the view that reciprocity does not underlie people's 

reasons for part icipa ting in \-Ior k pa rties then it i s impossible 

to understand why people will participate in an activity which is 

to their det ri ment (seeing as they could have enga ged their time 

more productively elsewhere). 

The reciprocity which underlies the organisation of Vlork 

parties is different to that which underlies ploughing companies. 

I hav e classifi ed the reciprocity in \~o r k parties as 'mid-term' 

for two reasons. Firstly, it is not expected that the 'gift' of 

labour be returned immediately and, secondly, because people are 

recruited in terms of section membership and are rewarded with 

beer for their help the relationship between the recruiter and 

the recruited is one of equality'. On the other hand long-term 

reciprocity , v/ h i Cll underlies ploughing companies, is 

characteristic of unequal relationships between people (in 

ploughing companies the contributions to the company are widely 

1 This equality is asserted through the fact that when a garden 
is hoed a part of the garden is left for the owner to weed 
hersel f. (see Chapter 3). 
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differentiated) and where there is a strong element of obligation 

(as in kinsh ip relations). 

Ilow does seasonality determine the structure of these two work 

groups? In the first instance both cooperative arrangements 

ari se out of the fact that a shortage of resources exi sts at a 

particular moment in time \~hich preclude some households from 

undertaking agricultural production on their own. In the case of 

\wr k parti e s the major constraint to economic independence is a 

shortage of labour, whi Ie in ploughing companies there are a 

numb er of resource constraints labour. draught cattle, and 

implements \'/hich can be translated as capital as impleme nts are 

bought with money. 

The demands for resources are seasonal in that all processes in 

the agricul tura I cycle have di fferent resource demands. In the 

~/ eeding season (from about Ja nuary to i·larch) there is a demand 

for the human resource. This demand is compounded by the fact 

that this is the period with the highest rainfall of the yea r. 

People find it impossible to hoe after heavy falls of rain 

because the soil tends to stick to the blade of the hoe making 

hoeing exceptional ly heavy work. 

Rain increases the speed with which weeds grow and one finds 

that when it has not rained fami lies \·/eed the ir own garde ns. 

After rain there is a sudden surge in the number of work parties. 

Within the dry period households are able to weed their own 
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gardens and thus the demand for work parties is intermittent 

depend ing on rainfall. 

ilost households \'/ould find it impossible to weed all their 

cultivated land alone. Thus the necessity for work parties 

devel ops. In Shixini labour is in short supply vlith 73 % of all 

adult men working away as migrants. In the weeding season people 

need to recruit large numbers of \vorke rs to \,eed the i r garde ns 

and the demand for labour cannot be met by recourse to kin. In 

the \;eed ing season the problem of labour supply and demand is 

solved through holding work parties. 

The November and December ploughing season is shorter than the 

weeding season and because it is constricted by time and rainfall 

there is a great demand for the utilisation of ploughing 

resources within a very short time period. Fortunately, for the 

Shixini farmer, the use of draught oxen greatly increases the 

abi lity of the farmer to plough timeously. The problem is th at 

most households do not own enough draught cattle to plough their 

land and ploughing companies solve this problem. 

Ploughing is a precondition for weeding. If land was not 

ploughed and planted there \;ould be no need for weeding. This 

might seem to be tautologous but it is necessary to emphasise the 

importance of ploughing relative to weeding. As ploughing is so 

important it has to be controlled and companies are a means of 

control I ing the uncertainty of agricultural activity. I argued 

that although people cannot contro l uncertainty brought abo ut by 
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seasonality it is possible to control the uncertainty of the 

human resource. The human resource in ploughing companies is 

con trolled, firstly, because he/she is a member of a group which 

has persisted over time and therefore the obligations \, hich a 

person has to a company are compounded. Secondly, the obligation 

which a person has to a company are reinforced by the fact that 

without a company people would not be able to plough. The third 

way in which the human resource is controlled is through the fact 

that the relationship between members of a company is moral -

they are kin. Peop le work together because they are kin and they 

stay together beca use they are kin. 

In Shixini different cooperative arrangements are real ised in 

different ways. Each task has to be seen in terms of the demands 

it places on resources and in terms of the time when the task is 

do ne. \~e thus find different organisational principles operating 

for di fferent tasks - work parties have a neighbourhood focus 

\, hile ploughing companies have a kin focus. The two different 

focii are reflected in the cognitive maps which are revealed in 

ritual (see Chapter 5). 

In chapter five I argued that both secular and sacred ritual 

reveal cooperative arrangements. Secular ritual dramatises the 

\, ork party whi Ie the organising principles underlying ploughing 

companies are dramatised in sacred ritual. 

These are the two broad patterns ~Ihich I have identified in 

Sh ixini but within these patterns there is considerable 
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variation. The organisation of work is affected by economic 

differentiation. Re sources are widely differentiated in Shixini 

(see Cilapter 3) and differentiation influences the ./ay in \'/hich 

cooperative arrangements stac k up against each other. 

In Shixini poorer households are primarily labour gi vers while 

richer households are labour receivers. Richer households 

because they can afford to brew beer are able to hold a greater 

number, or larger, Hork parties. For poorer households \~ ork 

parties are a serious depletion of consumption resources. The 

an alogy is the that of a person who has R100.00 spending R10.00 

and a poor person who has R20.00 spending R10.00. In the first 

case the spending of R10.00 represents 10% of the households 

resources while, for the second person, spending R10.00 

represents 50% of the households resources. 

In chapter three I argued that differentiation also establishes 

the necessi ty for economic cooperation "hi Ie at the same time 

creating the possibility of cooperation. Households with large 

gardens find it necessary to recruit labour whi Ie those with 

small gardens are able to spend time weeding these large gardens. 

This relates to principles of reciprocity because as resources 

holdings are not constant a household which donates labour at the 

present time might need to recruit labour in the future. 

Other than differentiation another major factor influencing 

ho usehold produ ct! on is the constitution of the household. I 

have shown that the number of consumers in a household 
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significantly effects yields (see Chapter 2). Households with a 

large number of consumers produce a significantly greater amount 

of maize than households \'Iith fe\~er consumers. The main reason 

for this is that the greater number of consumers in a household 

the greater is t he need to produce to satisfy its consumption 

requirements. 

Households depending on their economic position and their 

structure involve themselves in cooperative arrangements 

differently. The final question that needs to be ansYlered is: 

;-Ihat con ditions in Shixini make cooperative arrangements 

possible? It is undoubtedly true that, in order to produce, it 

is essential that households involve themselves i n cooperative 

arrangements. It is also true that given the present position of 

certain households (specifically the wealthier, larger 

households) it is to their detriment to be involved in 

cooperative arrangements it is not necessary for these 

households to participate in these arrangements as they are 

materially self sufficient. Why then do they partiCipate in 

cooperative labour? 

There are two basic reasons for their participatio n. Firstly, 

and most simply, a households resources are not constant. People 

leave to bui Id their own homesteads, cattle die, ploughs are 

broken etc and thus partiCipating in cooperative arrangement s 

today is an investment in the future. At some time in the future 

a household will have to ask for help from other people . 
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Secondly, and mo re importantly, peop le in Nomp ha (the sub-ward 

whe re this resea rch took place) forr;] a moral community. The 

mora Ii ty of the commun i ty resu I ts from a number of fa ctors. 

There is no doubt tha t people in Nompha wo uld be able to find an 

affinal link, no mat ter hOI" distant, ,11th every other perso n. 

Relationships between people are thus domi nated by a ki nship 

idiom and th is, to a certain extent, explains the obligations 

which people have to each other. The morality of mutual help is 

expressed at mo s t public meetings and during beer drinks where a 

large number of speeches are made which explicitly recognise the 

mutual inter-dependance of the commun ity. 

The se cond factor is the material context in which Shix ini 

peop le I·/Ork and live. Cross (1933: 1-31) in her chapter 'Land 

reform and the black rural economy in South Africa' argues that 

the system of communal land tenure creates a moral community. In 

Shixini people ga in access to land through making an application 

to the isibonda of the area in which he wants to live. The 

isibonda, after discussion with senior members of the sub-ward 

section, having approved the application takes the applicant to 

the Tribal Authority which, if the person's taxes are paid up, 

approves the allocation. 

In the f irst instance the community, through its 

represen tatives, approves the application according to whet her 

they would like to have that person living in the community. The 

community is thus, theoretically, able to reject or accept people 

which gives it a moral character. The transfer of land is thus a 
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moral tran sacti on as it admits people to the moral community and 

because of this; 

The indigenous land systems ••• central focus is on 
establ ishing and maintaining the social exchange and 
support neHlorks that underpin survival in a poverty 
economy . (Ib i d: 20 ) 

The communal land tenure system. given that lan d is allocated 

by the community. contributes to strong local organisation. This 

local organisation has a number of important r es ults and Cross 

goes on to argue that: 

The important point about local organisation is that 
it forms a re servoir of established interpersonal 
relationships out of which spontaneous interest 
groups can emerge and organise themselves. (I bid: 
21 ) . 

These sponta neous interest groups are the cooperative l abo ur 

group in gs wh ich I have described and analysed in this 

dissertation. 
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APPENDIX 1: NOTES ON SHIXINI SURVEYS. 

Four surveys were carried out in Nompha. 

Survey 1. 

This \'laS a general 11ousehold survey. The survey schedule lias 

designed for the Shix ini Development Research Project (SDRP) by 

Dr Pat r,1cA llister of the anthropology department, Rhodes 

University. The survey included the following questions. 

1) Sub-ward and section affiliation. 

2) Name and clan of head of household; marita l status 
(widowed, divorced, single, married). 

3) Ijames, age, and relationship to head of all ad ults living 
in the household. 

4) Names, age, and relationship to head of all children 
living in the household. 

S) IJ ames, age, place of work and last time at home of all 
employed persons in the household. 

6) Access to stock in terms of cattle, horses, sheep, goats, 
pigs and other (e.g. pigs, poult ry) of the household. 

7) Ploughing means. Through what means did the household 
plough its land? If it lias a member of a ploughing company 
who was the head of the company? 

8) Frequency of ga rden/field use (is the garden/field used 
yearly, often, seldom, never?). 

9) Att itudes to 'betterment'. Had the household appl ied for 
a site? What was the reason for the application or no 
application? If the household had moved because of 
'betterment' when had it moved? If the household had not 
moved did it expect to move? General feelings about 
'betterment'. 

A sketch map of the area was drawn. Household section and clan 
affiliat ions were drawn onto the map. 
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Survey 2. 

This survey asked the following questions and was applied to a 
random sample of 33% of the households in Nompha. 

1) Household number and name of head of household. 

2) Church affiliation and whether people worked/did not work 
only with fellow church members and the reason for this. 

3) Number of migrants in the household (approximate income 1) 
number of pensioners. 

4) Number of cattle, hopes, sheep and goats. 
cattle lent out for n90ma and where kept. 

Number of 

5) Ploughing company membership, contribution to company, why 
the respondent joined this company and not another one. 
Hemb ership of previous company and reason for leaving the 
company. 

6) Field and garden ownership and respective sizes (area). 

7) Field and garden use. Were they planted in the last year, 
~1110 planted them, and if they were lent to someone else what 
was the arrangement? 

8) Number of work parties held by the household and number of 
work parties attended by members of the household. 

9) Informal sector activity. 
anything \vhat was being sold? 
money from these activi ties 
encountered? 

If the household was selling 
Did the household make any 
and what problems were 

10) Labour employment in the community. Did any members of 
the household work for any other household and \vhat was the 
payme nt? 

11) Did the household hold any rituals for the ancestors? 
What were these rituals called? 

1 The attempt to measure household income was unsuccessful as all 
the people interviewed had absolutely no idea of how much their 
husbands/sons earned or brought back. 

2 McLaren defines n90ma as "a cow lent out for milking" (1963: 
109 ) • 
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Survey 3. 

This survey was also administered to a random sample of 
households (33 %) and related to field and garden use. The 
following questions were asked with reference to gardens and 
fields 

1) Did you turn the soil in winter? 

2) How many times did you turn the soil before you planted? 

3) Did you plant anything in winter? 

4) How many times did you weed/hoe? 

5 ) Did you use a skoffel? 

6 ) How many amalima did you have? 

7) Did you fertilise your garden/field? 

8) If yes did you use fert il i ser. manure or a mixture of 
both? How many bags? 

9) If you used fertiliser Vlhat type of fertiliser did you 
use? 

10) Did you use improved seed? 

11) If yes how much did you use and what type was it? 

12) How many bags of maize did you get from your 
garden/field? 

Survey 4. 

This was a netvJork survey and the data I~as not used in the 

dissertation in any substantial sense. The object of this survey 

was to ascertain if the size of a household's network correlated 

with its position in the domestic cycle. In addition. I wanted 

to fi nd out if different peop I e were ca II ed upon for different 

needs. Respondents were asked (i) who they worked wi th; (i i) 

who they borrowed consumable items (e.g.sugar) from; (iii) who 

they borrowed money from; and (iv) to 11hom did they go for 

advice. For each name that a respondent gave to me I asked how 
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this person Vias related to the respondent, if at all. 

Re spondents were asked to list the section, clan and, if female, 

husband's clan, and hol'l they ~/ere related to each participant, 

for each person listed in their network. 
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